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Abstract 

Different hybrid nanoparticles (NPs), including FeM (M=Ni, Au, Pt, Pd) and Fe-

biomolecules (biomolecule=glucose oxidase, p53p protein), have been synthesized by a surfactant-

free, single-step electrochemical method. FeNi bimetallic NP systems have been chosen as the 

starting point of the present study. Shape evolution and phase transformation of FeNi NPs obtained 

by changing their composition is demonstrated. It has been shown that the shape evolution of NPs 

from concave cube to truncated sphere occurs concurrently with the phase transformation from bcc 

to fcc. In-situ formation of a very thin Ni-doped FeOOH outer layer and NiFe2O4 intermediate layer 

on the skin of the NPs is observed, the latter of which passivates the surface and dramatically 

enhances the air stability. Furthermore, bimetallic FeNi concave nanocubes with high Miller index 

planes have been obtained through controlled triggering of the different growth modes of Fe and Ni. 

Taking advantage of the higher activity of the high-index planes, mono-dispersed concave 

nanocages have been fabricated by introducing a material-independent electroleaching process. 

With the high-index facets exposed, these concave nanocubes and nanocages are found to be 10 and 

100-fold, respectively, more active toward electrochemical detection of 4-aminophenol than 

cuboctahedrons which provides a label-free sensing approach to monitoring toxins in water and 

pharmaceutical wastes. In addition, the shape-dependent magnetic properties of a bimetallic system 

have been studied for FeNi NPs with well-defined concave cubic and octahedron shapes. The alloy 

composition was chosen to be close to that of Invar FeNi alloys (35% Ni content) but with 

concurrent presence of both bcc and fcc phases, in order to investigate the role of phase 

combination in controlling the magnetic properties. The role of the two phases in governing the 

magnetic properties has also been studied for both bulk and nanoalloys by large-scale density 

function theory (DFT) calculations using Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP, Version 

5.2), which provides a new complementary approach to understanding the magnetic properties of 

alloy materials. 

To extend the aforementioned method to other hybrid and bimetallic systems, FePt NPs with 

different compositions (Fe25Pt75, Fe30Pt70, Fe35Pt65) have been synthesized and their chemical 

sensing investigated for the electro-oxidation of vitamin C.  The FePt alloy NPs are found to be 

superior catalysts for vitamin C electro-oxidation than Pt NPs and are significantly more selective 

for the detection of vitamin C against other common interference species, including dopamine, citric 
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acid, uric acid, glucose, and NaCl.  Enhancement in sensor performance can be attributed to the 

increase in specific surface area due to reduction of nanocrystallite size and to modification in the Pt 

electronic structure as a result of nanoalloying. We also synthesize bimetallic FeAu, FePd, and 

AuPt NPs and investigate their electrochemical properties for As(III) detection.  The synergistic 

effect of alloying with Fe leads to better performance for Fe-noble metal NPs (Au, Pt, Pd) than 

pristine noble metal NPs (without Fe alloying), with the best performance found for FePt NPs. The 

selectivity of the sensor has also been tested in the presence of a large amount of Cu(II), acting as 

the most detrimental interfering ion for As detection.   

The versatility of the method for hybridization of different components is demonstrated by 

synthesizing size-specific hybrid NPs based on Fe-biomolecules.  We have chosen an anticancer 

peptide (p53p, MW 1.8 kDa) and an common enzyme (glucose oxidase, MW 160 kDa) as model 

molecules to illustrate the versatility of the method towards different types of molecules over a large 

size range. We show that the electrostatic interaction for complex formation of metal hydroxide ion 

with the partially charged side of the biomolecule in the solution is the key to hybridization of 

metal-biomolecule materials to form complexes as the building blocks. These hybrid NPs with 

controllable sizes ranging from 30 nm to 3.5 μm are found to exhibit superparamagnetic behavior, 

which is a big challenge for particles in this size regime. As an example of greatly improved 

properties and functionality of the new hybrid material, in-vitro toxicity assessment of Fe-glucose 

oxidase hybrid NPs shows no adverse effect, while the Fe-p53p hybrid NPs are found to selectively 

bind to cancer cells. The present work therefore definitely demonstrates the general applicability of 

the hybridization method for synthesis of metallic hybrid NPs with magnetic properties for different 

applications, including chemical sensing, magnetic resonance imaging contrast agents, and targeted 

drug delivery carriers.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Hybrid Nanoparticles 

Nanotechnology has recently attracted much attention in analytical and biochemistry 

because of the application of a wide variety of nanomaterials, especially nanoparticles (NPs), in 

analytical methods. NPs are very interesting because they constitute a new type of material with 

properties that are very different from those of individual atoms and molecules or bulk matter. 

NPs have a much larger surface area to volume ratio (or specific surface area) than their bulk 

counterpart, which along with quantum size effects forms the basis of their unique 

physicochemical properties. 

Metallic clusters or NPs have attracted much recent attention
1
 because of their extremely 

small size and their potential usefulness in a wide range of catalytic, 
2,3

 information-storage and 

magnetic, 
4–6

 biomedical,
7
 and optical and electronic applications.

8,9,10
   Hybrid or 

multifunctional NPs constructed from more than one component have also attracted increased 

interest due to their additional functionalities.
11–14

 The term “hybrid NP” is commonly used to 

describe a discrete multi-component NP, which includes multi-metallic systems and alloy NPs.
10

 

These components could be two (or three) metals, or a metal and an organic or biomolecule, or a 

metal and metal oxide. A number of important considerations motivate the combination of more 

than one component together to make a composite NP. For instance, the surface chemical 

properties particle can be modified by coating with a second material to improve colloidal 

stability or resistance to oxidation.
10

  New synergetic effects can be created upon alloy formation 

of two metals.  Additional functionality may also be introduced into a NP in bio-applications, for 

instance, by attaching an antibody for biological targeting application.  Many different possible 

types and morphologies of hybrid NPs exist, some of which are showed schematically in Figure 

1.1.
10
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Figure  1.1 Examples of hybrid nanoparticles (NPs): (a) dielectric@metal core-shell, (b) 

metal@dielectric core-shell, (c) metal@metal coreshell, (d) metal@metal@metal core-shell, (e) 

metallic nanotriangle with overcoat of second metal, (f) heterodimer composed of dielectric and 

metal parts, (g) heterodimer composed of two different metal parts, (h) semiconductor crystal 

with attached metal nanosphere, (i) cross section through alloy metal NP showing disordered 

nature of atomic occupancies, (j) cross section through NP composed of an intermetallic 

compound showing ordered atomic occupancy, (k) metal nanorods coated in a thick shell of 

dielectric, (l) dimer with incoherent crystalline interface between the parts, (m) dimer with 

coherent interface between the parts, (n) nanorods with overgrowth of another metal at the rod 

ends, (o) nanorods with a sparse overgrowth of a second metal, (p) segmented nanowires or 

nanowire composed of two or more elements, and (q) “nanotadpole”.
10*

                                                 
*
 Reprinted with permission from: Cortie, M. B. and McDonagh, A. M., Chem. Rev. 111, 3713–

35 (2011). Copyright (2011) by the American Chemical Society. 
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Bimetallic NPs are a unique class of materials that show a combination of properties 

associated but sometimes very different with the two metals components.  In many cases, their 

specific physical and chemical properties are greatly enhanced owing to a synergistic effect.
15,16

  

Based on the mixing pattern (also known as chemical ordering), bimetallic NPs can be divided 

into three main types:
9
 Core-shell segregated alloy NPs (Figure 1.2a) consist of a core of one 

type of atom (A) surrounded by a shell of another type of atom (B), though there may be some 

mixing between the core and the shell at their interface (AcoreBshell). Segregated alloy NPs or 

heterostructures
1
  (Figure 1.2b) consist of A and B subclusters, which may share a mixed 

interface (left) or may only have a small number of A-B bonds (right).  A more common type of 

alloy NPs is the mixed A-B alloy NPs (Figure 1.2c), which may be either ordered (left) or 

randomly mixed (i.e., a solid solution, right). Randomly mixed alloy NPs are what have often 

been referred to as “alloy” NPs in the literature. The intermixed pattern is common to many 

systems. Multishell alloy NPs (Figure 1.2d) may contain layered or onion-like alternating -A-B-

A- shells. Metastable structures of this type were suggested for the growth of Cu-Ag, Ni-Ag and 

Pd-Ag NPs in computer simulations studies.
17,18,19

 Bimetallic alloy NPs (AmBn) can be generated 

with a variety of controlled size (m + n) and composition (m/n). 

 

 

Figure  1.2 Cross-sectional schematic representation of nanoparticless of possible mixing 

patterns: (a) core-shell, (b) subcluster segregated, (c) mixed, and (d) three shell.
9†

 

 

                                                 
†
 Reprinted with permission from: Ferrando, R., Jellinek, J. & Johnston, R. L., Chem. Rev. 108, 

845–910 (2008). Copyright (2008) by the American Chemical Society. 
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Among all the bimetallic NPs, bimetallic alloy NPs are among the most important 

nanomaterials because of their applications in numerous catalytic reactions, including catalytic 

reforming reactions, pollution control, and alcohol oxidation.
20–25

 Increase in solid solubility of 

alloy components with decreasing particle size is one of the prominent effects. The “alloy” 

properties of these NPs are found to depend not only on their relative compositions and crystal 

structures, but also on their sizes and shapes.
26

  Alloy NPs can be generated in a variety of 

media, including as-born in NP beams, growth in colloidal solutions, immobilized on surfaces, or 

inside pores. These alloy NPs are particularly interesting because their chemical and physical 

properties may be tuned by varying the composition and atomic ordering as well as the size and 

shape of the NPs. Indeed, alloy NPs may display not only magic-number sizes but also magic 

compositions, i.e., compositions at which the alloy NPs exhibit special stability or other 

enhanced properties.
9
 

Alloy NPs may also be classified as “free”/“bare” or “passivated”/“coated”, depending on 

whether the surface of the NP is stabilized by surfactant molecules or ligands.
9
 Free/bare NPs are 

usually produced in a molecular beam or the gas phase, while passivated NPs can be generated in 

both the solution and gas phases. Alloy NPs may also be “supported” on surfaces or inside 

porous materials. One challenge in studying bare metal NPs is that it could be difficult to isolate 

and handle them. To enable the investigation of near-uniformly sized NPs and to exploit NP 

properties in device applications, it is necessary to protect them with a shell. NPs can also be 

deposited from a solution onto a (conductive) substrate or from the gas phase onto any substrate 

such as graphite, silicon, or an inorganic oxide. For applications in which NPs need to be 

immobilized on a surface (e.g. sensing), synthesis methods for supported NPs are more 

appropriate. 

1.2 Methods for preparation  

Different methods can be used for making hybrid NPs, including bimetallic and alloy 

NPs. In this section, we summarize the synthetic techniques that are commonly used to prepare 

hybrid NPs consisting of two components. These synthetic principles can be extended to produce 

more complex, multicomponent structures, if desired. Our focus is on thecombination of metallic 

components but some of the methods can also be used for synthesis of metal-semiconductor or 

metal-oxide hybrid NPs.  
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1.2.1 Chemical Reduction  

A colloidal metal particle consists of a metallic core surrounded by a ligand shell. 

Colloidal metallic particles can be produced by chemical reduction of metal salts dissolved in an 

appropriate solvent in the presence of surfactants (e.g., citrate, alkylthiols, thioethers) or 

polymeric ligands (e.g., polyvinylpyrrolidone or PVP), which passivate the NP surface.
27

 First 

published by Faraday in 1857,
28

 this approach was further developed and standardized by 

Turkevich in 1950s,
29

 who also proposed a mechanism for the formation of colloidal NPs which 

involves stepwise nucleation, growth and agglomeration. Modern analytical experiments have 

essentially validated this mechanism, which makes use of “seed” particles (<1 nm in diameter) as 

nuclei for further growth (“ripening”).
30

   

1.2.1.1 Co-reduction 

The coprecipitation method is a one-step method that produces hybrid particles by 

simultaneous nucleation and growth.  Solution conditions are chosen to enable both components 

to precipitate simultaneously. If the two components nucleate heterogeneously on each other, 

then a homogeneous composite particle will form.
31,32

 In the case of metallic components, 

however, the coprecipitation does not usually occur because the redox potential for each 

reduction reaction is different. This leads to the more noble element being reduced first followed 

by the other element. This can be overcome by using a very strong reductant such as 

borohydride, so that reduction occurs so rapidly that the usual galvanic processes do not occur to 

a significant extent.
10

 The order of deposition can be changed if the reduction is conducted in the 

presence of a ligand (surfactant) that bonds more strongly to the metal with the higher redox 

potential. Another way of making bimetallic particles is reduction of the co-complexes, that 

contain both metal species.
9
 

1.2.1.2 Successive reduction 

Atoms of one metal can be deposited onto an as-prepared NP of another metal via the so-

called  “seed-germ” process introduced by Schmid and coworkers.
31

 In this method, as-prepared 

NP (seed) with active surfaces undergoes a second reduction step in the presence of salts of the 

other metal. The seed is usually produced separately by some appropriate method, such as 

nucleation and growth by reduction, pH change of a solution, or pyrolysis of an appropriate 

precursor.
10

 The reaction environment is then changed so that a second component can 
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precipitate onto the first component. The second component will often nucleate and grow on the 

first component to produce the composite NPs, because heterogeneous nucleation is generally 

more favorable than homogeneous nucleation.
33,34

 

1.2.2 Synthesis by galvanic replacement 

This method has two separate steps, in which a NP of a moderately active metal, such as 

Ag or Co, of appropriate shape and size is first produced, and then a solution of a more noble 

metal such as Au is introduced. The more noble metal precipitates onto and begins to consume 

the more active core material by galvanic displacement. If the process is allowed to proceed to 

completion, the product could be a hollow, single-phase NP of the second component
10

 (Figure 

1.3). If the process is stopped before completion, a hybrid core-shell or alloy NP is produced. 

Generally, the more noble metal precipitates on the outside of the core NP but in some cases an 

inversion could occur. For instance, when Au is reacting with InAs NPs, Au diffuses rapidly to 

the interior of the InAs NPs to form a well-defined core, while a shell of amorphous InAs or 

In2O3 forms on the Au core.
35

 

 

 

Figure  1.3 Perspective diagram (top) and cross sectional view (bottom) of the process of 

galvanic displacement of Au for Ag, which is used to convert a template to alloy boxes or cages, 

or even a hollow frame.
36‡

  

1.2.3 Template growth 

Physical vapour deposition can be used to produce NPs of triangular or semishell.
37

  

Hybrid NPs can be produced by changing the composition in the sputter targets. In solution, a 

                                                 
‡
 Reprinted with permission from: Lu, X.; Au, L.; McLellan, J.; Li, Z.-Y.; Marquez, M.; Xia, Y., 

Nano Lett. 7, 1764 (2007). Copyright (2008) by the American Chemical Society. 
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porous alumina template is generally used to prepare hybrid NPs by successive addition of 

metals, such as Au followed by Pt using appropriate salt solutions. To obtain free hybrid 

nanocylinders or nanowires, the template is then dissolved by electrolysis and nanostructures are 

produced.
38,39

 

1.2.4 Radiolysis and sonochemical synthesis 

In the radiolytic method, γ-ray irradiation of water leads to solvated electrons and these 

electrons reduce the metal ions, and the subsequent coalescence of metals results in NPs.
9
 In the 

case of two metals, the more noble metal is reduced preferentially. Formation of core-shell or 

alloy NPs is possibledepending on the relative concentrations of the two metals, rate of radiolysis 

(which depends on the γ-ray dosage), rate of inter-ion electron transfer and nature of the ligands 

coordinated to the metal ions.
9,40

 

In sonochemical synthesis, high-intensity ultrasound is used to irradiate on aqueous 

solution of metal ions. In this method, formation of a core-shell structure is influenced by the 

sonochemical experimental conditions: effective stirring, microjet stream and shock wave.
41

 Kan 

et al. have shown that successive deposition is more effective than simultaneous deposition for 

sonogeneration of core-shell Au-Pd alloy NPs.
42

 

1.2.5 Molecular beams and ion implantation  

Synthesis of NPs by molecular beams is generally applicable using metal NP sources of 

the gas condensation type. These include the following:
9,43–45

 

 Laser vaporization: For synthesis of bimetallic NPs, a powerful incident laser beam is used to 

vaporize or ablate single alloy targets (in the form of rods, discs or pallets), mixed metallic 

powders, or two monometallic targets.  

 Pulsed arc NP ion source: Mono or bimetallic target is used and the vaporization occurs by 

passing an intense electrical discharge. 

 Ion sputtering: Bombarding a metal target with high-energy inert gas ions (generally Kr
+
 or 

Xe
+
) with bombardment energies in the range of 10-30 keV and currents of ~10 mA are 

required to produce NPs.  

 Magnetron sputtering: By applying either a DC or a RF potential, argon plasma is 

illuminated onto a target and confined by a magnetic field (generated in a magnetron). Ar
+
 

ions in the plasma are then accelerated onto the target and sputter it.  
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After the atoms are generated in the gas phase, condensation of NPs can be achieved by 

letting the metal vapors collide with a cold inert carrier gas and/or expansion through a nozzle.
46

 

In addition, sequential implantation of two different metal ions has been used to generate 

implanted bimetallic NPs.  For example, generation of solid-solution Ag-Au, Cu-Pd, and Cu-Au 

alloy NPs by ion implantation in silica using metallic ion beams with energies of approximately 

100 keV has been demonstrated.
47

 

1.2.6 Electrochemical synthesis 

Electrochemical synthesis is one of the most versatile methods of generating mono and 

bimetallic NPs in solution. Bimetallic PdNi, FeCo, and FeNi NPs have been prepared using two 

sacrificial bulk metallic anodes in a single electrolysis cell.
48

 Bimetallic NPs of the less soluble 

metals as anode, such as Pt, Rh, Ru, and Mo, can be produced by reducing their salts at the 

cathode electrochemically. Core-shell layered bimetallic NPs such as Pt core and Pd shell
49

 can 

also be produced by electrochemical deposition methods. In electrochemical synthesis, the more 

reactive metals are used as the reducing agents for the more noble metals, e.g., the Fe
2+

/ Fe
0
 

couple has an electrode standard potential E0 of –0.45 V (wrt SHE), while that for [PdCl4]
2-

/Pd
0
 

is +0.59 V.  Pd-coated Fe NPs have been generated in this way.
50

 

We briefly compare different synthesis methods of hybrid NPs with the electrochemical 

method, and explain why we have chosen this method for synthesis of hybrid NPs in the present 

work. Wet chemical methods conducted at room temperature have been used to produce 

amorphous alloy NPs by reverse micelle synthesis and microemulsion process,
51

 while 

crystalline NPs can be produced in various aqueous and nonaqueous media by, borohydride 

reduction and hydrazine reduction of Fe and Ni inorganic salts for example.
52

  However, it is 

very difficult to obtain a narrow size distribution of NPs with these room-temperature methods, 

making it necessary to perform the synthesis at a higher temperature (above 300°C) in the 

presence of surfactants.
53

  Although surfactants can also stabilize the dispersion of NPs and 

prevent their aggregation, incorporation of bulky or strongly binding surfactants in the NPs can 

affect their properties, sometimes in an undesirable way. Dry synthesis methods, such as arc 

discharge,
54

 hydrogen plasma reaction
55

 and reduction of FeCl2 and NiCl2 vapours in the 

presence of H2,
56

 can produce spherical NPs or powders. However, the product obtained often 

agglomerate into NPs or chains due to their magnetic interactions.  This makes generation and 
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study of uniformly dispersed, individually separated NPs challenging.  Electrochemical methods 

have the advantage of producing NPs with a uniform spatial distribution without agglomeration, 

which therefore provides the maximum exposed surface for electro-catalysis without any 

additional step. Electrodeposition usually results in highly crystalline NPs with a very thin oxide-

shell that is formed in-situ in the synthesis. This oxide shell can sometimes serve as a protective 

layer from further oxidation and make the hybrid NPs stable in air. Electrodeposition can also be 

performed in a mild solution (close to neutral pH) at room or low temperature (4°C), which is 

highly desirable for hybridization of metal-biomolecules. For sensor applications that require 

supported NPs, the electrochemical method does not require additional steps for electrode 

preparation.  

1.3 Fe-M Nanostructures 

As for bulk alloys, a very wide range of combinations and compositions are possible for 

alloy NPs. Driven by the need for low-cost soft magnets,
57,58

 catalysts,
59

 and biosensors,
60

 the 

study of bimetallic (and trimetallic) transition metal-based NPs has become a very important 

research area. In particular, the use of bimetallic NPs, such as Ni, Fe, and Co in combination 

with noble metals, can decrease the content of expensive noble metals, thereby producing low-

cost, affordable catalysts. Being an essential trace element, Fe meets the requirements for 

application in the human body. Fe-based soft alloys are used for their high magnetic flux density. 

They are also offer interesting mechanical, electrochemical and biological properties. In this 

section, we provide a few examples of hybrid NPs reported in the recent literature, with 

emphasis on those containing transition metal (or oxide) components.  In particular, we focus on 

experimental studies of hybrid NPs that show improved magnetic properties, enhanced chemical 

sensing performance and air/gas stability. 

Improved magnetic properties: FeNi is one of the most well-known systems for its interesting 

magnetic properties. Their properties are very different, in some cases, from the single metals Fe 

and Ni. In the nano-size regime,  FeNi nanostructures with different shapes exhibit different 

magnetic properties. For instance, the coercivity of FeNi alloy nanowires and nanotubes shows 

disparate behaviour according to a report by Zhang et al.
61

 FeNi alloy nanowires and nanotubes 

were produced in the pores of anodized aluminum oxide templates by direct current 

electrodeposition at different potentials. The observed differences in coercivity were attributed to 
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differences in the grain size and distinctive structures of FeNi nanowires and nanotubes.
61

 Figure 

1.4 shows the SEM and TEM images of the template, FeNi nanowires and nanotubes so 

produced, together with their magnetic hysteresis loops.  

 

Figure  1.4 Left panel: Scanning electron microscopy images of (a) the surface and (b) cross-

section of anodized aluminum oxide template, (c) FeNi alloy nanotubes and (e) nanowires; and 

corresponding transmission electron microscopy images of (d) FeNi alloy nanotubes and (f) 

nanowires. Right panel: Magnetic hysteresis loops of FeNi alloy (a) nanowires and (b) nanotubes 

with different ratios. The red dots denote results for the field applied parallel to axis and the 

black dots denote that for field applied perpendicular to axis.
61§

 

 

Another example of enhancement in magnetic properties due to alloying involves 

nanofibers composed of Co and Ni, which have been prepared by electrospinning. The prepared 

CoNi nanofibers revealed better magnetic properties compared to those of Co-doped Ni and 

pristine Ni nanofibers and so have the potential for use as nickel-based soft magnetic materials.
62

 

Figure 1.5 shows the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of nanofibers with their 

magnetic hysteresis loop.  

                                                 
§
   Reprinted with permission from: Zhang, X. Zhang, Zhang, H., Wu, T., Li, Z., Zhang, Z., Sun, 

H., J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 331, 162–167 (2013). Copyright (2013) by the Elsevier. 
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Figure  1.5 (a) Scanning electron microscopy images at different magnifications of electrospun 

NiAc/CoAc/PVA nanofiber mats; (b) magnetic properties of CoNi nanofibers compared with 

those for Co-doped Ni and pristine Ni nanofibers.
62**

 

 

Catalysis and chemical sensing: Detection of chemical and biological agents plays a 

fundamental role in biomedical and environmental sciences.
63

 Nanomaterials with their unique 

physicochemical properties have great potential for use in new recognition and transduction 

processes for chemical and biological sensors, and improving the signal-to-noise ratio by 

miniaturization of the sensor elements. 
63

 Alloying or hybridization can enhance the chemical 

activity of nanomaterial even more. For instance, PtFex NPs provide more active sites for 

methanol oxidation compared to Pt NPs.
64

 Similar improvement has been observed in PdxNiy 

bimetallic NPs (with Pd-to-Ni atomic ratios of 2:1, 3:2 and 1:1) for formic acid oxidation.
65

 The 

peak current obtained using Pd3Ni2 catalysts for formic acid oxidation was found to be about 

three times higher than that using Pd catalysts, both supported on multiwalled carbon nanotubes.  

An interesting synergistic property has been reported by Jiang and Xu.  They showed that 

their Pt–Ni bimetallic nanocatalysts exhibit excellent catalytic activity for the decomposition of 

hydrous hydrazine, producing hydrogen with a 100% selectivity at room temperature, while the 

corresponding single-component Ni and Pt counterparts were found to be totally inactive to this 

reaction.
16

 The last example is FePt NPs with chemically disordered face-centered cubic (fcc) 

structure, in which Fe and Pt atoms are positioned randomly in the lattice. The results show that 

intermetallic FePt NPs are much better catalysts for the oxygen reduction reaction.
66

 

                                                 
**

 Reprinted with permission from: Barakat, N. a. M.; Khalil, K. a.; Mahmoud, I. H.; Kanjwal, 

M. a.; Sheikh, F. a.; Kim, H. Y., J. Phys. Chem. C, 114, 15589–15593(2010).  Copyright (2010) 

by the American Chemical Society. 

(a) (b)
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Stability: Because of their small size and high specific surface area, nanoparticles are usually 

very active and can be easily oxidized or reacted.  Maintaining their stability and a long shelf-life 

is therefore a big challenge for most NPs and most of their preparation methods. Hybridization 

can sometimes be used to overcome these challenges.  As an example, Markova et al. reported 

air-stable magnetic bimetallic FeAg NPs, which exhibit antibacterial and antifungal activities 

against a variety of microorganisms, including disease-causing pathogens. They showed that the 

formation of a Fe3O4/γ-FeOOH double shell on a “redox” active zero-valent iron surface is 

responsible for its high air stability.
67

 Figure 1.6 shows a schematic illustration of the bimetallic 

FeAg nanoparticles and their corresponding SEM image and X-ray elemental maps.  

Furthermore, Liu et al. reported PtFe bimetallic NPs with various architectures, including PtFe 

random alloys, Pt3Fe/Pt core-shell, Pt3Fe intermetallic, and Pt/FexOy core-shell-like NPs, which 

are stable toward CO/H2. Both the alloy and core-shell nanoparticles show a lower onset 

potential for the electro-oxidation of CO/H2 than that of pure Pt.
68

 

 

 

Figure  1.6 (a) Schematic illustration of bimetallic FeAg nanoparticles and (b) their scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) image and Fe, O and Ag X-ray elemental mapssilver (Ag)) of 

Fe−A.
67††

 

                                                 
††

   Reprinted with permission from: Markova, Z.; Siskova, K. M.; Filip, J.; Cuda, J.; Kolar, M.; 

Safarova, K.; Medrik, I.; Zboril, R., Enviromental Sci. Technol. 47, 5285–5293(2013). Copyright 

(2013) by the American Chemical Society. 
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1.4 Scope of Thesis 

Hybrid nanostructures offer additional functionalities compared to pristine NPs. In the 

present work, we develop a hybridization method using electrochemical amperometry to 

synthesize hybrid metallic NPs. A series of detailed studies are performed to establish and 

optimize the synthesis methods and to understand the underlying growth mechanisms of different 

hybrid NPs, including bimetallic Fe-M (M=Ni, Au, Pt, Pd) NPs and Fe-biomolecule (glucose 

oxidase, p53p protein).  Using several electrochemical methods, we fabricate NPs with well-

defined composition, shape and size by varying electrolytes, deposition potentials and bath 

temperature. Our objectives are two-fold: (a) to develop fundamental understanding of their 

structure-property relations through manipulation of the growth parameters, and (b) to exploit the 

novel properties of these hybrid NPs for sensing, analytical and biological applications.  

After a brief introduction to hybrid nanoparticles and their synthesis methodologies 

(Chapter 1) and a description of the experimental setup and characterization techniques used in 

this work (Chapter 2), we present the results of four different studies on hybrid nanoparticles.  In 

Chapter 3, we report the controlled electrochemical synthesis of FeNi NPs with different shape, 

composition, phase combination and sensing and magnetic properties by careful variation of 

experimental parameters. We demonstrate a direct correlation between the FeNi NP composition 

their shape and phase transformation by detailed X-ray diffraction and transmission electron 

microscopy analyses.  We further show that our method provides a simple approach to 

synthesize FeNi concave nanocubes and nanocages, the shapes of which are not 

thermodynamically favorable. The concave shape can be obtained through controlled triggering 

of different growth kinetics of Fe and Ni. Our kinetic studies show that upon reaching a minimal 

size of 45-50 nm, thermodynamically driven growth switches to kinetically driven growth. We 

report enhancement in air-stability, chemical activity and shape-dependent magnetic properties 

for these FeNi NPs due to the synergistic properties introduced by hybridization. We also 

provide a large-scale computation study based on density functional theory (DFT) in order to 

investigate the effect of the crystalline phase combination on the magnetic properties of these 

FeNi alloys.  

The enhancement in chemical sensing observed for FeNi NPs inspired us to explore the 

possibility of improving the chemical sensing for vitamin C (Chapter 4) and arsenic (Chapter 5) 

by synthesis of Fe-noble metal NPs. In Chapter 5, we extend our hybridization method to the 
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synthesis of FeM (M=Au, Pt, Pd) NPs and show the versatility of this method for obtaining 

different bimetallic systems.  FePt NPs are found to notably enhance the sensitivity and 

selectivity toward detection of vitamin C, in comparison to Pt NPs, due to reduction of the over-

potential for vitamin C oxidation as a result of alloying. The selectivity of the FePt sensor has 

also been greatly enhanced even in the presence of other common interfering species, including 

dopamine, citric acid, uric acid, glucose and NaCl.  X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy reveals 

changes in the electronic structure of FePt NPs from that of pristine NPs, which could provide a 

mechanism for the observed enhancement in the electro-oxidation of vitamin C.  Similar effect is 

also observed for arsenic detection (Chapter 5). 

Chapter 6 introduces a breakthrough approach in making a new class of bio-

nanomaterials by hybridization of Fe and biomolecule (i.e., glucose oxidase and p53p protein). 

These hybrid NPs are obtained in-situ by using Fe-biomolecule complexes as the building 

blocks.  To illustrate the versatility of this hybridization method, we have chosen an anticancer 

peptide (p53p) and an enzyme (glucose oxidase), with vastly different structures and different 

sizes. Advanced three-dimensional characterization by multi-cross sectional focused ion beam 

scanning electron microscopy, along with state-of-the-art secondary ion mass spectroscopy 

chemical imaging, confirms the hybrid nature of these NPs.  These results also demonstrate the 

importance of these three-dimensional characterization methods for investigation of integrated 

nanostructures such as hybrid NPs. We further propose a “stone-and-mortar” structural model for 

these hybrid NPs, in which Fe nanocrystallites are “stuck” together by biomolecules.  We also 

observe extraordinary superparamagnetic behavior of these hybrid NPs in the large-size regime 

(30-3500 nm). This synergetic property is the result of isolating Fe nanocrystallites inside the NP 

by the biomolecules.  As a good demonstration of using these hybrid NPs in bio-applications, we 

test the biocompatibility and selective binding of Fe-biomolecule NPs for targeted drug delivery 

and for use as magnetic resonance imaging contrast agents. In particular, Fe-enzyme NPs are 

found to exhibit no detrimental effects on cell growth of very delicate cells (i.e. human hepatoma 

cells), which make them bio-friendly and an excellent contrast agent for magnetic resonance 

imaging (that requires cell-friendly and magnetic nanoparticles).  On the other hand, Fe-p53p 

NPs are found to selectively bind to Mdm2 and MdmX, which are over-expressed in nearly 50% 

of cancers and inhibit p53p anticancer activity, providing a promising anticancer therapeutic 

drug.  
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The present work not only introduces a new strategy of direct incorporation of two 

components (metal-metal and metal-biomolecule) into a hybrid structure, but also demonstrates 

the advantages in tuning the resulting properties for applications, including label-free chemical 

sensing of toxins in water and pharmaceutical waste, targeted drug delivery and contrast 

enhancement for magnetic resonance imaging. 
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Chapter 2 

Experimental Details 

In this chapter we summarize the experimental techniques that are used for synthesis and 

characterization of hybrid nanoparticles (NPs).  A brief description of each of the relevant 

methods follows.  

2.1 Electrochemical Methods for Synthesis and Characterization 

2.1.1 Electrochemical techniques for synthesis 

Electrochemical deposition of hybrid NPs is often conducted in a freshly prepared deoxygenated 

electrolyte solution by using amperometry potentiostatically versus a reference electrode such as Ag/AgCl 

for an appropriate amount of deposition time. Amperometry is a powerful technique in which a current is 

measured as a function of either time or applied electrode potential. Potentiostatic amperometry 

corresponds to amperometry conducted with the electrode potential kept constant while time is varied. 

Electrode potentials at which the metal ions are reduced to their respective zero-valent metals are applied.  

For instance, the applied potential for Fe or Ni is –1.4 V, while that for Pt or Pd is –1.2V and that for Au 

is –0.8 V (all vs Ag/AgCl). The applied potential is chosen to be sufficiently positive relative to –1.6 V to 

avoid excessive hydrogen evolution.  The electrolyte provides the main source of metal ions for the 

preparation of hybrid NPs, while supporting electrolyte is used to increase the conductivity of the primary 

electrolyte solution. Deposition temperature and pH are two important factors and are selected on a case 

by case, which is discussed in the experimental part of each chapter.  

 

Figure  2.1 A 3-electrode electrochemical station with working electrode (WE), Ag/AgCl 

reference electrode (RE) and Pt counter electrode (CE). 
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2.1.2 Electrochemical techniques for analysis 

2.1.2.1 Cyclic Voltammetry, Square Wave Voltammetry and Differential Pulse Voltammetry 

For the characterization and particularly sensing application, a number of electrochemical 

methods have been used. They are mostly based on voltammetry. Voltammetry itself is a form of 

amperometry, in which the current is measured as a function of the potential applied to the 

electrode. Different voltammetric techniques are performed based on how the potential is varied 

as a function of time. In cyclic voltammetry, the potential is increased linearly from an initial 

potential to a final potential (as defined in the measurement). The potential is then reversed and 

sweep in the opposite direction until it reaches the initial potential value. The sweep rate is an 

important parameter in cyclic voltammetry and it usually lies between 5 mV/s and 1 V/s. The 

sweep rate is one of the most important variables in voltammetry, because it controls the time 

scale of the experiment.
69

 

Square wave voltammetry (SWV) is a frequency-dependent electrochemical technique, in 

which the waveform of the applied potential is discontinuous rather than linear. The waveform is 

a superimposition of a square wave potential on a staircase potential, which results in higher 

sensitivity than the staircase potential alone.
70

 Figure 2.2 shows the schematic of the potential 

profile (waveform) in SWV. 

The current is sampled at the start and the end of each pulse and the current difference 

between these two measurements is plotted against the staircase potential in a square wave 

voltammogram. The reduction or oxidation of species is measured as a peak or trough.
71

 

Differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) can be considered a derivative of linear or staircase 

voltammetry but the potential waveform consists of small pulses (with constant amplitude) that 

superimpose on a staircase waveform. DPV and SWV are similar techniques, but in SWV equal 

time is spent at the potential of the ramped baseline and that of the superimposed pulse. 

In this work, we usually used cyclic voltammetry (CV) for initial investigation of the 

species in the solution. As will be shown in Chapter 3, we compare the CV voltagrams of FeNi 

NP electrodes in PBS solution with and without 4-aminophenol. From the differences in the CV 

profiles we could conclude FeNi electrodes are sensitive to the presence of 4-aminophenol. A 

similar investigation is applied for vitamin C (Chapter 4) and arsenic (Chapter 5). We also used 

CV for electroleaching of FeNi NPs to obtain concave nanocages. SWV and DPV are used for 
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more accurate measurement of the sensing properties of trace amounts of arsenic in solution. The 

calibration plot for this sensor as obtained by these methods is presented in Chapter 5. 

 

Figure  2.2 The potential waveform for square wave voltammetry.  

 

2.1.2.2 Chronoamperometry 

In chronoamperometry, the potential of the working electrode is stepped and the resulting 

current resulting from faradic processes at the electrode (caused by the potential step) is 

monitored as a function of time.  Due to electron transfer, the faradaic current decays as 

described in the Cottrell equation:  

I = nFAC0D
1/2 

π 
–1/2

 t 
–1/2

 

where n is the number of electrons participating in the oxidation or reduction reaction, F is the 

Faraday constant, A is area of the electrode, D is the diffusion coefficient and C0 is the initial 

concentration (bulk) of electrolyte. We apply chronoamperometry in Chapter 3 to obtain the 

electroactive surface area of FeNi NP electrodes using the Cottrell equation. By applying a step 

potential sufficiently enough than the oxidation peak of cyanide in K3Fe(CN)6 solution, we plot 

the I-t (current vs time) and could obtain A, the electroactive area of the electrode.  
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2.2 Characterization by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Helium Ion 

Microscopy (HIM) and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)  

To investigate growth mechanisms, structure-property relations and shape-dependent 

properties, we have used different electron and ion microscopic techniques to image the surface 

and structure of hybrid nanoparticles (NPs).  Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is one of the 

main tools used for this purpose.  In SEM, an accelerated beam of electrons is focused on the 

sample with a typical spot size of 1 nm and the image is obtained with an appropriate detector by 

scanning this fast electron beam on the sample.  Figure 2.3 shows the LEO FESEM 1530 

microscope, which is equipped with a field-emission source and an acceleration voltage up to 25 

kV and has been used for the bulk of the present work.  This microscope is equipped with  in-

lens and out-of-lens SE detectors for secondary electron imaging and a Centaurus detector 

(manufactured by K.E. Developments Ltd.) for backscattered electron imaging.  Moreover, it 

also houses an EDAX energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis system, which provides elemental 

identification based on detection of X-ray emission at element-specific characteristic photon 

energies from the sample upon excitation by the high-energy electron beam.  The X-ray emission 

spectra so obtained can also be used for quantifying the composition of the elements in the 

sample through the intensities of their characteristic X-ray emission lines.  The SEM system also 

contains various other optional detectors, including a cathode-luminescence detector and a 

scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) detector, which have only been used 

occasionally in the present work. 

The principles and applications of helium ion microscopy (HIM) are very similar to 

SEM. In HIM, the source, image contrast mechanism and the interaction of helium ion beam 

with the sample are, however, quite different from those of the electron beam. By finely 

regulating the helium pressure in the vicinity of the source (a needle-shaped single crystal), the 

amount of positively charged helium ions from the apex atoms of ionization disc can be easily 

controlled, and the helium ions so produced can be accelerated and collimated by adjusting the 

aperture, focus or extracting voltage. A helium ion source is long-lasting and provides intense 

ion currents from a volume no larger than a single atom (less than 1 Å). The resulting ion beam 

has a remarkable brightness of 4×10
–9

 A/cm
2
/sr (at an extraction voltage of 25 kV) with a small 

energy spread (ΔE/E ~3×10
-5

).  The small energy spread of the helium ions (< 1 eV) minimizes 

the chromatic aberrations.  After impinging on the sample surface, the helium ion beam 
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generates secondary electrons, in addition to scattered helium ions and atoms.  The secondary 

electrons so produced can then be used to generate an image of the surface. The principal 

advantages of HIM compared to SEM are that the ions do not suffer from diffraction limitation, 

because the larger mass of the helium ions (compared to electrons) gives rise to a smaller de 

Broglie wavelength.  The helium ion beam therefore in effect provides a finer probe on the 

sample. Furthermore, the yield of secondary ions per incident particles is greater in HIM, which 

permits faster image acquisition with a better signal-to-noise ratio for a given incident particle 

dosage.
72

 Furthermore, the interaction volume of the helium beam near the surface can be 

considerably smaller than that of an SEM, which makes HIM more surface-sensitive.
73

   

Figure 2.4 shows the Zeiss ORION Plus HIM used for the present work.  Introduction of 

a He gas at a very low flow rate (by changing the pressure from 10
-9

 to 10
-7

 Torr) leads to 

formation of an intense He
+
 ion beam upon field ionization at a high positive bias (~ 25 kV) of a 

cryogenically cooled atomically sharp tip (W).  Upon appropriate in-situ construction of the 

emitter tip, a trimer of the tip is obtained and the He
+
 ions created at one of the three atoms in the 

trimer are accelerated and focused through the ion optics column.  The focused He
+
 beam is then 

directed and scanned across the sample to produce secondary electrons.  These secondary 

electrons are detected using an Everhart-Thornley detector, while the Rutherford backscattered 

ions are detected using a microchannel plate detector.  Similar to the electron beam detectors in 

the SEM, secondary electron imaging provides both the surface morphology and electron density 

information, while the backscattered ion imaging offers image contrast based on the atomic 

number of the elements. 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurements have been performed by using a 

JOEL 2010F microscope at McMaster University and more recently a Zeiss Libra 200 

microscope on the UW campus, both operated at 200 kV.  TEM has been used for crystal 

structure characterization, phase determination and identification of the surface planes of the 

individual nanostructures.  Unlike the aforementioned SEM and HIM studies that have been all 

carried out by myself, the TEM measurements were performed with the help of an operator.  For 

some experiments, the samples were prepared by using focused ion beam microscopy to obtain 

an appropriate sample thickness, before carrying out the TEM measurement. More details about 

TEM sample preparation will be given in individual chapters (e.g Chapter 3). 
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Figure  2.3 Photograph of the LEO FESEM 1530 field-emission scanning electron microscope 

(SEM), equipped with secondary electron in-lens and out-of-lens (SE2) detectors, and 

backscattered electron detector (BSD) and an EDAX energy-dispersive X-ray analysis system. 

 

Figure  2.4 Photograph of a Zeiss Orion Plus helium ion microscope. Left: The control, data 

acquisition and field-isolation electronics and the microscope itself.  Right: A closer look at the 

ion-column and the sample chamber equipped with secondary electron and backscattered ion 

detectors. 
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2.3 Characterization by X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) and 

Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) 

2.3.1 XPS Chemical-State Composition Analysis 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy has been performed on as-prepared hybrid NPs before 

and after the sensing experiments, in order to examine their chemical states and the 

corresponding composition profile and to investigate any changes before and after the sensing 

process.  XPS spectra collected as a function of sputtering depth have also been used to 

understand the composition change in the depth direction in the near-surface region of the hybrid 

NPs.  The instrument used for these measurements is a Thermo-VG Scientific ESCALab 250 

Microprobe (Figure 2.5), which is equipped with a monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source (1486.6 

eV) operated at a typical energy resolution of 0.4-0.5 eV full-width-at-half-maximum.  The 

photoejected electrons from the atomic core-levels or the valence band of the material as a result 

of monochromated X-ray illumination are produced from the very top surface region of the 

sample (with a typical electron escape depth of less than 10 nm).  The kinetic energy of these 

photoelectrons is analyzed by using a hemispherical analyzer and can be used to determine the 

corresponding binding energy (given a known incident X-ray photon energy) using the Einstein 

equation.
74

  When compared with the appropriate standards, the binding energy contains 

chemical shift information about the local chemical environments.   

 

Figure  2.5 Photograph of the Thermo-VG Scientific ESCALab 250 Microprobe used for 

chemical analysis of the hybrid nanoparticles. 
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2.3.2 SIMS Chemical Mapping 

Time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) is a surface analysis 

technique that can produce high resolution chemical images in three dimensions.  Coupled with a 

recently introduced Argon cluster sputtering ion source technology,  SIMS is now capable of 

analysing soft materials and biological materials.
75

 In this technique, a focused high energy 

primary ion beam (1–40 keV) is used to bombard the sample surface, which causes emission of 

secondary ions. An ion image based on the time-of-flight of the secondary ions is then produced 

by rastering the primary ion beam across the sample surface. The TOF detection scheme also 

offers parallel detection of multiple species, ideal for the analysis of complex biological samples. 

In the ION-TOF SIMS-5 system (Figure 2.6), the Bi
3+

 analysis or primary ion source 

positioned at 45° to the sample was operated at 30 keV beam energy with a 0.4 pA beam current 

and a 100 μs pulse width.  Secondary ions were electrostatically directed to the TOF analyser by 

biasing the sample stage at 2.5 kV with the extraction lens set at 4.5 kV at an opposite polarity.  

Appropriate secondary ions were collected over a rastered sampling area of 100×100 μm
2
 to 

obtain a 2D map.  The sample could also be sputtered with a O
2+

 ion beam or an Argon cluster 

ion beam (each generated from a separate sputtering ion source) alternating with the Bi
3+

 primary 

ion beam to remove the sample layer by layer at a well-defined sputtering rate.  The 2D maps 

were collected as a function of sputtering depth to obtain the depth profiles and construct the 

corresponding 3D images of the components.  

 

Figure  2.6 Photograph of ION-TOF SIMS-5 system used for chemical analysis of hybrid 

nanoparticles. 
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2.4 Characterization by X-ray Diffraction 

Figure 2.7 shows a Panalytical X’pert Pro MRD X-ray diffractometer used for 

determining the average crystalline structure of the hybrid nanoparticles reported in the present 

work.  Different optics and diffraction geometries available are for this system.  Since the NPs 

produced in this study are very small and well separated on the substrate, the amount of available 

sample for analysis is usually very low. The signal strength from these NPs is therefore usually 

very weak and the signal is dominated by the substrate (e.g. Si).  In order to concentrate the 

signal coming from the NPs, glancing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) technique is used to 

examine the crystal structure of these hybrid NPs.  In the GIXRD method, the detector is swept 

over the 2θ angle with the incidence angle (ω) of the X-ray beam kept at a very shallow angle 

(close to the critical angle of the sample).  Because the incidence angle is below the critical 

angle, an evanescent wave is formed.  This evanescent wave only penetrates into a thin layer 

(less than 100 nm) and travels on the surface of the sample, which leads to an enhanced 

interaction of the X-ray beam with the nanostructured layer on the surface of the substrate.
76

  As 

a result, the intensity of the signal collected from the surface layer that contains the hybrid NPs 

increases significantly.  For this purpose, a parallel beam geometry with an X-ray mirror on the 

incident beam side and a parallel-plate collimator on the diffracted beam side is used.  This 

configuration allows GIXRD measurements at a typical incidence angle of 0.5° for most 

samples.  

To analyze the grain size, we conducted Scherrer analysis. The Scherrer formula used for 

calculating the average crystallite size is given by: 

Crystallite size = ,  

where K is the shape factor of the nanocrystallites, λ is the wavelength of the X-ray used for 

obtaining the diffraction pattern, θ is the peak position, BObserved is the peak width (FWHM) of 

the most intense XRD peak of the sample, and BInstrument is the peak width observed for the 

standard stress-free sample.  The latter arises due to instrumental effects. For the X-ray optics 

used in our GIXRD system the observed BInstrument is  BInstrument=0.40° (or 0.0022 rad).  
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Figure  2.7 Photograph of the Panalytical X’pert Pro MRD X-ray diffractometer used for crystal 

structure characterization of the hybrid nanoparticles.  The instrument is set up in the parallel 

beam geometry with an X-ray mirror and a parallel plate collimator used for the incident and 

diffracted beam optics, respectively. 

 

2.5 Measurement of Magnetic Properties 

A Quantum Design DynaCool Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS) is used to 

characterize the physical and magnetic properties of hybrid NPs (Figure 2.8a).  In this 

instrument, the magnetic field can be varied from 0 to ± 9 Tesla (90 kOe), while the sample 

temperature can be changed from 1.9 to 400 K. The DynaCool PPMS system employs a single 

two-stage pulse tube cryo-refrigerator  (Cryomech) to generate liquid helium from bottled helium 

to cool both the superconducting magnet and the temperature control system. The DynaCool also 

provides a low vibration environment for sample measurements.  

For more sensitive measurements of magnetic properties of samples over a broad range 

of temperature and magnetic field, a EverCool Quantum Design Magnetic Property 

Measurement System (MPMS) was used. (Figure 2.8b)  The Vibrating Sample Magnetometer 

(VSM), with the Cryomech cryofrigerator, is used to perform extremely sensitive magnetic 

measurements with superconducting pickup coils and a Superconducting Quantum Interference 

Device (SQUID).  

The MPMS SQUID VSM utilizes a superconducting magnet (a solenoid of 
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superconducting wire) to subject samples to magnetic fields up to 7 Tesla (70 kOe). The SQUID 

and magnet must both be cooled with liquid helium.  Liquid helium is also used to cool the 

sample chamber, providing temperature control of samples from 400 K down to 1.8 K. No 

particular sample preparation is needed. However, the sample should be smaller than a maximum 

size 5×5 mm
2
 to be put inside the bore of the magnet and the sample is appropriately positioned 

such that the sample vibration occurs in the homogeneous part of the magnetic field. 

In this work, both PPMS and SQUID experiments are used to obtain hysteresis loops 

(magnetization vs applied field) and temperature dependent magnetic moments (from 4 K to 

room temperature or upper) in Chapter 3 and Chapter 6. Since hybrid NPs were supported on Si 

substrate, we used a Si sample with the same size was used for the background deduction.  

 

Figure  2.8 (a) Photograph of the computer, pump cabinet and cryostat of the Quantum Design 

Dynacool physical property measurement system. (b) General setup for Superconducting 

Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) for magnetic properties measurements for hybrid NPs by 

Quantum Design Magnetic Property Measurement System (MPMS)-VSM system. 
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Chapter 3 

FeNi Metallic Hybrid NPs 

3.1 Phase-induced Shape Evolution of FeNi Nanoalloys and their Air Stability 

by In-situ Surface Passivation
‡‡ 

3.1.1 Introduction 

Development of bimetallic or trimetallic nanostructured materials, particularly alloy or 

core-shell nanoparticles (NPs), have attracted much recent attention because of their novel 

catalytic,
2,3

 magnetic,
4–6

 and optical properties,
9,10

 which can be significantly different from those 

of their constituent single-metallic materials.  The “alloy” properties of these nanoalloys are 

found to depend not only on their relative compositions and crystal structures, but also on their 

sizes and shapes.
26

  Driven by the need for low-cost soft magnets,
57,58

 catalysts,
59

 and 

biosensors,
60

 the study of bimetallic and trimetallic Fe-based nanoparticles (e.g., FeNi, FeCo, 

FeCONi, FeNiZn) has become a very important research area.  As one of the most widely used 

magnetic materials, FeNi alloys have been synthesized by a variety of methods that usually 

produce spherical NPs over a large size range (10–500 nm).  In wet chemical methods conducted 

at room temperature, amorphous alloy NPs can be obtained by a reverse micelle synthesis and 

microemulsion process,
51

 while crystalline NPs can be produced in various aqueous and 

nonaqueous media by borohydride reduction and hydrazine reduction of Fe and Ni inorganic 

salts.
52

  However, it is very difficult to obtain a narrow size distribution of NPs with these room-

temperature methods, making it necessary to perform the synthesis at a higher temperature 

(above 300°C) in the presence of surfactants.
53

  Although surfactants can stabilize the dispersion 

of NPs and prevent their aggregation, the presence of bulky or strongly binding surfactants at the 

NP surface often affects their properties, sometimes in an undesirable way.  In dry synthesis 

methods, such as arc discharge,
54

 hydrogen plasma reaction,
55

 and reduction of FeCl2 and NiCl2 

vapours in the presence of H2,
56

 the spherical NPs or powders so obtained often agglomerate into 

clusters or chains due to their magnetic interactions.  This makes the study and application of 

                                                 
‡‡

 This section is made from one of my publications: N. Moghimi, S. Bazargan, D. Pradhan, K. 

T. Leung, J. Phys. Chem. C, 2013, 117 (9), pp 4852–4858.  Copyright (2013) by the American 

Chemical Society. 
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uniformly dispersed, individually separated NPs challenging. 

Besides these difficulties in the synthesis of FeNi alloy nanoparticles with desirable 

shape, size and spatial distribution, the easy oxidation of these NPs in air is a serious problem.  

Air-stability is one the greatest challenges in the synthesis and applications of magnetic metals 

(Fe-based materials) and becomes more serious when it comes to the nano-size regime because 

the metallic nanoparticles have a great affinity for oxygen and immediately oxidize in air even at 

room temperature.  Since the magnetic properties change (usually lower) with oxidation of these 

magnetic nanoparticles, efforts are made to keep them stable in air.  This further complicates the 

synthesis methods with the need for an additional surface passivation step including coating with 

metal oxides
77,78

 or encapsulation in polymers,
79

 carbon nanotubes
80

 and silica shells.
81

  To date, 

only a few shape-controlled alloy NPs, mostly platinum alloys, have been made by using capping 

reagents, surfactants, diols or gas reducing agents.
82

   

Furthermore, despite the large number of studies on the role of alloy components in 

modifying the structural and other properties of alloy NPs, no study on the role of the second 

metal in the shape evolution of alloy NPs have been reported.  In the present work, we present 

the first surfactant-free, single-step, electrochemical deposition (ECD) technique to synthesize 

air-stable FeNi alloy NPs with different shapes and a narrow size distribution uniformly 

dispersed on a Si substrate at room temperature.  We further demonstrate, that the shape 

evolution of these NPs from Fe-rich concave cubes to Ni-rich truncated spheres is correlated 

with their concurrent phase transformation from bcc (pure Fe phase) to fcc (pure Ni phase).  

Since the spatial uniformity and size distribution of these NPs deposited on the substrate depend 

on the type of nucleation (i.e. progressive or instantaneous), we show that the introduction of 

Ni
2+

 to the Fe
2+

 electrolyte can be used to change the type of nucleation from progressive to 

instantaneous, resulting in uniform deposition.  As a side benefit of the present preparation 

method, formation of Ni-doped Fe oxides on top of the NPs in-situ also passivates the surfaces 

and results in remarkably air-stable NPs.  

3.1.2 Materials and Methods 

FeNi alloy NPs are prepared by electrodeposition (ECD) on a H-terminated Si(100) 

substrate in a three-electrode cell workstation (CH Instruments 660A).   Silicon chips (15×2.5 

mm
2
, 0.4 mm thick), precut from a Si(100) wafer (p-type, B-doped, with a resistivity of 0.01-
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0.02 Ω-cm), cleaned using the RCA method
83

 and H-terminated by dipping in an aqueous HF 

(2%) solution, are used as the working electrode.  A standard Ag/AgCl reference electrode is 

used while a Pt wire is used as the counter electrode.  The electrolyte consists of different 

concentrations of Fe
2+

 and Ni
2+

 solutions prepared by dissolving FeCl26H2O and NiCl26H2O 

salts (Aldrich, 99%) in doubly distilled water, with a 200 mM H3BO3 solution used as a 

supporting electrolyte.  In a freshly prepared deoxygenated electrolyte solution, ECD is obtained 

by amperometry for an appropriate deposition time potentiostatically at 1.4 V vs. Ag/AgCl, at 

which potential Fe
2+

 and Ni
2+

 are reduced to their respective metals.   A Deposition potential 

1.4 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) is chosen as the optimum potential because non-homogeneous deposition 

occurs at 1.2 V and excessive hydrogen evolution at 1.6 V.  The surface morphology of the 

NPs so prepared is characterized by field-emission scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in a 

LEO FE-SEM 1530 microscope.  Crystal structures are determined by glancing-incidence X-ray 

diffraction (GIXRD) in a PANalytical X’Pert Pro MRD diffractometr with Cu-Kα (1.542 Å) 

radiation at an incidence angle of 0.5˚.  These data are correlated with the local nanostructures 

and elemental compositions determined by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) in a JEOL 

2010F STEM and FEI Tecnai F20 TEM systems, both operating at 200 kV.  Chemical-state 

composition of the nanoalloys are analyzed as a function of Ar ion sputtering time by depth-

profiling X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) in a Thermo-VG Scientific ESCALab 250 

microprobe with a monochromatic Al Kα radiation (1486.6 eV), operated with a typical energy 

resolution of 0.4-0.5 full width at half-maximum. 

3.1.3 Results and discussion 

Nanoparticles are deposited on a H-terminated Si(100) substrate by amperometry 

potentiostatically at 1.4 V vs. Ag/AgCl in a three-electrode cell.  The electrolyte is made up of 

FeCl2 and NiCl2 solutions of different concentrations, with 200 mM boric acid as the supporting 

electrolyte.  The pH of the solutions is 3.5. Two series of co-ECD experiments are performed by 

varying one of the MCl2 concentrations (M = Fe or Ni) while keeping the other concentration 

fixed at 5 mM.   

Figure 3.1 compares the SEM images of pristine Fe and Ni NPs, prepared by separate ECD in 35 

mM of their respective chloride solutions, with those of FeNi alloy NPs prepared by co-ECD for 

20 s.  Each electrolyte is designated by FeX:NiY, where X and Y correspond to the 
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concentrations in mM of FeCl2 and NiCl2 solutions, respectively.  The corresponding Ni at. % 

and the respective Ni mole fraction of the electrolyte are summarized in Table 3.1.  For ECD in 

Fe35, cubic Fe NPs are observed together with bigger NP clusters with a broad size distribution, 

which suggests progressive nucleation in the growth mechanism of these Fe NPs.  By 

introducing Ni
2+

 as a second component into the Fe
2+ 

solution, the average size of the cubic NPs 

in the Fe30:Ni5 solution becomes larger but with reduced clustering (Figure 3.1, left column; 

Table 3.1).  This suggests that the nucleation has changed from a progressive to instantaneous 

mechanism which results in a more uniform deposition and a narrower size distribution. The 

nature of nucleation of metals on a surface greatly depends on the substrate, concentration of 

metal ions in the electrolyte and applied potential.  The current density I as a function of time t 

for instantaneous nucleation followed by diffusion-limited growth generally is given by the 

relation:
84
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while that for progressive nucleation obeys the equation: 
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where tm corresponds to the time when the maximum current density Im is reached.  Figure 3.2 

shows the square of the normalized current density (I/Im) as a function of the normalized time 

(t/tm) for FeNi deposition on a Si substrate at a constant applied potential of –1.4 V (vs 

Ag/AgCl).  The experimental data for pristine Ni and FeNi alloy NPs are found to be in excellent 

agreement with the instantaneous growth relation, while that for pristine Fe NPs follows the 

progressive growth relation. 

By keeping the NiCl2 concentration constant at 5 mM while reducing the FeCl2 

concentration, the average size of the cubic NPs has decreased with the corresponding size 

distribution becoming notably narrower.  On the other hand, ECD in Ni35 produces more 

uniform deposition of considerably larger spherical NPs and a narrower size distribution, which 

suggests an instantaneous growth mechanism.  By introducing Fe
2+

 as a second component into 

the Ni
2+

 solution, the average size of the spherical NPs becomes notably smaller (Figure 3.1, 

center column; Table 3.1).  As the electrolyte becomes Ni-rich, the morphology changes to 

truncated spheres.  The distorted nanospheres become more and more faceted, along with the 

emergence of some truncated cubes, truncated octahedron and other distorted cubes, as the Ni
2+
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concentration approaches the Fe
2+

 concentration. The corresponding size distribution plots for 

NPs obtained from Fe10:Ni5 and Fe5:Ni10 solutions are shown in Figure 3.1. The size 

distribution of the concave cubic samples (e.g., Fe10:Ni5) is found to be narrower than that of 

the truncated spherical samples (e.g. Fe5:Ni10) (Figure 3.2, bottom center), which is likely due 

to the well-defined shape of the nanocubes. 

The high-magnification SEM images, shown in Figure 3.1 (right panel), illustrate the 

shape evolution of FeNi nanoalloys with increasing Ni content.  When the concentration of Fe
2+

 

is more than that of Ni
2+

 in the electrolyte, the dominant shape follows the cubic shape of the 

pristine Fe NP.  Adding Ni atoms into the Fe host system changes the regular cubic shape to 

concave cubic, which is more obvious at 31 at. % Ni (Fe10:Ni5). As the relative Ni
2+

 electrolyte 

concentration increases, the edges of the nanocubes appear to have an increasing concave 

curvature, giving rise to pointy corners without forming spherical shape characteristic of the Ni 

NPs.  For the electrolyte with equal Fe
2+

 and Ni
2+

 concentrations (Fe5:Ni5), an indentation at the 

center of a cubic face is clearly observed (Figure 3.1, right column).  As the electrolyte becomes 

Ni-rich, the morphology changes to truncated spherical, following the spherical morphology of 

the pristine Ni NP, with the introduction of facets into the spherical shape due to the presence of 

Fe.  
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Table  3.1 Atomic percentage of Ni obtained by EDX, average size, phase combination and 

lattice constants deduced by XRD for FeNi alloy NPs obtained from FeX:NiY electrolytes (with 

the corresponding Ni mole fraction).  Pure Fe (Fe35) and Ni (Ni35) nanoparticles are included as 

references. 

FeX:NiY 

(X, Y in 

mM) 

Ni  mole 

fraction (%) 

in electrolyte 

Ni content 

(at. %) 

obtained by 

EDX 

 

Average size 

(nm) 

Phase
a 

Lattice 

constant (Å) 

Fe35 0 0 
56 with 

clusters 
bcc 2.864  6 

Fe30:Ni5 14 11 78  8 bcc 2.866  6 

Fe15:Ni5 25 22 70  5 
76% bcc 

+ 24% fcc 

2.867  6 

3.583  8 

Fe10:Ni5 33 31 63  3 
61% bcc  

+ 39% fcc 

2.867  6 

3.587  8 

Fe5:Ni5 50 47 62  2 
43% bcc 

+ 57% fcc 

2.866  6 

3.572  8 

Fe5:Ni10 67 64 58  2 fcc 3.544  8 

Fe5:Ni15 75 73 93 5 fcc 3.539  8 

Fe5:Ni30 86 81 100  6 fcc 3.529  8 

Ni35 100 100 163  7 fcc 3.525  8 

 

a
 For nanoalloy with a mixture of two phases, the relative amounts for bcc and fcc phases are 

obtained by using a nonlinear least-squares optimization peak-fitting software. 
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Figure  3.1 SEM images of FeNi alloy nanoparticles electrodeposited on a H-Si(100) substrate at 

1.4 V (vs Ag/AgCl) for 20 s in different FeX:NiY solutions, where X and Y correspond to the 

concentrations in mM of FeCl2 and NiCl2, respectively.  Center bottom panel presents the 

corresponding particle size distributions for Fe10:Ni5 and Fe5:Ni10.  Right panel shows the 

high-magnification SEM images of FeNi alloy NPs for Ni at. % (as determined by EDX) of 0% 

(Fe35), 11% (Fe30:Ni5), 22% (Fe15:Ni5), 31% (Fe10:Ni5), 47% (Fe5:Ni5), 64% (Fe5:Ni10), 

and 73% (Fe5:Ni15). 
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Figure  3.2 Comparison of square of the normalized current density (I/Im) as a function of the 

normalized time (t/tm) for (a) FeNi alloy concave nanocubes obtained in 10 mM FeCl2 and 5 mM 

NiCl2, and (b) FeNi alloy truncated nanospheres obtained in 5 mM FeCl2 and 10 mM NiCl2, on 

Si substrate by amperometry potentiostatically at –1.4 V (vs Ag/AgCl).  These data are compared 

with calculated curves for instantaneous nucleation and progressive nucleation as described by 

Equations 1 and 2, respectively. 

 

Although phase transformation from bcc to fcc as a function of Ni atomic content has 

been observed in FeNi bulk alloys
85,86

 and ultrafine FeNi particles,
55,56

 the connection between 

this phase transformation and the shape of NPs remains unclear.  We investigate the shape 

evolution of FeNi alloy NPs from concave cubic to truncated spherical with increasing Ni atomic 

content by glancing-incidence XRD for FeNi alloy NPs obtained by co-ECD in different 

electrolytes.  No diffraction patterns of pure metallic Fe or Ni (and their oxides) are observed, 

which indicates the absence of segregated metal NPs.  The region of 2 = 50-60° contains 

mainly diffraction features of the Si(100) substrate and is therefore not shown. (Figure 3.3)  For 

NPs obtained with the Fe30:Ni5 electrolyte, the most intense diffraction peak, (110), is shifted to 

a lower 2θ value, indicating lattice expansion as a result of alloy formation in the bcc phase 

region of the FeNi alloy phase diagram.
87

 

Increasing the relative Ni
 
content to 22 at. % with Fe15:Ni5 (Table 3.1) introduces a new 

set of features corresponding to the fcc phase of the FeNi alloy.  With further increase in the 

relative Ni content to 31 at. % (Fe10:Ni5) and 47 at. % (Fe5:Ni5), the diffraction features for the 

fcc alloy phase are found to shift to a higher 2θ value, which indicates lattice contraction due to 

the gradual inclusion of the smaller “guest” Ni atoms into the lattice of the larger “host” Fe 

atoms.  The increase in the relative Ni content also appears to reduce the intensities of the bcc 
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diffraction peaks without affecting their 2θ locations. (Figure 3.3)  For NPs obtained with the 

Fe5:Ni5 electrolyte, the fcc alloy phase becomes more dominant than the bcc alloy phase, with 

the (111) feature of the fcc phase becoming the most prominent while the diffraction features for 

the bcc phase greatly diminished in intensity.  Further increase in the Ni content from 47 at. % 

(Fe5:Ni5) to 64 at. % (Fe5:Ni10), 73 at. % (Fe5:Ni15), and 81 at. % (Fe5:Ni30) (Table 3.1) 

produces a single set of diffraction features corresponding to the fcc phase of FeNi alloy.  These 

features are also found to be shifting toward a higher 2θ, converging to the diffraction pattern of 

the Ni fcc phase (Ni35). 

Concave cubic structures are formed when the fcc unit cells are introduced as the guest to 

the main bcc host phase (from Fe15:Ni5 to Fe5:Ni5).  When the phase transition from bcc to fcc 

is complete (Fe5:Ni10), the final shape of NPs is found to switch from concave cubic to 

truncated spherical.  Of particular interest is that the concave cubic shape becomes most obvious 

(Figure 3.1, right panel), when the relative concentrations of Fe and Ni are the same in the 

electrolyte (Fe5:Ni5) and the amounts of bcc and fcc phases are almost equal (Table 3.1, Figure 

3.3).  The deep indentations in the concave faces of NPs obtained from Fe5:Ni5 have become 

filled in, converting the NPs to more spherical, as the Ni content increases into the Ni-rich 

regime (Figure 3.1, right panel).  XRD patterns of the NPs obtained in different stages of the 

growth (i.e. with different deposition times) from Fe5:Ni5 show the initial formation of bcc 

phase and the subsequent growth of the fcc unit cells in the bcc host lattice, which lead to the 

concave cubic shape similar to that found for the Fe-rich alloy NPs. (Figure 3.4)  It therefore 

confirms that even when both phases are present in equal amounts, the final shape of NPs is 

governed by the Fe host crystal structure.   
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Figure  3.3 Glancing-incidence XRD patterns of FeNi alloy nanoparticles electrodeposited on a 

H-Si(100) substrate at 1.4 V (vs Ag/AgCl) for 20 s in different FeX:NiY solutions, where X 

and Y correspond to the concentrations of FeCl2 and NiCl2 in mM, respectively.   
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Figure  3.4 Glancing-incidence XRD patterns of NPs obtained in Fe5:Ni5 electrolyte with total 

deposition time of 4 s, 8 s, 12 s, and 20 s, illustrating the different stages of growth. 

 

To confirm alloy formation and the absence of segregated Fe or Ni NPs or domains 

inside the NPs, we collect XPS spectra of the Fe 2p and Ni 2p regions as a function of sputtering 

depth.  To identify the peak locations and the corresponding chemical shifts, we have fitted the 

spectra with Gaussian-Lorentzian lineshapes using the CasaXPS program, after appropriate 

correction with the Shirley background.  To remove the carbonaceous layer commonly found due 

to sample handling in air, we perform Ar sputtering of the as-prepared samples for 10 s.  The 

resulting chemical-state compositions for typical FeNi alloy concave nanocubes and truncated 

nanospheres are compared with those of pure Fe and Ni NPs in Figure 3.5 (also after 10 s of 

sputtering),  respectively.   Compared to the pristine Ni NPs, the Ni 2p3/2 peaks at 852.9 eV has a 

discernible shift of 0.3 eV toward higher binding energies for alloy nanocubes, while no obvious 

differences in the Fe 2p3/2 peak position from the pristine Fe NPs is observed (Figure 3.5a and 

3.5b).   On the other hand, for the FeNi nanospheres, the metallic Fe 2p3/2 peak exhibits a 0.3 eV 

binding energy shift to a higher binding energy and the Ni 2p3/2 peak location does not change 

(Figure 3.5e and 3.5f). The peaks at 855.6 eV and 709.6 eV are related to the Ni and Fe oxides, 
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respectively, in a thin oxide shell of the alloy NP, which are removed completely after 190 s 

sputtering.  Continued sputtering to 1030 s for both nanocubes and nanospheres reduces the 

metallic Fe and Ni features, with the emergence of a new Fe 2p3/2 feature at 707.2 eV and a new 

Ni 2p3/2 feature at 853.6 eV attributable to Fe silicide and Ni silicide respectively.
74,88

  It should 

be noted that the Si 2p peak remains unchanged at 99.4 eV because of the overwhelming 

contribution from bulk silicon (not shown).  The broad peak at 712.2 eV found after 70 s of 

sputtering and remained up to 1390 s of sputtering in FeNi nanospheres (Figure 3.5f) 

corresponds to the Ni L3M23M45 Auger transition.
74

  The presence of detectable Ni Auger feature 

for the FeNi nanospheres and not the FeNi nanocubes confirms the higher Ni content in the 

former. 

According to the charge transfer theory for transition metal alloys,
89

 we calculate the 

partial charge transfers, ΔZA,  for Fe (Ni) to be 0.17 (0.34) per atom in the nanocubes and 0.34 

(0.17) per atom in the nanospheres using the following relation: 

ΔZA= 1.2 (1–CA) Δφ*, 

where Δφ* is the difference in electronegativities of the metals, and CA is the concentration of 

metal A.  The smaller partial charge transfers for Fe 2p (Ni 2p) in Fe-rich (Ni-rich) alloy NPs 

also explain the lack of discernible binding energy shift in XPS spectra.  The lack of a 

discernible binding energy shift for Fe in the nanocubes and for Ni in the nanospheres could be 

due to the weak electron transfer and/or to the strong photopeak from the majority metal in the 

nanocubes (Fe) and nanospheres (Ni), respectively, that overwhelms any weak feature 

corresponding to the alloy peak.   

The O 1s feature at 530.0 eV (Figure 3.5c) corresponds to O
–2

 species which includes 

very close-lying FeO, NiO and/or NiFe2O4 features. 
90,91

 Similarly, the feature at 531.5 eV 

corresponds to OH
–
 which is from contributions of Ni(OH)2 and/or FeOOH. 

90,92
  The remaining 

O 1s feature at 532.4 eV can be assigned primarily to SiOx from the bare substrate region not 

covered by NPs. The O 1s features are reduced dramatically (by over 60%) upon just 70 s of 

sputtering and more gradually upon further sputtering, which confirms the removal of the thin 

oxide skin on the nanocubes and subsequent SiOx removal on the rest of the substrate.  In 

particular, the O 1s feature at 531.5 is found to be removed first, and this is followed by the 

depletion of feature at 530.0 eV. This implies the possibility of two oxide region with different 

composition.   
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In the valence band spectra for the as-deposited FeNi concave nanocubes (Figure 3.5d) 

and truncated nanospheres (Figure 3.5h), the electron density of states is found to be broadly 

distributed between 0 and 4 eV, with significant intensity at the Fermi level characteristic of a 

metal.  The valence band maximum for FeNi nanocubes (Figure 3.5d) located at 1.2 eV is 0.2 eV 

higher than that for pristine Fe NPs (Figure 3.6d, bottom trace), which is in good accord with the 

spectrum of invar FeNi alloy.
93

  The valence band spectra of the FeNi nanospheres (Figure 3.5h) 

exhibit a sharper density of states distribution than nanocubes (Figure 3.5d) and more closely 

resemble to that of the pristine Ni NPs (Figure 3.5h, bottom trace).  No discernible shift of the 

valence band maximum in the as-deposited nanospheres and upon sputtering to 430 s occurs.  

Sputtering nanocubes and nanospheres for 1390 s exposes the feature at 2.6 eV, which can be 

attributed to the hybridised Fe 3d-Si 2p or Ni 3d-Si 3p states, 
94

 similar to the M-Si 3s features 

(M=Ni, Co) reported by Tersoff. 
95

  The strong peak at 9.1 eV that becomes more intense with 

increasing sputtering time corresponds to Ar 3p feature of implanted Ar as a result of sputtering.  
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Figure  3.5 XPS spectra of (a, e) Ni 2p, (b, f) Fe 2p, (c, g) O1s, and (d, h) valence band (VB) 

regions for FeNi alloy nanocubes as-electrodeposited on H-Si(100) in Fe10:Ni5 (upper panels) 

and nanospheres obtained in Fe5:Ni10 electrolyte (lower panels), and upon sputtering for 10 s, 

70 s, 190 s, 430 s, 1390 s, 1870 s, and 2830 s.  The corresponding Ni 2p (a, e) and VB spectra (h) 

for pristine Ni nanoparticles obtained in Ni35 and Fe 2p (b, f) and VB spectra (d) for pristine Fe 

nanoparticles obtained in Fe35 are also shown for comparison.   
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Figures 3.6a and 3.6b show the corresponding depth profiles for Fe 2p3/2 peaks for the 

alloy at 706.7 eV and 707.0 eV and Fe-silicide at 707.2 eV, the Ni 2p3/2 peaks for the alloy at 

852.6 eV and 852.9 eV and Ni-silicide at 853.6 eV, and the O 1s peaks for all oxides at 530.0 eV 

and 531.5 eV for the nanocubes and nanospheres, respectively.    For nanocubes (Figure 3.6a), 

the metal silicide features begin to emerge upon sputtering for ~1000 s, which marks the 

interface between the NP and the Si substrate.  On the other hand, the metal oxide features are 

found to be removed rapidly after brief initial sputtering for 70 s and completely removed after 

430 s of sputtering, indicating a thin oxide shell.   

Between the oxide shell and the NP-Si interface, we identify the alloy core region, in 

which the Fe alloy profile is higher than the Ni alloy profile due to the higher Fe content in the 

Fe10:Ni5 electrolyte.  More importantly, the relative intensities of the Fe and Ni alloy features 

are found to be changing gradually inside this alloy core region, which suggests the presence of a 

Fe relative composition gradient increasing toward the interface.  For the nanospheres (Figure 

3.6b), the Ni silicide feature emerges after 900 s of sputtering while the weaker Fe silicide 

feature occurs after ~1800 s.  The oxide features are found to be totally removed after just 190 s 

of sputtering.  These trends indicate the presence of a similar metal silicide region and a metal 

oxide shell region.  Furthermore, a metal alloy core region is also observed, with the Ni alloy 

profile lying higher than the Fe alloy profile due to the higher Ni content resulting from 

deposition in the Fe5:Ni10 electrolyte.  Interestingly, the weaker Fe alloy profile is found to 

cross over the stronger Ni alloy profile at ~1000 s of sputtering.  Despite the Ni-rich composition 

of the alloy nanospheres, the gradual change in the relative composition of Fe in the alloy core 

region leads to a higher Fe alloy composition at the NP-Si interface.  This suggests faster Fe 

nucleation than Ni nucleation, leading to a Fe-rich nucleus, during the initial stage of alloy NP 

formation. 

TEM-EDX linescans across a typical nanocube (Figure 3.6c) and a nanosphere (Figure 

3.6d) also confirm the corresponding XPS depth profiles shown in Figure 3.6a and 3.6b.  The 

similarity between the XPS depth profile and the corresponding TEM-EDX profile shows that 

both the nanocubes (Figure 3.6a vs 3.6c) and nanospheres (Figure 3.6b vs 3.6d) are highly 

homogenous in composition. From both XPS depth profiling and TEM linescans can be observed 

that despite the difference in shape, both nanocubes and nanospheres exhibit an alloy-core oxide-

shell structure.  Depending on the electrolyte composition, the alloy core can be either Fe-rich or 
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Ni-rich at the core region with a gradual composition change extending into the Fe-rich nucleus.  

From the O 1s depth profile, we estimate the thickness of the oxide shell to be 5.3 nm, using the 

sputtering rate of 0.74 nm/min obtained for this sample determined from a profilometry.  This 

thickness is found to be in good agreement with the thickness (~6 nm) obtained from a line scan 

of the corresponding TEM-EDX data (not shown). Schematic diagrams illustrating the respective 

compositions of the FeNi alloy nanocube and nanosphere are presented in Figure 3.6e and 3.6f.   

 

Figure  3.6 Depth profiles of Fe 2p3/2 features for alloy at 706.7 eV and 707.0 eV and Fe silicides 

at 707.2 eV, and Ni 2p3/2 features for alloy at 852.6 eV and 852.9 eV and Ni silicides at 853.6 eV 

for (a) FeNi alloy concave nanocubes obtained from a Fe10:Ni5 electrolyte and (b) FeNi alloy 

truncated nanospheres obtained from a Fe5:Ni10 electrolyte.  (c) and (d) show EDX line scans 

and EDX-TEM mapping of a typical concave nanocube and nanosphere.  Schematic models of a 

FeNi (e) nanocube and (f) a nanosphere as inferred from depth-profiling XPS and TEM data.  

Both FeNi alloy cores are also covered by an oxide shell (consisting of Ni-doped FeOOH and 

NiFe2O4) supported on the Si substrate with a metal silicide (MxSi) interface.  
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To investigate the nature of the oxide shell, we show in Figure 3.7a the Fe 2p3/2 and Ni 

2p3/2 spectra for the FeNi concave nanocubes as-prepared from a Fe10:Ni5 electrolyte and upon 

Ar
+
 sputtering for 10 s and 40 s.  The Fe 2p3/2 peak at 710.3 eV can be attributed to FeOOH, in 

accord with the 710.7 eV position found in our reference sample (not shown) and the literature.
90

   

The small difference could be due to Ni incorporation in the oxide shell, and is consistent with 

the Ni 2p3/2 oxide peak at 855.6 eV.  As the electrolytes consist of FeCl2 and NiCl2, and given 

the formation of β-FeOOH in the chloride solution,
96

 Ni
2+

 could be doped into the β-FeOOH 

structure in the presence of Cl
–
.
97

  After sputtering for 40 s, the Fe 2p3/2 peak (at 710.3 eV) is 

found to shift to a lower binding energy with appearance of a small shoulder, revealing the 

presence of an intermediate oxide layer attributable to NiFe2O4.
98

   Formation of an intermediate 

NiFe2O4 layer has also been observed in steel alloys.
99

  The oxide shell therefore consists of Ni-

doped FeOOH in the outer shell and NiFe2O4 in the inner shell.  A proposed growth mechanism 

of the oxide shell is given in the following: 

Immediately after stopping the applied potential, the as-formed Fe nanoparticle 

undergoes oxidation in the acidic solution: 

1. Fe → Fe
2+

 + 2 e
−        

 

Furthermore, the following redox reaction could also occur in the presence of water:
100

  

2. 4 Fe
2+

 + O2 → 4 Fe
3+

 + 2 O
2−      

 

The Fe
2+

 ion then undergoes further reactions to form FeOH (ad) (Reactions 3, 4) and Fe(OH)2 

(Reaction 5), the latter of which could further dehydrate to FeO (Reaction 6).     

3. Fe
2+

 + OH
−
→ FeOH

+       
 

4. FeOH
+ 
+  e

−
→ FeOH (ad)       

5. Fe
2+

 + 2 H2O ⇌  Fe(OH)2 + 2 H
+     

 

6. Fe(OH)2 ⇌ FeO +  H2O       

Fe
3+

 can go onto form of Fe(OH)3 (Reaction 7), followed by dehydration to FeO(OH) (Reaction 

8) and to Fe2O3 (Reaction 9). 

7. Fe
3+

 + 3 H2O ⇌ Fe(OH)3 + 3 H
+     

 

8. Fe(OH)3 ⇌ FeO(OH) +  H2O       
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9. 2 FeO(OH) ⇌ Fe2O3 +  H2O       

For the as-formed Ni, reactions similar to (1), (3-6) could also occur. 

10. Ni → Ni
2+

 + 2 e
−        

 

11. Ni
2+

 + OH
−
→ NiOH

+       
 

12. NiOH
+ 
+  e

−
→ NiOH (ad)       

13. Ni
2+

 + 2 H2O ⇌  Ni(OH)2 + 2 H
+     

 

14. Ni(OH)2 ⇌ NiO +  H2O       

In the acidic solution and the presence of Ni
2+

, Fe
2+

 can also be oxidized to ferrite:
101 

 

15. (3-x) Fe(OH)2 + x Ni(OH)2 + O2
 ⇌  Fe3-x Nix O4 + 4 H2O          

where 0 < x < 1.  When the amount of dissolved oxygen is low, Fe(II)-containing products (FeO 

and Fe3O4) are favored.  The presence of Ni
2+

 ions facilitates ferrite formation. Similar formation 

of Ni ferities as an intermediate layer has also been reported for rust formation in an oxidizing 

atmosphere.
99

  As the formation of the adsorbed MOH (M = Fe or Ni) is the rate-determining 

step and the number of adsorption sites is limited on the nanoparticle surface, the concentration 

of FeOH (ad) is overwhelmingly higher than that of NiOH (ad) because the adsorption rate for 

FeOH
+
 is considerably larger than that for Ni(OH)

+
.
92

  This effectively leads to the formation of 

a Ni-doped FeO(OH)-rich film on the nanoparticle surface.
102

  

One of the great challenges in synthesizing magnetic materials, such as Fe, Ni, Co and 

their alloys, particularly in the nanoscale is their very high air activity and easy oxidization.  To 

protect the metallic nanoparticles from oxidation, an additional step of coating the NP with 

transition-metal oxides,
77,78

 or encapsulation in polymers,
79

 carbon nanotubes
80

 and silica shells
81

 

is often required.  In the present work, the oxide layer formed in-situ on the FeNi NPs in the co-

ECD eliminates the need for such an extra step.  From their corresponding TEM-EDX linescans 

and XPS depth-profile data, we estimate this oxide layer to be 6 nm thick for concave nanocubes 

and ~5 nm thick for truncated nanospheres, with the majority of the NPs (~ 95 vol. %) remaining 

as metallic.  To evaluate the resistance of these NPs to oxidation in air, the samples were placed 

in an air environment with 80% relative humidity at room temperature for 60 days.  No 

diffraction peak attributable to oxides in XRD and less than 5% increase in the amount of oxygen 

as measured by EDX is observed for both NPs.  More precisely, the change in magnetization 
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saturation and coercivity of nanoparticles can reflect changes in the metallic portion also changes 

in nature of material.  We have used this technique to investigate if any further oxidation occurs 

after long exposure of the nanoparticles to the air. The magnetization saturation obtained from 

SQUID hysteresis loops is found to decrease only by just 0.8% in the concave nanocubes and 

1.2% in the truncated nanospheres which is comparable to the experimental uncertainty of the 

measurement. Therefore, no significant change in the magnetization saturation is observed.  

Similarly, almost no change in coercivity of both the concave nanocubes and truncated 

nanospheres is observed.   These data demonstrate that effectively no metallic part of NPs has 

been converted to oxide.  All of these data therefore support the remarkable air stability of these 

NPs (Figure 3.7b).  The presence of Ni-incorporated FeOOH, along with the denser intermediate 

layer of NiFe2O4, on the NPs inhibit oxidation of NPs in air, which is in good agreement with the 

anti-corrosive properties of Ni-doped FeOOH and of the NiFe2O4 protective layer in steel 

alloys.
97,99
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Figure  3.7 (a) Fe 2p3/2 and Ni 2p3/2 spectra for the as-prepared nanoparticles from Fe10:Ni5 

electrolyte and sputtered by Ar
+
 for 10 s and 40 s; (b) Magnetization hysteresis loops measured 

at room temperature and coercivity (inset) for samples as-prepared from Fe10:Ni5 and Fe5:Ni10 

electrolytes (solid lines) and upon exposure to the humid air (80 % relative humidity) for 60 days 

(dash line). 
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3.1.4 Summary 

In the present work, near mono-size FeNi alloy NPs were obtained by a single-step co-

electrodeposition method with a good control on shape, structure and composition.  By changing 

the Fe:Ni ratio, we can obtain  different compositions and shapes ranging from concave cubic 

Fe-rich alloy NPs to truncated spherical Ni-rich alloy NPs. In the initial growth stage, FeNi alloy 

formation follows instantaneous nucleation unlike pure Fe, which follows progressive 

nucleation.  This leads to a very narrow size distribution and little clustering during NP growth. 

We study the effect of addition of a second metal to a host metal lattice on changing the final 

shape of the resulting bimetallic NP system, and demonstrate the important role of phase 

transformation in the shape evolution of FeNi NPs from concave cubic to truncated spherical 

shape.  XPS depth profiling and elemental TEM linscans show the presence of Fe-rich nucleus 

for both nanocubes and nanospheres particles and a composition gradient inside the NPs where 

Fe content gradually decreases from the Si interface towards the oxide surface and modifies the 

surface function. Depending on the electrolyte composition, the alloy core can be either Fe-rich 

or Ni-rich in the core region.  A thin protective oxide layer consisting of a Ni-doped FeOOH 

outer layer and NiFe2O4 intermediate layer can be obtained in-situ over the entire metallic core, 

which provides effective corrosion protection. This study provides new insight into the use of 

guest metal in a host system as a parameter to control the shape of bimetallic or alloy 

nanoparticles. 
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3.2 Bimetallic FeNi Concave Nanocubes and Nanocages
§§

 

3.2.1 Introduction 

Shape-dependent physico-chemical properties of nanostructured materials are widely 

explored for advanced applications. A variety of growth methods have been used to control the 

shape of nanostructures of mostly noble metals in order to enhance their catalytic activity.
103–108

  

These methods commonly produce nanostructures with convex shapes enclosed by low-index 

{100}, {110} and {111} facets as a result of minimization of the surface energies.
103,106

 Due to 

their high surface energies, high-index facets usually grow faster than the other facets, leaving 

them out of the exposed faces of the final shape during crystal growth.
109,110

 Furthermore, the 

high densities of atomic steps, ledges, kinks and dangling bonds present in these high-index 

facets lead to their high activity. As the exposed crystalline faces of nanomaterial have strong 

influence on both reactivity and selectivity, it is therefore desirable to have high-index facets. To 

date, only a few methods have been reported for producing nanostructures with high-index 

surfaces and they can be categorized into two common approaches. One such approach involves 

the use of external agents such as surfactants, reducing agents or stabilizers for enforcing the 

preferred growth orientations.
109,111–115

 However, these external agents upon covering the pristine 

surfaces of the nanostructures invariably reduce the surface activity, often due to incomplete 

removal used in post-processing. The other approach involves carving the concave 

nanostructures by removing materials from the as-prepared convex nanoparticles (NPs) by 

different procedures, including electrochemical pulses,
110,116

 and galvanic replacement 

reaction.
117

  These material removal methods, however, suffer from the need for multiple steps in 

the synthesis, with the NPs prepared beforehand as the starting materials. 

As cuboid nanostructures are enclosed by {100} and {110} facets, concave cubes with 

their high index planes are generally rare. For non-noble metals, it has not been possible to make 

concave nanostructures with previous methods due to their inherently high reactivity. In a recent 

study, we show that the morphologies of nanostructures of a bimetallic system obtained by 

electrochemical method greatly depend on the ratio of starting materials.
118

  Here, we 

demonstrate that it is possible to produce FeNi concave nanocubes using a one-step, surfactant-

                                                 
§§

 This section is made from one of my publications: N. Moghimi, M. Abdellah, J. P. Thomas, M. 

Mohapatra, K. T. Leung, J. Am. Chem. Soc., Communication, 2013, 135 (30), pp 10958–10961.  

Copyright (2013) by the American Chemical Society. 
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free electrochemical method by manipulating the growth kinetics involving a bimetallic system. 

The advantage of high reactive facets is explored further by developing nanocages with 

preferential etching in the center of concave cube through an electroleaching process, thereby 

introducing a new approach for synthesizing concave nanocages. Electro-catalytic activities of 

concave nanocubes and nanocages are also evaluated by electro-oxidation of 4-aminophenol (4-

AP) as a model chemical sensing reaction. It should be noted that 4-AP is an important organic 

compound that can be used for E. coli detection and as an intermediate or degradation product in 

the synthesis of paracetamol in pharmaceutical industry. While Fe and Fe-based bimetallic 

nanoparticles are widely studied and used for groundwater remediation of contamination 

involving chlorinated and nitroaromatic organic compounds 
20,119–121

 and toxic metal ions (As, 

Cd, Cr, and Pb) 
122,123

 no report is available on using these NPs for sensing toxic contamination 

in the water. The present work therefore not only introduces two novel synthesis methods for 

producing these concave nanostructures but also offers new active nanomaterials for label-free 

sensing applications in monitoring toxins in water and pharmaceutical wastes. 

3.2.2 Material and Methods 

Concave nanostructures are rare because of their thermodynamically unfavorable shapes. 

Here, we prepare bimetallic FeNi concave nanocubes with high Miller index planes through 

controlled triggering of different growth kinetics of Fe and Ni.  

FeNi concave nanocubes are obtained by electrodeposition of two metal ions (Fe
2+

, and 

Ni
2+

) at room temperature using amperometry for 20 s at –1.4 V (vs Ag/AgCl) in electrolytes of 

5 mM NiCl2 mixed with 15 mM, 10 mM and 5 mM FeCl2, all with 200 mM H3BO3 as the 

supporting electrolyte. By changing the Fe/Ni ratio different compositions of FeNi nanoparticles 

has been obtained. The Ni contents of nanocubes obtained in the three electrolytes as determined 

by Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy are in good accord with the respective relative Ni% of 

the electrolytes. 

The FeNi cuboctahedrons are prepared at 4 °C by amperometry for 30 s at –1.4 V (vs 

Ag/AgCl) in an electrolyte of 1.5 mM NiCl2 and 1.5 mM FeCl2, with the supporting electrolyte 

consisting of 100 mM H3BO3 and 50 mM NaClO4.  Since H3BO3 can form complex with NiOH
+
 

124
 and slow down the kinetics of the Ni growth, we could manipulate the kinetics of the system 

to obtain different shape by reducing the concentration of boric acid and increasing the 
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conductivity of solution by NaClO4.  Reducing the total concentration of Fe
2+

 and Ni
2+

 in the 

solution and reducing deposition temperature to 4 ℃ could also slow down the growth kinetics. 

3.2.3   Results and Discussion  

Figure 3.8a-3.8c shows typical SEM images of the nanocubes obtained from three 

electrolytes of different relative Ni compositions by amperometry at 25 °C. These FeNi concave 

nanocubes all exhibit narrow size distributions with average sizes of 59 nm, 63 nm, and 80 nm 

for Ni contents of 22%, 31%, and 47%, respectively. Increasing the Ni content to 47% appears to 

increase the concavity of the nanocubes (Figure 3.8c). For electrolytes with greater than 50%Ni, 

the NPs become truncated spheres. Detailed discussion about the shape evolution of FeNi 

nanoparticles obtained in electrolytes with different %Ni contents is given elsewhere.
118

 

To characterize the concavity of the FeNi nanocubes, we index the surface facets by cross-

sectional TEM. Using a focused ion beam (FIB) to cut a 50 nm thick lamella of typical FeNi 

concave NPs (with 47% Ni content) on a Si substrate, we obtain a high-resolution TEM image of 

the cross section of a single concave cube along the [001] direction (Figure 3.8d), with the 

corresponding diffraction pattern shown in Figure 3.8e.  
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Figure  3.8 SEM images of concave nanocubes with different Ni content: (a) 22%, (b) 31%, and 

(c) 47%. (d) HR-TEM image of a FeNi concave nanocube with 47% Ni content, and (e) the 

corresponding electron diffraction pattern projected from the [001] axis, with circles marking the 

fcc spots in a bcc pattern. (f) Schematic diagram illustrating a plausible mechanism for the 

formation of higher index facets on a concave nanocube, which involves (1) selective adsorption 

of FeOH+ over NiOH+, (2) faster reduction of FeOH+ than NiOH+, (3) and (4) formation of 

step or kink defects and ultimately higher index planes. (g) SEM images of typical nanoparticles 

with 47% Ni content with increasing deposition time from 3 s to 20 s. 
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The observed diffraction pattern corresponds to the bcc FeNi pattern overlapping with the 

FeNi fcc pattern (points marked by red circles), which shows that these NPs are in the mixed-

phase region of the FeNi phase diagram.
118

 By measuring the angles of the surface planes 

between the concave cube and a perfect cube and comparing them with those of an ideal concave 

cube (Figure 3.9), we conclude that the surface of the concave nanocube is mainly enclosed by 

the {720} facets, along with some other high-index facets such as {520}, {730}, and {310}. The 

ideal concave cube angel and their relationships with the Millers indexes are in the following: 

 

 

 

{hkl} α 

{610} 9.5 

{510} 11.3 

{410} 14.0 

{720} 15.9 

{310} 18.4 

{830} 20.6 

{520} 21.8 

{730} 23.2 

 

Figure  3.9 Theoretical relationship between the interfacial angles and high-index facets for an 

ideal concave cube.
115

 

 

Thermodynamically, high-index facets, with their higher surface energies, are expected to 

grow faster than low-index facets, which generally result in their disappearance during crystal 
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growth. The present formation of concave nanocubes with their high-index facets exposed is 

therefore a kinetically driven process. Since pristine Fe NPs obtained under similar 

electrochemical deposition conditions have a well-defined cubic shape (Figure 3.10), the 

concavity of the FeNi nanocubes is caused by the presence of Ni.  

 

Figure  3.10 SEM images of pristine Fe nanoparticles with well-defined cubic shape obtained in 

5 mM FeCl2 and H3BO3. 

 

To investigate how Ni changes the Fe NPs from cubic to concave cubic shape in the 

absence of any surfactants or capping agents, we examine the role of kinetics in the formation 

mechanism in the present method. Electrochemical reduction of the Fe-group metal ions (M
2+

) 

starts with the formation of MOH
+
 in the aqueous solution.

125
 The MOH

+
 ion then undergoes 

adsorption onto the substrate surface, followed by reduction to metal (M):
92

 

MOH
+

(aq)  MOH
+

(ads)                                 (reaction 1, rate constant k1) 

MOH
+

(ads) + H
+
 + 2e–  M + H2O      (reaction 2, rate constant k2) 

Following the law of mass action, the adsorption rate depends on the concentration of M
2+

 and 

the amount of free adsorption sites with rate constant k1, while the reduction rate depends on the 

surface coverage of MOH
+
 with rate constant k2.

92
 The early electroplating work on FeNi bulk 

alloy films has shown higher adsorption and reduction rates for FeOH
+
 than the corresponding 

rates for NiOH
+
.
92

 We therefore conclude that in the present case the adsorbed NiOH
+
 ions are 

most likely surrounded by adsorbed FeOH
+
 ions in the first adlayer upon reaction 1. This is then 

followed by reduction of FeOH
+
 to Fe that occurs first at the FeOH

+
 rich perimeter of the adlayer 
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upon reaction 2. The slower reduction of the adsorbed NiOH
+
 inside the perimeter of the adlayer 

would cause disruption to the growth of the (100) plane, creating step or kink defects. The next 

incoming ions, i.e. FeOH
+
 or NiOH

+
, would therefore adsorb preferentially onto the defect sites, 

forming the higher index planes (Figure 3.8f). The presence of Cl
–
 and Ni

2+
 ions increases the 

reduction rate of Fe ions, and leads to more kinetically favored (as opposed to 

thermodynamically favored) growth of particles with higher-energy surface facets. This was also 

observed in the formation of concave Au nanocubes when the rate of reduction of Au ions was 

enhanced by increasing the ascorbic acid concentration.
113

   

To investigate the conditions under which kinetics becomes dominant over 

thermodynamics, we perform electrodeposition of FeNi NPs in an electrolyte of 5 mM NiCl2 and 

5 mM FeCl2 with different deposition time from 3 s to 20 s. Figure 3.8g shows that the FeNi NPs 

have undergone significant morphological change, from sphere to truncated cube to cube and 

finally to concave cube, with increasing deposition time. 

Given that the shape of a NP is obtained by minimizing the energy of formation, a NP 

embryo must initially exist as a sphere because the surface area to volume ratio of a sphere (with 

the smallest critical radius) is the smallest.
126,127

 Depending on the crystalline nature of the metal, 

non-spherical shapes can develop due to different surface energies of the exposed crystalline 

planes. For a NP of a particular shape, the critical radius (r*) is inversely proportional to the 

shape factor, ξ: 
127

 

r*= 2(γ/ΔGv)(1/ξ
2
) 

where γ is the surface energy and ΔGv is the volumetric energy. As a result, each shape would 

require a specific minimal size to become thermodynamically stable. As the sphere (ξ = 1) 

continues to grow, the next stable shapes are truncated cube (ξ = 0.922) and cube (ξ = 0.898), 

because the surface energies for the exposed corners are generally greater than those of the 

edges, which are in turn greater than those of the surface planes. In accord with our observations, 

after the cubic shape has been stabilized upon reaching the minimal size of 45–50 nm, only then 

would the aforementioned kinetics driven mechanism become apparent. This kinetic effect 

therefore leads to stabilization of the thermodynamically unfavorable concave cubic shape. 

With the presence of high-index facets, concave nanocubes should have higher chemical 

activities than nanoparticles with low-index facets such as cuboctahedron. To demonstrate the 

superior reactivity of these FeNi concave nanocubes, we synthesize FeNi cuboctahedrons with 
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similar %Ni content and similar size but with convex surfaces, and we compare their 

electrochemical properties.  Figure 3.11a shows the SEM image of the resulting FeNi 

cuboctahedrons with a similar average size (75 nm) to the concave nanocubes (Figure 3.8c), 

obtained by amperometry at 4 °C. The corresponding %Ni content as determined by EDX of the 

former (49%) is also found to be similar to the latter (47%). Using these two samples (i.e, FeNi 

concave nanocubes and cuboctahedrons deposited on Si substrates) as the working electrodes in 

a three electrode cell (with a Pt wire and Ag/AgCl as the counter and reference electrodes, 

respectively), we perform chronoamperometry in a solution of 10 mM phosphate buffer saline 

(PBS) with pH 7 and 1 mM K3Fe(CN)6, in order to determine the electroactive surface areas for 

both samples. From the cyclic voltammograms of FeNi concave nanocubes in PBS solutions 

with and without K3Fe(CN)6 (Figure 3.11b), the oxidation peak of cyanide is found to be located 

at 370 mV (vs Ag/AgCl). For our chronoamperometric measurements, we therefore select a step 

potential of 600 mV to be sufficiently higher than the oxidation peak of cyanide. The cyclic 

voltammograms (CVs) of cuboctahedrons are found to be similar to those of concave nanocubes. 

From the resulting I-t (current vs time) data, the electroactive area (A) can be obtained from the 

slope of the I vs t–
1/2

 plots shown in Figure 3.11c using the Cottrell equation: 

I = nFAC0D
1/2 

π –
1/2

 t –
1/2

 

where n is the number of electrons participating in the oxidation or reduction, F is the Faraday 

constant, D is the diffusion coefficient and C0 is the initial concentration of K3Fe(CN)6. The 

mass-normalized electroactive surface area of concave nanocube electrode is found to be 6.7 

m
2
g–

1
, which is over thrice that of cuboctahedron electrode (2.1 m

2
g–

1
). This result therefore 

demonstrates the significantly higher reactivity of concave nanocubes than nanocubes with 

convex surfaces. 
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Figure  3.11 (a) SEM images of cuboctahedrons electrodeposited at 4 °C, (b) CV curves of FeNi 

concave nanocubes in 10 mM PBS with and without 1 mM K3Fe(CN)6. (c) Cottrell plot obtained 

by chronoamperometery using FeNi concave nanocubes and cuboctahedrons as the working 

electrodes. (d) CV curves in different concentrations of 4-aminophenol (with a scan rate of 50 

mV s
–1

). Inset shows the linear relationship between current and concentration. 

 

The high reactivity of these FeNi concave nanocubes opens up new opportunities for 

sensing biotoxins [e.g. E-coli] for water remediation and for monitoring drug synthesis [e.g., 

paracetamol] in pharmaceutical industry by electrochemical detection of 4-aminophenol (4-AP). 

4-AP is an important “indicator molecule”, because it is produced by hydrolysis of 4-

aminophenyle-β-D-galactopyranoside by the enzyme β-galactosidase of E-coli
128 

and it is an 

intermediate or degradation product in drug synthesis.
129,130 

Figure 3.11d shows the CV curves of 

FeNi concave nanocubes (with 47% Ni content) in a 10 mM PBS solution (pH=7) in the 

presence of different concentrations of 4-AP. No change in the shape of concave nanocubes is 

observed after 20 cycles (Figure 3.12).  
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Figure  3.12 SEM images of FeNi concave cubes after 4-aminophenol detection for 20 cycles. 

 

Evidently, increasing the 4-AP concentration from 0.1 mM to 5 mM leads to a higher 

oxidation current. A linear relation is obtained between the current signal (arbitrarily selected at 

0.45 V vs Ag/AgCl) and the 4-AP concentration (Figure 3.11d, inset).  (A potential 0.45 V is 

chosen because it is sufficiently high and close to the oxidation peak potential. The choice of this 

potential does not affect the relative performance among the NPs considered here.)  Furthermore, 

the oxidation current obtained for the FeNi concave nanocubes at 0.45 V vs Ag/AgCl for 5 mM 

4-AP is 10 times greater than that for the FeNi cuboctahedrons (Figure 3.13), again confirming 

the higher reactivity of the concave nanocubes.  
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Figure  3.13 CV curves of FeNi concave nanocubes and cuboctahedrons in the presence of 5 mM 

4-aminophenol in 10 mM PBS (pH 7).  

 

Among the other 4-AP sensing studies by HPLC or spectrophotometry analysis, 

electrochemical detection has attracted a lot of recent attention because of its fast response and 

high sensitivity. Our result therefore shows an excellent performance for FeNi concave 

nanocubes with a sensitivity of 153 μA cm
–2

 mM
–1

 to 4-AP detection, in comparison with other 

detection systems including, e.g., graphene-chitosan or graphene-polyaniline composites with 

sensitivities of 33 and 177 μA cm
–2

 mM
–1

, respectively.
129,131

 

To increase the concavity of the nanocubes further and systematically, we introduce a 

controlled electroleaching process by applying cyclic voltammetry from –0.1 V to 0.5 V (vs 

Ag/AgCl) in a 10 mB PBS solution with pH = 3. By controlling the number of CV scans, we 

could increase the concavity and eventually hollow out the interior of the nanocubes, producing 

concave nanocages. Figure 3.14 show the SEM images of the concave nanocages obtained after 

1, 2 and 3 CV cycles. Material dissolution starts at the center of the concave face because it is 

expected to have the highest strain and therefore highest chemical potential.
132

 Leaching 

continues to the edges until the center of the nanoparticle is completely hollowed out. In contrast, 

electroleaching on the cuboctahedrons results in the removal of the exterior surfaces, producing 
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smaller cuboctahedrons with no sign of cage formation (Figure 3.15).  

It should be noted that metallic nanocages have been traditionally prepared by first 

depositing thin shells of a metal on polymer or silica beads and then followed by removal of the 

beads by calcination or wet chemical etching, 
133–135 

or by galvanic replacement reaction between 

Ag nanostructures and a less reactive metal such as Au, Pt, or Pd compounds. 
136–140 

The present 

synthesis of nanocages is therefore simple and does not have previously reported problems, 

including difficulty in removing the colloidal templates, poorly defined composition 
141,142

 and 

unwanted coupling in dealloying.
36

  We also perform the aforementioned reactivity test on these 

concave nanocages by measuring the oxidation current of 5 mM 4-AP in PBS (pH = 7) as a 

function of etching cycles. Remarkably, the concave nanocages obtained after the first CV cycle 

exhibit over 10-fold enhancement in the current density measured at 0.45 V relative to concave 

nanocubes and over 100-fold enhancement when compared to the cuboctahedrons. 

Even after the second and third cycles, this enhancement in the current density for the 

concave nanocages remains to be significant, i.e. 5 and 2.4 times that for concave nanocubes, 

respectively (Figure 3.14d, inset). The remarkable enhancement found for the concave nanocages 

is due to addition of high (and higher) index planes in the cavities of the nanocages and higher 

active surface areas. The reduction in enhancement with repeated CV cycles is likely caused by 

desolation of higher index planes and reduction in the active surface areas. The respective 

sensitivity and limit of detection are estimated to be 376 μA mM–1 cm
–2
and 0.3 μM for the 

nanocages after the first CV cycle, which confirms their high detection sensitivity compared to 

other sensors. 
129–131
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Figure  3.14 (a-c) SEM images of FeNi nanocages obtained by 1, 2, and 3 CV cycles in a 10 mM 

PBS solution with pH 3 and scan rate of 50 mV s
–1

, (d) CV curves of concave nanocubes (with 

zero etching cycle) and the aforementioned concave nanocages in 5 mM 4-aminophenol in PBS 

(pH=7). Inset shows the corresponding current density measured at 0.45 V (vs Ag/AgCl) for 

concave nanocubes with different numbers of CV cycles. 

 

 

Figure  3.15 SEM images of FeNi cuboctahedron after etching in PBS with pH 3.  

 

200 nm
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3.2.4 Summary 

FeNi concave nanocubes and concave nanocages with high-index facets have been 

obtained by manipulating the kinetics of NP growth using a bimetallic system and by an 

electroleaching process.  These FeNi concave nanocubes and nanocages exhibit remarkably high 

electro-activities (with over 10 and 100 fold enhancement, respectively) for the detection of 4-

aminophenol, when compared with FeNi cuboctahedrons with convex surfaces, making them 

one of the most electro-active nanostructures reported to date. We therefore demonstrate for the 

first time that the present electroleaching method is a novel approach to synthesize cage-like 

nanostructures. FeNi concave nanocages, with their hollow interiors and tunable cavity size, can 

be used not only as an exceptional sensor in a mild environment close to neutral pH but also for 

encapsulation and chemical trapping. Since etching is driven by the high activity of the high-

index planes located at the cavity, the present method of producing nanocages is therefore 

material independent and can be extended to any concave nanostructures. 
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3.3 Shape dependent magnetic properties of FeNi NPs
***

 

3.3.1 Introduction 

Studying shape-dependent magnetic properties of nanoparticles (NPs) offers rich insights 

to the fundamentals of magnetism in the nanoscale regime. As an important benchmark 

bimetallic magnetic system, the FeNi alloy system has been the subject of several theoretical and 

experimental investigations.  This system is particularly intriguing because FeNi alloys such as 

Invar, Elinvar, and Permalloy exhibit notably different properties depending on their 

compositions. These alloys are not just interesting to basic research, but they also provide 

important practical applications.  The phase diagram of FeNi alloy exhibits three distinct regions 

(bcc, fcc, and bcc + fcc), which also make them a fascinating bimetallic material system for 

experimental and theoretical studies from the crystallography perspective.  At room temperature, 

coexistence of the bcc and fcc phases are observed when the Ni content is between 5% and 

72%,
143

 the range of which appears to depend on the method of preparation.  For instance, the 

two-phase coexistence is found to occur at 15-34% Ni for alloys obtained by ball milling,
144

 

while thermal evaporation
145

 and sputtering
146

 produce alloys with a narrower %Ni range. 

Interestingly, this range is found to be wider when the size of the alloy is in the nanoscale 

regime.
85,118,147

  

Magnetic properties of FeNi alloys as a function of composition has been studied over the 

entire range in both bulk and nano alloys.
85,118,144–151

  In most of the studies reported to date, the 

FeNi alloy was found to exhibit a single-crystalline phase for each composition, i.e. either bcc or 

fcc.  In the few studies
144–146,149,151

 when the alloy was obtained in the mixed-phase region, the 

percentage of each phase was not reported, which suggests that its importance has likely not been 

realized. For both bulk and nanosize, magnetic properties for FeNi alloys with a specific 

composition but a different combination of bcc and fcc phases have yet to be reported.  In 

practice, when two phases coexist, the relative amount/percentage so obtained appears also to 

depend on the preparation method.  Indeed, there is an acute need for studies on the role of 

different two-phase combination in their magnetic properties. These studies are obviously very 

challenging to theory and experiment, because it has not been possible to make alloys with the 

                                                 
***This section is made from one of my publications: N. Moghimi, F. R. Rahsepar, S. Srivastava, 

N. Heinig, K. T. Leung, J. Mater. Chem. C, 2014, 2, 6370-6375.  Copyright (2014) by the Royal 

Society of Chemistry.  
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same composition but with different two-phase combinations using a single method until now. 

By taking advantage of the unique nanoscale properties, we synthesize here Fe63Ni37 alloy NPs 

with two distinct shapes (but the same composition), for which the combination of fcc and bcc 

phases in the mixed-phase region are different.  This shape-dependent effect potentially provides 

a new control to the properties of an alloy with a specific composition.  The in-situ oxide nano-

shell that covers the surface of NPs
118

 will protect them against oxidation. We also provide the 

first investigation of the role of two-phase combinations in governing the magnetic properties in 

both bulk and nanoalloys using large-scale Density Function Theory (DFT) calculations.  

Another important point to note here is that although there a few studies on the shape-

dependent magnetic properties of pure oxide nanoparticles of single metals (e.g. magnetite, 

ferrites) have been reported,
152,153

 no investigation on shape-dependent magnetic properties of 

bimetallic materials, including FeNi alloys or other transition metal combinations have appeared 

due to the challenges in the synthesis of bimetallic NPs with different shapes due to their 

inherent reactivities and easy oxidation. This work therefore provides the first experimental 

study of the effect of particle shape on the magnetic properties of FeNi alloy NPs. 

3.3.2 Materials and Methods 

Concave cube (CC) and cuboctahedron (COh) NPs were prepared by co-

electrodeposition of Fe and Ni on a H-terminated Si(100) substrate in a three-electrode cell by 

potentiostatic amperometry at 1.4 V vs. Ag/AgCl.  A silicon chip (15×2.5 mm
2
, 0.4 mm thick), 

precut from a Si(100) wafer (p-type, B-doped, with a resistivity of 0.01-0.02 Ω-cm), was used as 

the working electrode, after it has been cleaned by using the RCA method
83

 and further H-

terminated by dipping in an aqueous HF (2%) solution.  A standard Ag/AgCl electrode was used 

as the reference electrode while a Pt wire was used as the counter electrode.  For CC NPs, we 

used an electrolyte solution consisted of 5 mM FeCl2 and 5 mM NiCl2 in 200 mM H3BO3 (used 

as the supporting electrolyte) and carried out the electrodeposition at room temperature. For COh 

NPs, electrodeposition was performed at 4 °C in a solution of 2.5 mM FeCl2 and 1.25 mM NiCl2 

in 100 mM H3BO3 and 50 mM NaClO4 (the latter two were used as the supporting electrolytes). 

3.3.3 Results and Discussion 

Electrodeposition was carried out for 20 s and 30 s to obtain, respectively, the CC and 

COh NPs (with average sizes of 75 and 70 nm, respectively) shown in Figure 3.16. The 
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indentation (and the concavity) in the CC NPs indicates that the surfaces of the NPs are made up 

of high-index planes discussed in more detail elsewhere.
154

 The corresponding alloy composition 

for both CC and COh NPs, as determined by Energy-Dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis (to ±1 % 

accuracy), is found to be Fe63Ni37, which is confirmed by lattice parameter measurements using 

x-ray Diffraction (XRD).
155

 Glancing-incidence XRD patterns of both CC NPs and COh NPs 

shown in Figure 3.16c indicate alloy formation with mixed fcc and bcc phases. The respective 

phase percentages are obtained by peak-fitting the most intense fcc(111) and bcc(110) features, 

after appropriate normalization of the two patterns to the fitted areas of the respective bcc(110) 

features. The respective amounts of fcc and bcc phases are found to be 37% and 63% for CC 

NPs and 48% and 52% for COh NPs (Table 3.2).  It should be noted that the average size in 

Table 3.2 corresponds to the average diameter for spherical NPs or to the average side length for 

cubic NPs obtained by image processing software.  The grain size corresponds to the size of a 

crystallite (or grain) as estimated from the full width at half maximum of the most intense XRD 

peak by using the Scherrer equation. Within the accuracy of our measurements, the lattice 

constants for the fcc and bcc phases are essentially the same for both shapes (2.862  6 Å for bcc 

for both CC and COh NPs, and 3.578 Å and 3.589  8 Å for fcc for CC and COh NPs, 

respectively).  

 

 

Figure  3.16 SEM images of (a) concave cube (CC), and (b) cuboctahedron (COh) nanoparticles 

(NPs), with their corresponding higher magnification images and schematic diagrams shown in 

insets, and (c) glancing-incidence XRD patterns for CC and COh NPs. The peaks for the fcc and 

bcc phases are marked by “f” and “b”, respectively, with the inset depicting the most intense 

peaks for CC and COh NPs normalized to their respective bcc(110) peaks. 
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Table  3.2 Physical parameters of concave cube (CC) and cuboctahedron (COh) nanoparticles 

with the same composition of Fe63Ni37. 

Fe63Ni37 

Shape 

Average 

Size 

(nm) 

Grain Size 

(nm) 

Lattice Constant 

(Å) 

bcc 

(%) 

fcc 

(%) 

Ms 

(emu/g) 

Coercivity 

(Oe) 

CC 75 ± 1 35 ± 1 
fcc: 3.578  8 

bcc: 2.862  6 
63 37 85 100 

COh 70 ± 1 22 ± 1 
fcc: 3.589  8 

bcc: 2.862  6 
52 48 40 188 

 

To investigate the local magnetic moments of the CC and COh NPs, we employ high-

resolution magnetic force microscopy (MFM), using probe tips with low moments (< 400 Oe) to 

minimize the perturbation of the sample by the magnetic field from the tip. Figure 3.17 shows 

the topographic and magnetic force gradient images of the as-prepared CC and COh NPs (i.e. 

without pre-magnetization before the experiments).  Evidently, CC NPs exhibit alternating bright 

and dark contrast among adjacent NPs, while COh NPs show dark contrasts for most of the 

neighboring particles. This suggests a lower coercivity for a CC NP as its moment could flip 

more easily than a COh NP.  It is important to emphasize that the observed difference in local 

magnetic properties is due to differences in the shape and in the relative amounts of fcc and bcc 

components and not to the relative composition of Fe and Ni as the latter is the same (Fe63Ni37) 

for both CC and COh NPs.   
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Figure  3.17 Topographic (left) and magnetic force images (right) of (a), (b) concave cubic (CC) 

and (c), (d) cuboctahedron (COh) Fe63Ni37 nanoparticles collected at room temperature.  

 

In Figure 3.18a, we compare the corresponding hysteresis loops for the Fe63Ni37 CC and 

COh NPs.  A notably higher maximum magnetization at 0.5 T is found for the CC NPs (85 

emu/g) than the magnetic saturation for COh NPs (40 emu/g), while the coercivity for the CC 

NPs (100 Oe) is smaller than that for the COh NPs (188 Oe) (Table 3.2), as expected from our 

MFM results.  From Figure 3.18a, it is clear that the magnetization of the CC sample is not 

saturating at the maximum applied field (0.5 T) at 300 K.  This residual amount of unsaturation 

and a well-defined coercivity suggest the presence of a mixed phase of both ferromagnetism and 

superparamagnetism in the NPs.  The maximum magnetization value for CC NPs is smaller than 

that reported for bulk Fe63Ni37 alloy
148–150,156

  but is comparable to those found for FeNi alloy 

NPs reported earlier.
55,80

 The MS value for COh NPs observed here is therefore lower than the 

FeNi NPs (with the same composition).
55,80

  In order to compare with the earlier work and with 

our own VASP calculations (discussed below), we estimate the moment per atom, μ, using the 

equation: μ = (MVSM × W) / (μB × NA × m), where MVSM is the saturated magnetic moment or 

maximum magnetic moment obtained from VSM measurement, W is the molecular weight, μB 

is Bohr magneton, NA is Avogadro number, and m is the mass of the sample. We obtain μ to be 

0.95 μB/atom for CC and 0.40 μB/atom for COh NPs.   
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The hysteresis loop of the CC sample is characterized by a relatively large value for the 

ratio of the magnetic remanence (Mr) to MVSM (0.52) and a nearly steep reversal of 

magnetization while that of the COh sample is characterized by a small Mr/MVSM value (0.15) 

and a gradual change of magnetization to saturation.  The large Mr/MVSM value for CC NPs 

indicates that the particles consist of randomly oriented equiaxial grains with cubic 

magnetocrystalline anisotropy.
157

  On the other hand, the smaller Mr/MVSM value (less than 0.5) 

found for the COh NPs indicates that the grains inside the particles have magnetostatic 

interactions.
157

  The larger Mr/MVSM value for CC NPs compared to COh NPs is related to the 

increasing shape/magnetocrystalline anisotropy of the synthesized NPs due to a larger number of 

atoms with more missing coordination atoms.  This difference in the remanence and shape of the 

MH curves, which shows a different magnetic behaviour, is due to differences in the shape and 

in the relative amounts of fcc and bcc components, as also illustrated in their MFM results. 

Figure 3.18b shows the temperature dependence of the magnetization at an applied field 

of 100 Oe for the CC and COh NPs after undergoing zero-field-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled 

(FC) processes between 5 K and 325 K. The COh NPs signal is scaled up 20 times for better 

illustration. An irreversible magnetic behavior, indicative of a large thermal irreversibility, is 

observed for both CC and COh NPs in the entire temperature range. For CC NPs, the ZFC 

magnetization increases with increasing temperature rapidly in the 5-30 K range and more 

slowly in the 30–200 K range and then decreases by a small amount upon increasing the 

temperature to 325 K. The relatively sharp increase of ZFC magnetization found in 5-30 K could 

be due to some small grains inside the NPs with the blocking temperature falling in this 

temperature range.
158

 On the other hand, increasing the temperature for COh NPs results in 

increasing ZFC magnetization over the entire temperature range (5-325 K) with the rapid change 

in the 5-30 K range.  As no obvious maximum is observed in the ZFC magnetization from Figure 

3.18b, the blocking temperature should be above 325 K in a field of 100 Oe.  The decreasing 

tendency of ZFC curve for CC NPs up to 325 K can be due to the presence of 

superparamagnetism and ferromagnetism phases in the NPs as has been observed in the 

magnetization curve (Figure 3.18a). Since no obvious peak in the ZFC magnetization curves of 

COh NPs is observed, these NPs exhibit typical ferromagnetic behavior without any blocking 

temperature below 300 K. To confirm this result and to obtain some qualitative information 

about the magnetic behavior of these NPs, we show the temperature derivative curves of the 
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differences between FC and ZFC magnetizations for the CC and COh NPs (Figure 3.18c). The 

trend for this derivative curve is the same as that for the temperature derivative of the remanent 

magnetization.
159

  The peak observed at 17 K for both CC and COh NPs represents a low-

temperature, frozen, disordered magnetic state.  The presence of this magnetic state therefore 

confirms ferromagnetic behavior for both CC and COh NPs and is consistent with that found in 

other non-relaxing (quasi-static) ferromagnetic materials (including Fe/Fe oxide and Ni/Ni oxide 

NPs) reported elsewhere.
159,160

  

To account for the notable differences in MS and coercivity of CC and COh NPs, we 

consider three plausible contributing factors: (1) particle or grain size, (2) surface anisotropy in 

different shapes, and (3) ratio of the amounts of bcc to fcc phases.  Earlier studies have shown 

that the saturation magnetization is very sensitive to the size of the NPs
161,162

 or the grain size in 

thin films, with larger particles or grains exhibiting higher saturation magnetization.
163,164

  We 

therefore expect that the CC NPs with a slightly larger particle size and larger grain size should 

show larger saturation magnetization than COh NPs.  Furthermore, missing coordinating atoms 

around surface metal cations could lead to surface magnetic disorder and pinning. The surface 

anisotropy becomes lower whenever the coordination symmetry of the surface metal cations is 

more similar to that of the metal cations in the core of the NP.
165

  For ferrite NPs, the surface 

anisotropy has been reported to be much smaller in cubic nanocrystals than that in spheres.  This 

is likely because the curved topology of spherical nanocrystals could lead to more surface metal 

cations with less symmetric coordination and to more missing coordinating atoms than the flat 

surfaces of cubic nanocrystals.
152

  Since these missing coordinating atoms and the surface 

anisotropy can change the coercivity,
166–168

 the coercivity should follow the ordering: cube < 

octahedron cube < concave cube < sphere. Although both concave cube and octahedron may 

have the same number of facets, the number of atoms is higher on the surface of the concave 

cube because of its higher index facets with more missing coordinating atoms. However, the 

saturation magnetization and remanent magnetization are independent of the surface anisotropy, 

as previously reported for CoFe2O4 and γ–Fe2O3 NPs with different shapes.
152,169

 Furthermore, in 

the size range of our NPs (i.e. 70-75 nm), the surface atoms only represent less than 10% of the 

total number of atoms. Surface anisotropy therefore cannot account for the observed difference 

in MS for CC and COh NPs. 
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Figure  3.18 (a) Hysteresis loops obtained at room temperature for both concave cube (CC) and 

cuboctahedron (COh) nanoparticles, with an expanded view over the –500 to 500 Oe range 

shown in inset, (b) zero-field cooled (ZFC, dashed lines) and field-cooled (FC, solid lines) 

magnetization (M) curves in the presence of 100 Oe external field, (c) temperature derivative 

curves of the difference between FC and ZFC moments as functions of temperature.  
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To evaluate the role of the ratio of the amounts of bcc to fcc phases on the magnetic 

behavior of NPs, we perform Density Function Theory (DFT) calculation
170

 using the Vienna 

Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP, Version 5.2)
171

 with the MedeA platform (Materials 

Design). According to the lattice parameters, the fcc phase has a chemical composition close to 

that of the alloy itself.  The bcc phase must also have nearly the same composition as the alloy 

according to the earlier X-ray lattice parameter measurements on alloys with similar chemical 

compositions of bcc and fcc phases. 
172,173

  We therefore construct bcc lattices with super-cells of 

256 atoms for ordered structure and of 108 atoms for disordered structure, all with the closest 

composition to Fe63Ni37 composition (where X and Y in the FeXNiY notation correspond to atom 

% and not the actual numbers of atoms of Fe and Ni, respectively).  For fcc lattices, super-cells 

of 128 atoms for both ordered and disordered structures are used.  The ordered structures are 

obtained by repeating smaller unit cells to construct the super-cell.  For example, the super-cell 

of 256 atoms for bcc is made up of Fe5Ni3 unit cells (where A and B in the FeANiB notation 

correspond to the numbers of Fe and Ni atoms, respectively, in the small cell), while the super-

cell of 108 atoms for fcc is made up of Fe11Ni7 unit cells.  For disordered structures, the atoms 

are randomly placed in the structure, and the respective super-cell does not contain any repeating 

structure inside and therefore no smaller unit cells.  For example, the super-cell of 108 atoms for 

the disordered fcc structure is made up of Fe67Ni41. Furthermore, we have also tested several 

other different initial disordered arrangements and obtained their optimized disordered 

structures, the cohesive energies of which are found to be similar.  This result is also consistent 

with our observation using super-cells containing the same number of atoms (e.g. 128) but in 

different volumes for the disordered structures.  Our objective here is to use the results obtained 

for these single-phase crystalline super-cells (i.e. bcc or fcc) to deduce the properties of the NPs 

with two-phase combinations. We employ the projector-augmented wave (PAW) method and the 

exchange correlation with the generalized gradient approximation by the Perdew, Burke, and 

Ernzerhof (PBE-GGA)
174

 for structure optimization and magnetic moment calculation (assuming 

the periodic boundary conditions). The wavefunctions are expanded in a plane wave basis with 

energy cutoffs of 267.88 eV for Fe and of 269.53 eV for Ni.  The surface Brillouin zone was 

sampled at the Γ point with k-point spacing of 0.5 Å
–1

. The geometries have been optimized by 

relaxing all atoms until the forces are less than 20 meV/Å, with the energy convergence of the 

self-consistent-field set to 1.0×10
–3

 eV and Methfessel-Paxton smearing set to 0.2 eV, while 
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keeping the cell constants for the crystal fixed.  Since structure optimization by relaxing the 

lattice parameters has been found to change the original crystal structure (phase and symmetry), 

we have therefore not included lattice parameter relaxation in the optimization.  Given that we 

constructed super-cells using the pre-defined crystal structures in VASP, the appropriate periodic 

boundary conditions have been used during structure optimization.  The spin-orbit combined 

magnetic and Vosko-Wilk-Nusair spin-interpolation methods
175

 have been employed for the total 

moment calculations.  

The DFT calculations have produced optimized atomic arrangements in the bcc and fcc 

unit cells with ordered and disordered structures.  According to the cohesive energies, the most 

stable configurations are (Fe11Ni7)×6 and (Fe5Ni3)×16 for the fcc and bcc ordered structures, 

respectively, and Fe67Ni41 and Fe79Ni49 for the respective fcc and bcc disordered structures. In 

Figure 3.19a, we summarize the calculated cohesive energies of these super-cells along with 

their optimized structures, which indicate their relative ease of formation.  From the total 

moments calculated for the optimized super-cell structures, we estimate the moment per atom for 

each structure.  As an independent check of the VASP accuracy, we obtain, in separate 

calculations, the magnetic moments of a pristine Fe and a pristine Ni super-cells and compare 

these values [2.2 μB/atom for Fe and 0.6 μB/atom for Ni] with the respective experimental 

moments for these elements reported in the literature.
148,151

  Excellent agreement is found for 

both Fe and Ni, confirming the high accuracy of our VASP calculations. We also compare the 

VASP results for the single-phase fcc and bcc Fe63Ni37 super-cells in ordered and disordered 

structures with the experimental values obtained for bulk alloys reported in the literature.
156,176,177

 

Figure 3.19b shows the experimental MS values obtained for fcc and bcc alloys in the region of 

Invar alloy (i.e. 30-38 Ni%) reported in the literature and the calculated magnetic moments for 

ordered and disordered bcc and fcc unit cells by VASP.  In Figure 3.19b, the upper horizontal 

line and lower horizontal line mark the moments for ordered bcc and disordered fcc, 

respectively, which correspond to the more stable configurations with less positive cohesive 

energies for the bcc and fcc lattices (shown in Figure 3.19a).  Evidently, the VASP results are 

very close to the experimental literature values.  It should, however, be noted that the amounts of 

fcc and bcc phases are not indicated in the previous reports, and as explained below this 

information is important because it could account for the observed discrepancy. By combining 

different percentages of bcc and fcc unit cells, we could obtain the total magnetic moment of the 
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two-phase structure over the entire range from pure bcc phase to pure fcc phase. Figure 3.19c 

shows that the calculated total magnetic moment could vary from 1.87 μB/atom for pure bcc 

phase to 1.15 μB/atom for pure fcc phase.  This therefore confirms that the total magnetic 

moments obtained for alloys with two phases strongly depend on their phase combination.  This 

is the first report on the role of phase combination on the magnetic moment of the alloy, which 

could be used to explain the differences in MS values found for FeNi alloys with the same 

composition reported in the literature. For our case with the bcc-to-fcc combinations of 63% to 

37% for CC NPs and of 52% to 48% for COh NPs, this difference (0.1 μB/atom, Figure 3.19c) is 

found to be quite significant.  It should be noted this difference is also expected to be larger in 

the nano-regime because of the larger defect sites, boundary effects and surface effects. 
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Figure  3.19 (a) Optimized ordered and disordered structures and the corresponding cohesive 

energies (in unit of kJ/mol, not drawn to scale) and total moment (in parentheses, and in unit of 

μB/atom) for the most stable Fe63Ni37 super cells, (b) comparison of experimental magnetic 

saturation MS obtained for bcc (squares) and fcc unit cells (circles) for bulk alloys [Refs. 156, 

176, 177] with the VASP results (upper horizontal line for bcc, lower horizontal line for fcc). (c) 

variation of total moment as a function of fcc unit cells in different combination of bcc to fcc 

phases.  
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3.3.4 Summary 

In conclusion, the magnetic properties of well-defined concave cubic and cuboctahedron 

nanoparticles with the same composition but different shape and two-phase combination have 

been investigated by detailed magnetization experiments and VASP calculations. We show that 

these NPs with the specific shapes and two-phase combinations but the same composition could 

be easily produced on Si(100) by electrochemical deposition using appropriate electrolytes. The 

saturation magnetization and coercivity are found to be different for CC and COh NPs that has 

been correlated to the surface anisotropy and different two-phase combinations of bcc and fcc 

phases inside the nanoparticles. A large-scale VASP computational study of the role of different 

two-phase combinations at a particular composition of FeNi alloys has also been carried out. 

These calculations offer new insights into magnetic properties of both bulk and nanoalloys 

consisting of two crystalline phases and can be used to explain the observed differences.  In 

addition to the particle shape, the two-phase combination could therefore provide an important 

parameter and must be considered in further controlling the magnetic properties of bimetallic 

alloy nanoparticles. 
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Chapter 4 

FePt Alloy Nanoparticles for Biosensing: Enhancement of Vitamin C 

Sensor Performance and Selectivity by Nanoalloying
†††

 

4.1 Introduction 

L-ascorbic acid (AA) or vitamin C is a powerful antioxidant present in food and 

beverages and often used as a chemical marker for evaluating food deterioration, product quality 

and freshness.
178,179

  Furthermore, AA can help to promote healthy cell development, iron 

absorption and normal tissue growth, which play significant roles in proper functioning of human 

metabolism, central nervous and renal systems.
180,181

 However, an overdose of AA can cause 

chemical conversion to oxalate, which contributes to a rise of the oxalate level in urine and 

results in the development of kidney stones in the long term.
182,183

  Precise quantification of AA 

is therefore of great importance to the food industry and human health.  Several methods, 

including fluorometry and flow injection analysis,
184–187

 spectrophotometry and 

chromatography,
188–190

 have been employed to detect and quantify AA in food, biological fluids 

and pharmaceutical products.  However, some of these methods are time-consuming, costly, or 

in need of specially trained operators.  The UV spectrophotometric methods suffer from the 

interference from almost all kinds of organic compounds due to their absorption in the UV 

region of interest.  On the other hand, visible spectrophotometric methods based on the oxidation 

of AA with a chromogenic redox reagent are affected by simultaneous oxidation of other 

phenolic antioxidants.
191

  Furthermore, some of the aforementioned methods are based on the 

reduction properties of AA and are also prone to interferences by other coexisting chemicals with 

similar reduction properties.
192

  Among these methods, electrochemical techniques have attracted 

much attention because of their numerous advantages, including rapid response, low cost, high 

sensitivity, simplicity, easy-to-miniaturize instrumentation and compatibility with in-vivo 

detection.
182,192,193

 

In the electrochemical methods, AA is oxidized on bare electrodes (e.g., Pt, Au, or C) and 

the extent of electro-oxidation can be characterized by measuring the anodic current at an 

                                                 
†††

 This section is made from one of my publications: N. Moghimi, K. T. Leung, Anal. Chem., 

2013, 85 (12), pp 5974–5980.  Copyright (2013) American Chemical Society. 
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appropriate oxidation potential.  However, direct electro-oxidation of AA on bare electrodes is 

irreversible and usually requires a high overpotential, which could result in electrode fouling.  

Furthermore, electroactive species, such as dopamine, uric acid and glucose, are found to have 

oxidation potentials rather close to that of AA.  As these species often coexist with AA, they 

introduce interference signals that cannot be easily separated.
193

  To improve the selectivity of 

electrochemical sensors, it has been proposed that the oxidation potential of AA should be 

lowered by modifying the electrode with catalysts.  Screening suitable catalysts with both high 

activity and selectivity is therefore not only of scientific significance, but also beneficial to the 

aforementioned practical applications.  Because metallic nanoparticles (NPs), especially noble 

metal NPs, provide a high electrochemically active surface area, they are ideal catalysts for 

analytes that have sluggish redox processes.
194,195

  They can also act as the active component for 

effectively accelerating the electron transfer between the electrode and the analyte, which leads 

to a rapid current response and a reduced overpotential for the electrochemical reactions.
196–198

   

For AA detection, only a few studies on using noble metal films or nanostructures have been 

reported, including electrodes modified by Au
199–201

 or Pd
192,196,202

  nanostructures to obtain a 

more rapid response and to increase selectivity by lowering the oxidation potential of AA.  

However, these methods have multiple steps, and most have low sensitivity and a short linear 

range of detection. 

Of the noble metal catalysts, Pt NPs have been extensively used in the enhancement of 

electrochemical sensing of a variety of biomolecules,
203

 including glucose,
204,205

 DNA
206

 and 

cholestrol.
207

  Numerous efforts have been devoted to the optimization of the existing Pt NP 

catalysts and to the design of new lower-cost catalysts with minimal Pt content by incorporating 

other metal components.
66,208,209

  To date, these studies have focused primarily on fuel-cell 

applications
208,210,211

 and none on biosensing.  Of the Pt NP catalysts used for fuel-cell 

applications, the best efficiency has been obtained with a Pt content above 60% while noticeably 

poorer performance is found with a Pt content below 25%.  Here, we electrochemically deposit 

FePt alloy NPs of different Pt content directly on the surface of electrode and investigate the 

performance enhancement relative to Pt NPs.  By keeping the Pt content near the optimal value 

found for catalyst applications (60-80%), we not only introduce synergistic properties due to the 

modification to the Pt electronic structures in this alloy NP system, but also reduce material cost 

by employing Fe as the second metal.  Our results show significant improvements in the 
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sensitivity, detection limit, and range of linear response, higher signal-to-noise performance in 

neutral pH operating environment, and greatly enhanced selectivity to interference species 

including dopamine, uric acid, citric acid, glucose and NaCl. This simple synthetic approach to 

producing bimetallic alloys can be extended to other binary metallic systems as new materials for 

biosensing. 

4.2 Experimental Details 

4.2.1 Materials 

The chemicals (all analytical grade) for the electrodeposition experiments (FeCl2, 

H2PtCl6, and H3BO3) and the sensing experiments (ascorbic acid, dopamine, uric acid, citric acid, 

glucose, and NaCl) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received unless stated 

otherwise.  The phosphate buffer saline solution (PBS, 0.1 M Na2HPO4-NaH2PO4-KCl, pH 7.2) 

was prepared from a PBS tablet (Sigma).  One-side polished Si(100) wafers (p-type, B-doped, 

with a resistivity of 0.01-0.02 Ω-cm) were purchased from Siegert Wafer GmbH and used as 

substrates.    

4.2.2 Apparatus 

All electrochemical experiments were performed in a three-electrode cell workstation 

(CH Instruments 660A).  The Si chips (15×2.5 mm
2
, 0.4 mm thick, precut from the Si(100) 

wafer) were cleaned using the RCA method
83

 H-terminated by dipping in an aqueous HF (2%) 

solution and used as the working electrode for both FePt deposition and sensor applications.  The 

as-prepared electrode was dried and stored in a N2 atmosphere at room temperature when not in 

use.  A standard Ag/AgCl electrode and a Pt wire were used as the reference and counter 

electrodes, respectively.  

The surface morphology of the NPs was characterized by a field-emission scanning 

electron microscope (Zeiss Ultra Plus).  Crystal structures were determined by glancing-

incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) in a PANalytical X’Pert Pro MRD diffractometer with Cu-

Kα (1.542 Å) radiation at an incidence angle of 0.5°.  These data are correlated with the local 

nanostructures and elemental compositions determined by transmission electron microscope 

(Zeiss Libra 200MC TEM system) operating at 200 kV.  Chemical-state compositions of the NPs 

were analyzed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) in a Thermo-VG Scientific ESCALab 
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250 microprobe with a monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source (1486.6 eV), operated with a typical 

energy resolution of 0.4-0.5 full width at half-maximum.   

4.2.3 Single-step electrode preparation of Pt and FePt NPs, and electrochemical sensing 

FePt alloy NPs with different compositions were prepared by potentiostatic amperometry 

on a Si substrate in a deoxygenated electrolyte containing 1 mM H2PtCl4 and 200 mM boric acid 

and different concentrations of FeCl2.  In order to obtain a homogeneous, uniform NP deposit at 

a particular FePt alloy composition on the H-terminated Si(100) substrate, we varied the 

deposition potential from –0.8 to –1.6 V (vs Ag/AgCl).  Between –0.8 and –1.0 V, the resulting 

NPs consisted only of Pt and no Fe.  At –1.1 V and –1.2 V, NPs with the desired alloy 

composition were obtained with a uniform coverage.  For potential more negative than –1.2 V, 

the coverage was found to be less uniform, and at –1.4 V a black precipitate began to appear in 

the solution. We have therefore chosen an applied potential of –1.1 V (vs Ag/AgCl) as the 

deposition potential for preparing the FePt alloy NPs.   

For the purpose of comparison, Pt NPs and Fe NPs were prepared using the same 

conditions in the same electrolyte without FeCl2 and H2PtCl6, respectively.  After the deposition, 

the samples were washed by filtered deionized water (18 MΩ cm) and stored in a N2 atmosphere 

at room temperature until use.  This method has the advantage of producing NPs with a uniform 

spatial distribution without agglomeration, which therefore provides the maximal exposed 

surface for electro-catalysis without any additional step.  For electrochemical sensing using the 

as-prepared NP-coated electrode, cyclic voltammetry was carried out in quiescent solutions of 

bimolecular analyte in a PBS solution at a scan rate of 50 mV s
–1

.  Magnetic stirring was used 

throughout the amperometric measurements where sample injections were performed after 

stabilization of the baseline unless stated otherwise.  The electrode was vigorously rinsed with 

deionized water after each measurement.  

4.3 Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 Characterization of FePt NPs 

Three different sets of FePt alloy NPs are prepared by electrodeposition for 60 s in 1 mM 

H2PtCl4 and FeCl2 with three different concentrations (1 mM, 5 mM and 10 mM).   

The SEM images shown in Figure 4.1 reveal spherical NPs with average sizes of 97, 102, 
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and 107 nm, respectively, while EDX analysis shows Fe25Pt75, Fe30Pt70, and Fe35Pt65 as their 

respective compositions.  These FePt alloy NPs all appear to have a rough surface and consist of 

grains of a few nanometers in size.  Changing the deposition time from 3 s to 60 s produces FePt 

NPs with average size from 10 to 100 nm, with the corresponding electrode surface coverage 

increasing from 5 % to 40 %.  The GlXRD patterns for all three samples show typical fcc 

patterns of an FePt alloy without any observed features corresponding to segregated bcc Fe or 

fcc Pt.  The GIXRD pattern for Fe25Pt75 NPs, shown in Figure 4.1, reveals small shifts in the 

peaks to a higher angle relative to Pt fcc.  For the most intense (111) peak, the observed 0.5° 

shift indicates a 1.0 % contraction of the fcc lattice of the Fe25Pt75 alloy NPs (from 3.911 Å for Pt 

fcc lattice) due to the substitution of Pt atoms with Fe atoms in the cubic lattice.  Similar shifts in 

the (111) peak by different amounts have also been observed for the Fe30Pt70 and Fe35Pt65 alloy 

NPs (Figure 4.1, inset), which indicates a respective lattice contraction of 1.2 % and 1.5 %.  

Using the widths of the respective (111) peak, we estimate the grain size to be 7 nm, 7 nm and 9 

nm for Fe25Pt75, Fe30Pt70, and Fe35Pt65 NPs, respectively, by the Scherrer analysis.  Figure 4.1 

also shows the STEM image of a typical Fe25Pt75 NP and its corresponding Fe and Pt elemental 

maps obtained by EDX analysis.  The uniform distributions of both Fe and Pt elements in the 

elemental maps of the NP show mixed alloy formation, with a self-organized Pt-enriched region 

on the surface as indicated by the linescans. 
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Figure  4.1 Top panel: SEM images of FePt alloy NPs with three different compositions, 

Fe25Pt75, Fe30Pt70, and Fe35Pt65, obtained from amperometry at –1.1 V vs Ag/AgCl for 60 s 

deposition (scale bars show 200 nm).  Middle panel: Comparison of the GIXRD pattern of 

Fe25Pt75 alloy NPs with the reference patterns for Fe bcc (PDF2 01-085-1410) and Pt fcc (PDF2 

004-0802), with the shift in the (111) peaks for Fe25Pt75, Fe30Pt70, and Fe35Pt65 NPs shown in the 

inset (bottom to the top).  Bottom panel:  Bright-field (BF) STEM image of a typical Fe25Pt75 NP 

and its corresponding Fe and Pt EDX elemental maps and linescans along the NP (from the 

surface through the NP).  
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4.3.2 Sensor Properties
‡‡‡

 

To investigate the role of alloying in the electro-catalytic activities of FePt alloy NPs, we 

study the electro-oxidation of AA by cyclic voltammetry (CV) and potentiostatic amperometry.  

Figure 4.2a shows the CV curves acquired at a sweep rate of 50 mV s
–1

 in a solution of 10 mM 

PBS with and without 1 mM AA using a bare Si electrode and electrodes electrodeposited with 

pristine Fe NPs, pristine Pt NPs and Fe30Pt70 alloy NPs.  Evidently, the bare Si electrode and Fe-

NP electrode both do not exhibit any current response in the presence of AA.  On the other hand, 

the Pt-NP electrode shows a discernibly stronger anodic response to the presence of AA than the 

Fe-NP electrode but a much weaker response when compared to the alloy-NP electrode.  For the 

alloy-NP electrode, the anodic peak observed at +0.54 V is attributed to the electro-oxidation of 

AA.  Figure 4.2b compares the CV curves obtained in the solution of 10 mM PBS and 1 mM AA 

for all electrodes including those of FePt NPs with different compositions.  The highest anodic 

peak current density (at +0.54 V) is found for the Fe30Pt70-NP electrode, with the anodic 

response following the order: Fe30Pt70 ˃ Fe25Pt75 ˃ Fe35Pt65 ˃ Pt > Fe.  Given that the Fe30Pt70-

NP electrode provides the best electro-catalytic performance among the alloy and pristine NPs 

studied in the present work, all the subsequent tests are performed using this electrode. 

                                                 
‡‡‡

 In this chapter, we have used the American sign convention, i.e. the cathodic current is 

positive.  
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Figure  4.2 (a) Cyclic voltammograms of a bare Si electrode, and electrodes electrodeposited 

with pristine Fe nanoparticles (NPs), pristine Pt NPs and Fe30Pt70 alloy NPs, all in a 10 mM PBS 

solution without and with 1 mM ascorbic acid (AA).  (b) Cyclic voltammograms of Si electrode, 

electrodes with Fe NPs, Pt NPs, and Fe25Pt75, Fe30Pt70, and Fe35Pt65 alloy NPs in a 10 mM PBS 

solution with 1 mM ascorbic acid (AA).  Scan rate is 50 mVs
–1

.  
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In order to investigate the variation of the anodic peak current (measured at +0.54 V) 

with increasing AA concentration, we perform CV measurements of the Fe30Pt70-NP electrode in 

PBS solutions with increasing AA concentrations at a fixed sweep rate (50 mV s
-1

) and the result 

is shown in Figure 4.3a.  The anodic peak current density, J, is found to depend linearly on the 

AA concentration, C, over the range of 0.01 to 1 mM with a regression relation of J (mA cm
–2

) = 

0.33766 × C (mM) + 0.04538 (with a correlation coefficient of 0.9974).  Furthermore, 

potentiostatic amperometry of the Fe30Pt70-NP electrode in PBS solutions is conducted at low 

AA concentrations (0.01-0.3 mM).  Figure 4.3b shows the amperometry response of the Fe30Pt70-

NP electrode at +0.5 V to successive additions of five aliquots of 5, 10 and 20 μL of 50 mM AA 

to a 10 mM PBS solution.  After each injection, the solution is gently stirred for one minute 

before the current measurement, during which the solution is kept quiescent.  Evidently, 

successive addition of AA aliquots results in stepwise increase of anodic current.  As expected, 

we also obtain a good linear relationship between the current response and low AA concentration 

(Figure 4.3b, inset).   
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Figure  4.3 (a) Cyclic voltammetry of the Fe30Pt70 NP electrode (with a scan rate of 50 mV s
–1

) in 

the absence and presence of different Vitamin C concentrations in a 10 mM PBS solution.  (b) 

Corresponding amperometric response to successive addition of five aliquots of 5, 10 and 20 μL 

of a stock solution of 50 mM AA to a 10 mM PBS solution.  The linear relationships between the 

peak current density at 0.5 V and the concentration over different ranges are shown in the 

respective insets. 
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4.3.3 Interference study 

The coexistence of biomolecules such as dopamine, citric acid, uric acid and glucose 

introduces serious interferences to the electrochemical detection of AA, which hinders the 

practical application of the biosensor.  In order to minimize the common interference signals, in 

the present work we use metallic nanostructures as the catalysts in order to reduce the over-

potential of AA oxidation.  The current responses of Fe30Pt70 NPs to successive additions of AA 

are investigated using different applied potentials from 0 to 0.6 V (not shown). The best potential 

that gives the largest current response is found to be +0.5 V (vs Ag/AgCl).  However, at this 

potential the common electro-active species such as dopamine and citric acid also exhibit sizable 

current signals similar to that for AA, indicating strong interferences from these biomolecules 

toward AA determination.  At 30% of the value found at +0.5 V, a good current response is also 

obtained for 0 V (vs Ag/AgCl).  Amperometric responses of Fe30Pt70 NPs recorded at 0 V to 

successive additions of equal aliquots of AA and other biomolecules, including dopamine (DA), 

citric acid (CA), uric acid (UA), glucose (G), and NaCl, all with the same concentration of 20 

μM, are compared with those of Pt NPs in Figure 4.4a.  The solution is stirred after each aliquot 

injection to obtain a homogeneous concentration.  Both Fe30Pt0 NPs and Pt NPs show a notable 

current response to the addition of AA, with the response for Fe30Pt0 NPs being three times that 

for Pt NPs.  Figure 4.4b summarizes the relative responses of both Fe30Pt0 NPs and Pt NPs to the 

additions of AA, DA, CA, UA, G, and NaCl, all normalized to the respective AA current 

responses.  Evidently, all five species introduce current responses comparable to that AA for Pt 

NPs, with the ordering: DA > CA > UA > NaCl > G.  In contrast, UA, G and NaCl do not show 

any response for Fe30Pt70 NPs, while DA and CA only exhibit relatively weak signals (less than 

15% that of AA signal).  The present result therefore shows that Fe30Pt70 NPs are much more 

selective as an AA sensor than Pt NPs. 
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Figure  4.4 (a) Amperometry of Fe30Pt70 NPs and Pt NPs at an applied potential of 0 V (vs 

Ag/AgCl) by successive additions of 1 mM ascorbic acid (AA), dopamine (DA), citric Acid 

(CA), uric Acid (UA), glucose (G), and NaCl to 10 mM PBS to obtain a final concentration of 20 

μM for all species; and (b) the corresponding relative current responses normalized to the AA 

current response. 
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4.3.4 Sensor optimization 

In order to obtain the best sensor performance, we increase the electro-active surface area 

of the electrode.  This can be achieved by optimizing the NP loading onto the substrate by tuning 

the deposition time (to obtain the maximum NP number density) and/or increasing the surface 

area of the substrate (from flat Si(100) to Si nanowires).  Of the FePt alloy NPs studied in the 

present work, the best current response to AA detection is obtained by Fe30Pt70 alloy NPs, 

following the order: Fe30Pt70 ˃ Fe25Pt75 ˃ Fe35Pt65.  Using the electrolyte solution for producing 

the Fe30Pt70 alloy NPs at the optimized deposition potential (–1.1 V vs Ag/AgCl), we vary the 

deposition time from 3 s to 600 s.  Increasing deposition time leads to larger NPs with a higher 

number density (i.e. a larger surface coverage), thereby increasing the electro-active area, until a 

monolayer film of NPs is eventually reached at 600 s.  The current response to 1 mM AA 

increases with increasing surface coverage and reaches a maximum at the 300 s deposition time 

(not shown).  Further increase in the deposition time causes the NPs to merge into a film, reduce 

the electro-active surface, and gradually decrease the current response.  To increase the Si 

surface area for depositing the NPs, we prepare Si nanowires by chemical etching of the Si(100) 

substrate in a 5M HF and 0.02 M AgNO3 solution at room temperature for 10 minutes and 

followed by dipping in a HNO3:H2O (3:1) solution for 30 minutes (to remove the Ag 

deposits).
212,213

  Figure 4.5a shows the typical morphology of the resulting Si nanowires, with 

significantly increased surface area than the flat Si(100) surface.  We then deposit Fe30Pt70 alloy 

NPs at –1.1 V (vs Ag/AgCl) for 300 s on the Si nanowires.  Evidently, these alloy NPs appear to 

cover at least the top halves of the nanowires, as shown in Figure 4.5b, leading to significant 

increase in the NP loading on the substrate.  Using the Si nanowires loaded with Fe30Pt70 NPs as 

the electrode, we observe over five-fold increase in the current response, compared to that found 

for flat Si electrode.  Furthermore, we perform amperometry for a series of solutions with 

different AA concentrations at 0 V (vs Ag/AgCl), at which applied potential the least 

interference from other species has been observed.   The current density has reached a steady-

state value in less than 5 s in all solutions (Figure 4.5c).  These steady-state current densities are 

found to increase linearly with increasing concentration, which provides a calibration curve for 

this Fe30Pt70 NPs/Si-nanowire sensor (Figure 4.5c, inset).   The sensitivity of this sensor is 

estimated to be 4.347 mA cm
–2

 mM
–1

, and a detection limit of 0.1 μM is obtained from 3σ/S, 
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where σ is the standard deviation of 10 blank measurements and S is the slope of the calibration 

curve.  The resulting sensitivity is therefore over 10 times higher than the best-performance 

sensor materials reported to date (as summarized in Table 4.1), including K2UO2[Fe(CN)6]-

modified Pd/Al electrode (122.3 μA cm
–2

 mM
–1

),
202

 Pd NP composites (570 μA cm
–2

 mM
–1

)
192

 

and Pd nanowires (166.5 μA cm
–2

 mM
–1

).
196

   

 

Figure  4.5 SEM images of Si nanowires (a) before and (b) after Fe30Pt70 NPs deposition, and (c) 

amperometry response of Fe30Pt70 NPs/Si-nanowires electrode in solutions with different AA 

concentrations (C) at an applied potential of 0 V (vs Ag/AgCl).  Inset shows the linear 

relationship of the steady-state current density to the concentration.   
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Table  4.1 Comparison of the working potential, linear range, sensitivity and detection limit of 

the Fe30Pt70 NPs/Si-nanowires electrode with other electrodes for the electro-oxidation of 

ascorbic acid. 

Electrode Applied 

Potential 

(V) (vs 

Ag/AgCl) 

Linear 

Range (μM) 

Sensitivity 

(μA mM
–1

 

cm
–2

) 

Detection 

Limit 

(μM) 

Ref. 

Over-oxidized polypyrrole 

and Pd nanoparticle 

composites 

0 1-520 570 1 

 

192 

Pd nanowires 0 25-900 166.5 0.2 196 

K2UO2[Fe(CN)6]-modified 

Pd/Al electrode 

0.3 (SCE) 1-50 122.3 0.5 202 

Ferricyanide mediator/ 

polyelectrolyte–calcium 

carbonate microspheres 

0.27 1-2143 4.5 0.7 214 

Multiwall carbon nanotube–

silica network–Au 

nanoparticles  

~ 0.46 1000-5000 8.59 Not reported 215 

Graphene nanosheets on 

pyrolysed photoresist film 

~ 0.35 400-6000 18.5 120 216 

Polyacrylic acid-coated 

multiwall carbon nanotubes  

~ –0.1 100-1000 26 49.8 217 

CoNSal modified electrode ~ 0.25 1-100 4.2 0.7 218 

Fe30Pt70 alloy NPs on Si 

nanowire electrode 

0 10-1000 4347 0.1 This 

work 

4.3.5 Electro-oxidation Model 

To verify the relative near-surface composition of the FePt alloy NPs, we also analyse 

their chemical-state compositions by XPS after brief (20 s) Ar sputtering the respective NP 

samples (to remove the carbonaceous layer due to ambient handling in air).  Figure 4.6a 

compares the XPS spectra of the Fe 2p and Pt 4f regions for pristine Fe, pristine Pt, and the three 
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FePt alloy NPs.  Evidently, pristine Pt NPs and all three FePt alloy NPs all exhibit Pt 4f7/2 (4f5/2) 

features at essentially the same binding energy of 71.0 eV (74.3 eV), within the instrumental 

accuracy of 0.1 eV.  For the pristine Fe NPs, two Fe 2p3/2 features at 707.0 eV and near 711 eV 

can be attributed to metallic Fe and Fe oxides, respectively.  In contrast, the FePt alloy NPs all 

exhibit only the metallic feature at 0.4 eV higher binding energy, except for Fe35Pt65 NPs which 

has an additional oxide feature near 711 eV.  The observed chemical shifts indicate changes in 

the electronic structures of the FePt alloy NPs from that of pristine Fe NPs.  This is in good 

agreement with the in-situ EXAFS data obtained for Pt alloys by Mukerjee, et al.,
219

 which 

shows more d-band vacancies for the Pt alloys than Pt metal.  It should be noted the chemical 

stability of the FePt NPs catalysts has also been investigated by XPS before and after AA 

detection.  No degradation or change in surface composition has been observed.  

The increase in the d-band vacancies in the FePt alloy NPs has been used to account for 

the observed enhancement in the electroactivity of FePt alloy NPs compared to that of Pt NPs.  

Because Fe has more 5d vacancies than Pt, the replacement of Pt by Fe in a FePt alloy generally 

increases the d vacancies (relative to pristine Pt), which affects the electron affinities of the Pt 

atoms in the alloys.  Following the mechanism of electro-oxidation of AA on Pt electrode 

proposed by Casella
220,221

and Karabinas et al.,
222

 an increase in the electron affinities of the alloy 

would enhance the adsorption of deprotonated AA adspecies (C6H6O6
2–

 ), which subsequently 

lead to oxidation of the adsorbed AA radical.  Figure 4.6b shows a schematic diagram of the AA 

anionic radical formation and its adsorption to the surface of the alloy NPs. The radical then 

loses an electron and desorbs from the surface.  Alloying is believed to increase the adsorption 

rate and therefore enhance the electron detection.  
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Figure  4.6 (a) XPS spectra of the Fe 2p and Pt 4f regions for pristine Fe, pristine Pt, and the 

Fe25Pt75, Fe30Pt70, Fe35Pt65 NPs, and (b) a schematic model of AA electro-oxidation on the FePt 

NP surface.    
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4.4 Summary 

In summary, FePt alloy NPs with three different compositions have been obtained on Si 

substrate by electrodeposition. These NPs have been tested for electro-oxidation of AA and all 

alloy compositions show higher electrocatalytic activity than pristine Pt NPs.  By effectively 

reducing the over-potential for AA oxidation, these alloy NPs are significantly more selective to 

AA detection related to other common interference species, including dopamine, citric acid, uric 

acid, glucose, and NaCl.  Increasing electroactive surface area of the substrate by replacing flat 

Si substrate with Si nanowires enhances the current response five-fold. Higher d-vacancies of 

FePt relative to Pt have been used to account for the observed enhancement in the electroactivity 

of FePt alloy NPs.  The present FePt alloy NPs can therefore provide superior materials for a 

fast-response AA sensor with high sensitivity, wide linear detection range and low detection 

limit in a neutral pH operating environment. 
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Chapter 5 

Bimetallic Nanoparticles for Arsenic Detection 

5.1 Introduction 

Arsenic (As) is a widely distributed element in nature, as the 20th most abundant mineral 

in the earth’s crust and the 12th most abundant mineral in the human body.  Arsenic occures in 

organic and inorganic species with oxidation states of −3, +3, and +5.
223,224

  Inorganic As is more 

toxic than organic As, while arsenite (As with a +3 oxidation state) is more toxic than arsenate 

(As with a +5 oxidation state).
225

  According to the World Health Organization
226

 and the US 

Environmental Protection Agency,
227

 the acceptable level for maximum As contamination in 

drinking water is 10 ppb.  Drinking water with a higher level of As contamination will cause 

adverse health effects, including hyperkeratosis on the palm or feet, fatigue, cancer of the 

bladder, and genotoxic and mutagenic effects.
228

  Analytical techniques capable of determining 

ppb or sub-ppb level of As are therefore very important for this critical public health threat.
229,230

  

Electrochemical techniques, particularly stripping voltammetry, are very attractive because of 

their unique capability for high selectivity for As(III), rapid analysis, and low-cost 

instrumentation.  They also offer high sensitivity and very low limit of detection comparable to 

those found in more expensive techniques, such as atomic absorption and inductively coupled 

plasma spectrometry.
231,232

  Furthermore, the generation of very toxic AsH3(g) as required in 

most of these latter techniques is not necessary in electrochemical techniques.
233

  

Metallic films and nanomaterials have been used as sensing materials for electrochemical 

analysis of trace metal ions including Hg, Cd, Sb, Pb, Fe, and Cu,
234–237

 the detection of As in 

contaminated water with these electrochemical methods has become more popular.
238–242

 

Bimetallic nanostructured materials, alloy or core-shell nanoparticles (NPs), have attracted much 

recent attention because of their novel catalytic, magnetic, and optical properties, which could 

offer significant additional advantages over those of their constituent single-metallic materials. 

While studies on the sensing properties of bimetallic NPs have been recently reported,
243–245

 very 

few have focused on trace metal detection by electrodes modified by bimetallic or alloy 

NPs.
246,247

  For instance, Gong et al. used Au-Pt inorganic-organic hybrid nanocomposite-

modified glassy carbon electrode to detect Hg(II) with high sensitivity that is not affected by 

intereference from other metal ions.
246

  Lan et al. employed Au-Pd NP modified glassy carbon 
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electrode to determine As(III) and reported a detection limit of 0.25 ppb at pH 4.5.
247

  However, 

no systematic study on the detection of metal ions by using different bimetallic NPs has been 

reported.  Driven by the need for low-cost catalysts and sensors, the study of bimetallic NPs, 

including inexpensive materials such as Fe, has become a very important research area. Since 

most of the electrodes, employ noble metals (Au and Pt), with and without modification, mixing 

these noble metals with a low-cost element will not only reduce the production cost but also 

introduce new properties or enhance in sensing properties not found in single-metal materials.  

Here, we report the synthesis of FeM NPs (where M is a noble metal: Pt, Pd, Au) and determine 

their structural and electrochemical properties.  We also evaluate and compare their sensing 

performance for As(III) with those of AuPt NPs (involving two noble metals), Au, Pd, and Pt 

pristine NPs (single noble metals).  Using anodic stripping voltammetry, we compare the 

sensitivity and limit of detection of different bimetallic NPs for As(III) detection, and obtain the 

best sensitivity and limit of detection for FePt  NPs.  We also investigate the interference of 

Cu(II) ions, which is one of the most serious problems in arsenic detection for these NPs. 

5.2 Materials and Methods 

5.2.1 Materials 

The chemicals (all analytical grades): FeCl2, FeCl3, H2PtCl6•xH2O, AuCl3, PdCl2, and 

CuCl2+2H2O were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as delivered.  The phosphate buffer 

saline solution (PBS, 0.1 M Na2HPO4-NaH2PO4-KCl, pH 7.2) was prepared by dissolving PBS 

tablets (Sigma) in filtered deionized water (18 MΩ cm). Acetate buffer solutions with the desired 

pH were obtained by mixing appropriate portions of 0.1 M acetic acid and 0.1 M sodium acetate.  

The Si substrates (15×2.5 mm2, 0.4 mm thick) were cut from an one-side-polished Si(100) wafer 

(p-type, B-doped, with a resistivity of 0.01-0.02 Ω-cm) purchased from Siegert Wafer GmbH. 

Arsenic stock solution was obtained by dissolving 0.95 g As2O3 in 10 mL NaOH (1 M) and 

diluting the solution to 100 mL final volume.  The pH of the resulting solution was 6 and the 

concentration of As(III) was 0.048 M.   

5.2.2 Fabrication of Electrodes 

The Si(100) substrates were cleaned by using the RCA method
83

 and H-terminated by 

dipping in an aqueous HF (2%) solution. They were used as the working electrodes for both NP 
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deposition and sensor application.  The as-prepared working electrodes were dried and stored in 

a N2 atmosphere at room temperature when not in use.  Pristine (i.e. single-metal) and bimetallic 

NPs were prepared by potentiostatic amperometry (except for the Pt and FePt NPs) on a Si 

substrate in a deoxygenated electrolyte containing different reagent salts and supporting 

electrolytes.  FeAu and AuPt NPs were electrodeposited for 30 s from solutions of 1 mM AuCl3 

mixed with 10 mM FeCl3 and 1 mM H2PtCl6, respectively, in 0.1 M NaClO4 electrolyte, while 

Au NPs were prepared in the AuCl3 solution without any added Fe or Pt solution.  The applied 

potentials were –0.8 V for Au and AuPt and –1.2 V for FeAu.  Pd and FePd NPs were deposited 

at –1.4 V for 30 s from solutions of 0.5 mM PdCl2 without and with 5 mM FeCl2, respectively, 

in 3 M KCl electrolyte.  Pt and FePt NPs were obtained from solutions of 1 mM H2PtCl6 without 

and with 1 mM FeCl2, respectively, in a 0.2 M H3BO3 electrolyte by using chronoamperometry 

with a high potential of –1.1 V and a low potential of –1.6 V and a pulse width of 10 s. The 

appropriate applied potential (all vs Ag/AgCl) and deposition time were chosen by variation of 

both parameters and optimized to produce uniform coverage of near-monosized NPs. After the 

deposition, the samples were washed by filtered deionized water (18 MΩ cm) and stored in a N2 

atmosphere at room temperature until use.  This method has the advantage of producing NPs 

with a uniform spatial distribution without agglomeration, which therefore provides the maximal 

exposed surface for electro-catalysis without additional step(s). 

5.2.3 Characterizations 

An electrochemical station (CH Instruments 660A) was employed for synthesis and 

electrochemical analysis, using a three-electrode cell with the NPs deposited on the Si substrate 

as the working electrode, and a Pt wire and standard Ag/AgCl electrode as the respective counter 

and reference electrodes.  The background current was recorded for all sweep rates and 

appropriately removed in calculating the peak currents.  The analyte solution was purged with N2 

for 20 minutes before recording the voltammograms.  The surface morphology of the NPs was 

characterized by field-emission scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in a Zeiss Ultra Plus 

microscope, and their crystal structures were determined by glancing-incidence X-ray diffraction 

(XRD) at an incidence angle of 0.5 in a PANalytical X’Pert Pro MRD diffractometer with Cu 

Kα (1.542 Å) radiation.  Chemical-state composition was analyzed by X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS) as a function of Ar ion sputtering time in a Thermo-VG Scientific ESCALab 
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250 Microprobe, equipped with a monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source (1486.6 eV).   

5.3 Results and discussion 

5.3.1 Morphology and composition of bimetallic NP electrodes 

The SEM images in Figure 5.1 show that the NPs so obtained generally have a spherical 

shape with a narrow size distribution and an average size under 100 nm: AuPt (40 nm), FePt 

(100 nm), FePd (20 nm), FeAu (20 nm), Pd (20 nm), Au (30 nm).  We also obtained pristine Pt 

NPs (not shown).  As these Pt NPs were found to have two different size distributions and they 

were not very homogeneous, we have therefore not examined them further for the present 

sensing application.  For the largest NP obtained here, the FePt NPs appear to have a rough 

surface and consist of grains that are a few nanometers in size.  It should be noted that the 

conditions used to prepare the NP samples (shown in Figure 5.1) were determined in separate 

experiments for each NP sample on Si substrates. For instance, AuPt NPs were obtained by 

potentiostatic amperometry at –0.8 V for 30 s deposition time.  Applying a higher potential for 

the same deposition time did not change the number density nor the size of the NPs, but the 

deposition became increasingly disrupted due to H2 evolution.  Deposition for a longer time 

would result in larger NPs with more agglomeration.  FeAu and FePd NPs were deposited for 30 

s at –1.2 V and –1.4 V, respectively.  These bimetallic NPs required a more negative applied 

potential than that for AuPt NPs, in order for deposition to occur. The applied potential could be 

made even more negative to –1.6 V, but did not lead to very homogenous deposits, with NPs 

becoming more distorted in shape and more widely distributed in size. 

The relative composition of each sample has been estimated by energy-dispersive X-ray 

analysis.  AuPt NPs are found to correspond to Au45Pt55, i.e. with 45% Au and 55% Pt, which is 

similar to the ratio of their composition in the electrolyte.  In contrast, the compositions of FeM 

(M=Pt, Pd, Au) NPs are relatively different from their respective compositions in the 

electrolytes.  We obtain Fe70Pd30, Fe40Pt60, and Fe10Au90 for the compositions of the respective 

FeM NPs.  The relative Au and Pt contents in these FeM NPs are much more than the relative 

compositions in their respective electrolytes, because their reduction potentials are lower than 

that for Fe, and their adsorption and reduction rates are therefore much higher than those for 

Fe
248,249

 at the relatively large negative applied potential  of –1.4 V (vs Ag/AgCl).  For Pd 

deposition, the number of free ions is reduced in the electrolyte because of the tendency of Pd to 
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stay in the complex form of K2PdCl4. 

 

Figure  5.1 SEM images of Au45Pt55, Fe70Pd30, Fe40Pt60, Fe10Au90 bimetallic NPs and pristine Au 

and Pd NPs and their higher magnification images in the insets, with scale bars of 500 nm and 

100 nm, respectively.   

AuPt FePd

FeAu

PdAu

FePt
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Figure 5.2a shows the corresponding XRD patterns for FePt, AuPt, FeAu, Au, FePd and 

Pd NPs along with the reference patterns for Pt (PDF00-004-0802) and Fe metals (PDF01-085-

1410).  As the region of 2-theta = 50-60° contains mainly diffraction features of the Si(100) 

substrate, this region is therefore not shown.  Comparison of the patterns for bimetallic NPs with 

the pristine metal patterns reveals discernible shifts toward higher 2-theta values for FePt and 

AuPt NPs than the respective Pt and Au patterns, which indicates lattice expansion as a result of 

alloy formation.  No peak corresponding to pristine Fe in these FePt or FeAu NPs is observed in 

their respective patterns, which shows that these FePt or FeAu NPs are single phase.  The FeAu 

and FePd patterns exhibit no obvious shift and they only appear slightly more crystalline, when 

compared with those of their respective pristine Au and Pd NPs.  To confirm alloy formation and 

the absence of segregated Fe or Au or Pd NPs or domains inside the NPs, we collect XPS spectra 

of the Fe 2p and Au 4f regions for FeAu NPs and of the Fe 2p and Pd 3d regions for FePd NPs.  

To identify the peak locations and the corresponding chemical shifts, we have fitted the spectra 

with Gaussian-Lorentzian lineshapes after appropriate correction with the Shirley background.  

To remove the carbonaceous layer commonly found due to sample handling in air, we performed 

Ar sputtering of the as-prepared samples for 10 s.  We also removed the oxide part of NPs by 

sputtering for additional 10 s, which allowed us to study the metallic part of the NPs.  Figure 

5.2b shows the resulting chemical-state compositions for typical FeAu and FePd NPs after 10 s 

and 20 s of sputtering.  Compared to the pristine Fe XPS features (not shown here), the Fe 2p3/2 

peaks at 707.3 eV has a discernible shift of 0.3 eV toward higher binding energies for both FeAu 

and FePd NPs.  While no obvious difference in the Au 4f7/2 peak position for the FeAu NPs from 

the pristine Au is observed, the metallic Pd 3d5/2 peak for the FePd NPs exhibits a 0.4 eV shift to 

a higher binding energy.  The corresponding Fe 2p3/2 peaks near 710.4 eV for FePd NPs and 

710.1 eV for FeAu NPs are related to the Fe oxides, while the Pd 3d5/2 peak at 337.0 eV 

corresponds to Pd silicide.  These chemical shifts from the binding energies of the pristine NPs 

further confirm alloy formation. 
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Figure  5.2 (a) X-ray diffraction patterns of FePt, AuPt, FeAu, and FePd NPs, compared with 

those of pristine Au and Pd NPs.  Reference patterns for Pt (PDF2: 00-004-0802) and Fe (PDF2: 

01-085-1410) are indicated on top by lines and lines with stars, respectively. (b) XPS spectra of 

Fe 2p and Au 4f regions for FeAu nanoparticles (upper panels) and of Fe 2p and Pd 3d regions 

for FePd nanoparticles (lower panels), after 10s and 20 s of Ar
+
 sputtering.   
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5.3.2 Electrochemical behaviors of bimetallic-NPs/Si electrodes 

To investigate electrochemical sensing using the as-prepared bimetallic-NPs-coated Si 

electrode, cyclic voltammetry (CV) was carried out in quiescent solutions in a PBS solution with 

and without arsenic at a scan rate of 50 mV s
–1

.  The electrode was vigorously rinsed with 

deionized water after each measurement.  The CV curves from –0.5 V to +0.6 V of the AuPt, 

FePt, FePd, FeAu, Pd, and Au NPs/Si electrodes with and without 1 mM As in a 10 mM PBS 

solution are shown in Figure 5.3.   

 

Figure  5.3 Cyclic voltammograms of AuPt, FePd, FeAu, FePt, Au and Pd NP-coated Si 

electrodes, all in a 10 mM PBS solution without (dashed lines) and with 1 mM As (III) (solid 

lines).  Scan rate is 50 mV s
–1

. 
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The scans are limited to below 0.7 V to prevent the oxidation of NP surfaces. The bare Si 

electrode was also used but found to exhibit no current response in the presence of As, and so is 

not shown in Figure 5.3.  In the pristine PBS solution (i.e. without As addition), all NPs/Si 

electrodes except for the Au and FeAu NPs show a peak near – 0.3 V.  This peak disappears in 

the presence of As in the solution, which corresponds to oxidation of As(0) to As(III).  

Furthermore, a rise in current density at 0.6 V can be observed when As is added to the solution, 

which can be attributed to oxidation of As(III) to As(V) at potential above 0.6 V.  For the FeAu 

NPs/Si electrode, no obvious peak corresponding to oxidation of As(0) to As(III) is observed but 

the current signal for As(III) oxidation to As(V) is notable.  In Figure 5.4, we compare the 

current signals obtained from all the electrodes in the presence of As in the solution. The current 

rise near 0.6 V is found to be the largest for FePt NPs followed by FeAu NPs, but the reduction 

in current at – 0.3 V is the largest for FePd NPs. 

 

Figure  5.4 Cyclic voltammograms of FePt, FeAu, Pd, AuPt, FePd, and Au NPs-coated Si 

electrodes (from top to bottom at 0.6 V) in 10 mM PBS and 1 mM As solution.  Scan rate is 50 

mV s
–1

. 
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To study the effects of different electrolytes and the pH of the electrolyte on the sensing 

properties, aqueous solutions of 1 mM As in various media with different pH were prepared and 

used for CV studies.  We have chosen FePt and FeAu NPs-coated Si electrodes that exhibit the 

best primary responses and compare the corresponding oxidation currents of As(III) to As(V) in 

PBS (with pH 7) and acetate buffer solutions with pH 5 (Acetic-5) and pH 6 (Acetic-6) in Figure 

5.5.  Evidently, both FePt and FeAu NPs show similar CV profiles in PBS and acetate buffer 

solutions in the absence of As, with two weak peaks near –0.2 V and +0.1 V in the CV profile of 

FePt NPs compared to the FeAu NPs profile.  In the presence of As(III), the current signal in 

PBS is higher for both FePt and FeAu NPs than the current signals in both acetate buffers.  

Lowering the pH in the acetate buffer apparently decreases the current response.  For the rest of 

the experiments, we have therefore chosen PBS as the optimized electrolyte.  Clearly, a neutral 

pH is particularly important for the practical use of the sensor for drinking water.  

 

Figure  5.5 Cyclic voltammograms of (a, b) FeAu and (c, d) FePt NPs-coated Si electrodes in 10 

mM PBS with pH 7, and in 100 mM acetate buffer solutions with pH 6 (acetic-6) and 5 (acetic-

5) (a, c) in the absence and (b, d) presence of As(III).  Scan rate is 50 mV s
–1

.   
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5.3.3 Anodic stripping voltammetric detection of arsenic 

Stripping voltammetric techniques are well known for trace metal analysis providing 

detection limits comparable to that of very expensive spectroscopic techniques.
223,250,251

  The 

process includes two main steps: electrochemical deposition of trace metals on the electrode 

(accumulation step), followed by oxidation of the metal back into solution in a linear or pulsed 

reverse scan (stripping step).  Various solutions containing different concentrations of As were 

prepared and used for these studies.  The accumulation step was achieved with the reduction of 

As ions to metallic As on the electrode, while the stripping step involved the reverse process of 

oxidation.  Square wave voltammetry (SWV) and differential pulse stripping voltammetry 

(DPSV) were carried out using the FePt, FeAu and FePd NPs-coated Si electrodes.  Although the 

As(III) to As(V) oxidation peaks on the FePt and FeAu NPs are considerably stronger than that 

for FePd NPs, the oxidation peak for As(0) to As(III) on FePd NPs is larger than those for FePt 

and FeAu NPs (Figure 5.3).  We have therefore carried out SWV and DPSV measurements for 

these three samples and calculated their limits of detection.  After purging with N2 gas for 20 

min, different amounts of As(III) ions were added step by step to the blank test solution.  In order 

to obtain reproducible results, we also applied a constant potential of 0 V (vs Ag/AgCl) for 60 s 

and stirred rigorously after each stripping step.  This also helped to clean and maintain the 

electrode in its original condition.  All electrodes exhibited good stripping signals.  Figure 5.6 

(upper panels) shows the SWV curves of FePt and FeAu NPs and DPSV curves of FePd NPs in 

10 mM PBS with As(III) increasing from 1 to 3, 5, 10 and 15 ppb after background subtraction.  

For the primary results, SWV and DPSV have been carried out with an accumulation potential of 

–0.4 V and an accumulation time of 60 s. The solution was stirred throughout the accumulation 

period, followed by 30 s of equilibrium (rest) time without any stirring before the stripping step.  

For optimization, we varied the initial scanning potential, accumulation time and pH of the 

electrolyte.  The initial scanning potential is an important parameter because it controls both the 

peak potential and peak current in the stripping voltammogram.  We have carried out SWV for 

FePt with different initial potentials from –0.5 V to –0.2 V and obtained the peak current for 

each potential.  When the initial potential was set to –0.4 V, the corresponding current signal 

increased by 37% compared to that obtained with an initial potential of –0.5 V.  Decreasing the 

initial potential to –0.3 V did not change the current signal, but setting the initial potential to –0.2 

V produced a current signal almost twice that obtained with –0.5 V.   We have therefore chosen 
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–0.4 V as the optimum initial potential because –0.2 V was too close to the peak potential in the 

SWV curves, which might introduce a false reading in the current signal.  We varied the 

accumulation time from 20 s to 120 s and found an accumulation time of 60 s to give the 

optimum response.  To determine the best pH for the electrolyte, we prepared three different 

PBS solutions with pHs of 3.3, 5.5 and 7 and carried out SWV in these electrolytes.  The current 

signals obtained for oxidation of both As(III) to As(V) and As(0) to As(III) were found to be the 

highest at pH 7 and they became smaller with decreasing pH.  The optimum pH value was 

therefore set to 7, which serendipitously makes this sensor very environment-friendly and 

reduces the problems associated with operating in a low pH condition.  The optimization for 

DPSV on FePd NPs followed the same approach used for SWV although the data is not 

presented here.  Using the optimized conditions so determined, increasing the As(III) 

concentration leads to a rise in the current signal for FePt and FePd NPs, while the trend from 

FeAu NPs is less clear, as shown in Figure 5.6 (upper panels).  As shown in Figure 5.6 (lower 

panels), a linear relationship between the peak current at –0.17 V for FePt, –0.25 V for FeAu, 

and –0.3 V for FePd and the As(III) concentration in the range of 1-10 ppb is obtained for these 

NPs.  Among these three NPs-coated Si electrodes, FePt NPs exhibit the best limit of detection 

of 1.2 ppb, which is calculated by 3σ/S, where σ is the standard deviation of 10 blank 

measurements and S is the slope of the calibration curve.  The limits of detection are found to be 

higher for FeAu (3.8 ppb) and FePd NPs (13.6 ppb).  For the FePt NPs with the best (i.e. 

smallest) limit of detection, the sensitivity of FePt NPs is estimated to be 1.23 μA ppb
–1

.  In 

Table 5.1, we compare the sensing performance data of the FePt NPs-coated Si electrode with 

those for other metallic NPs on different electrodes.  It should be noted that our electrode 

employs the Si substrate for NPs deposition, in contrast to other electrodes that use glassy carbon 

substrates.  Despite the lower conductivity of Si relative to glassy carbon, the present electrode 

offers competitive sensing performance.  In addition, an important advantage of the present 

sensor is the neutral electrolyte environment (with pH 7), in marked contrast to other sensors that 

require electrolytes with lower pH.  This is particularly important for the practical use of sensors 

targeted for drinking water. 
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Figure  5.6 (Upper panels) Square wave stripping voltammograms (SWV) of FePt and FeAu NPs 

and differential pulse stripping voltammetry (DPSV) of FePd NPs in 10 mM PBS for As(III) 

concentration of 1, 3, 5, 10 and to 15 ppb.  (Predisposition condition: –0.4 V, 60 s) (Lower 

panels)  The corresponding linear relationships between the peak currents for FePt (at –0.17 V), 

FeAu (at –0.25 V), and FePd (at –0.3 V) and the As(III) concentration.  The limit of detection 

(LOD) for each of the lines is also given. 
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Table  5.1 Comparison of performance for detection of As(III) between the proposed FePt NPs-

coated Si sensor with other sensors reported in the literature. 

Sensor Method Electrolyte Linear Range 

(ppb) 

Limit of 

Detection 

(ppb) 

Ref. 

Au NPs on glassy 

carbon electrode 

Linear Sweep 

Voltammetry 

1 M HCl 0.38–9 0.0096 239 

Au-coated Fe3O4 on 

glassy carbon 

electrode 

SWV 0.1 M PBS  

(pH 5) 

0.01–1 0.00097 252 

Au NPs on 

polyaniline film or 

glassy carbon 

electrode 

SWV 1 M HCl 610-3050 0.4 253 

Pt NPs on glassy 

carbon electrode 

Linear Sweep 

Voltammetry 

0.1 M H2SO4 0.075–3.75 2 254 

Ag NPs coated 

carbon nanotubes 

on glassy carbon 

electrode 

DPSV 1 M HNO3 10–100 1.20 255 

AuPd on glassy 

carbon electrode 

Anodic 

Stripping 

Voltammetry 

0.1 M 

Acetate 

buffer 

solution 

1–25 0.25 247 

FePt NPs on Si SWV 0.01 M PBS  

(pH 7) 

1–10 1.2 This 

work 
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5.3.4 Interference and stability studies 

Determination of As(III) using anodic stripping voltammetry is known to be susceptible 

to interferences from various metals.
252,256,257

 These interferences arise from either competition 

for deposition sites on the electrode surface or formation of intermetallic compounds with As 

during the deposition step.
258,259

  Among all the possible interference metals, copper [in the form 

of Cu(II)] presents the most serious challenge to arsenic detection because its stripping voltage is 

similar to (and slightly more positive) than the As(III) oxidation voltage.  Moreover, Cu can also 

form intermetallic compounds with As(III) during the deposition process. 

Figure 5.7a shows the CV curves obtained in 10 mM PBS with 15 ppb As(III) solution in 

the absence and presence of 1 mM of CuCl2 representing 170.5 ppm Cu(II).  Evidently, a 

decrease in the current signal for the As(III) to As(V) oxidation at 0.5 V and a small change in 

the region of As(0) to As(III) oxidation at –0.1 V are observed when the Cu(II) ions are present. 

Since these changes are rather small, we conduct more detailed examination using DPSV to 

detect any minute change in As(III) in the presence of Cu(II).  DPSV curves were obtained after 

accumulation time of 60 s at –0.4 V starting from –0.7 V to 0 V in 6 mV increments and with the 

amplitude (0.05 V), pulse width (0.05 s), sampling width (0.017 V) and pulse period (0.2 s) kept 

constant.  Figure 5.7b shows the corresponding DPSV curves of FePt NPs in the absence and 

presence of 170.5 ppm Cu(II).  No discernible change in the detection region of As(III) (i.e. at – 

0.33 V)  is found between the curves, after appropriate background subtraction.  There is, 

however, a discernible decrease in current at – 0.11 V in the presence of Cu(II), which can be 

attributed to Cu oxidation.  The present DPSV result therefore shows that Cu(II) oxidation does 

not interfere with As(III) oxidation, both of which can be detected simultaneously.  

For the stability test, we have stored the sensors in a dry box at room temperature for 30 

days and repeated the tests.  Only 5% decrease was observed in the current signal after 30 days, 

which shows the remarkable stability of these sensors.  
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Figure  5.7 (a) Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate 50 mV s
–1

) and (b) differential pulse stripping 

voltammograms of FePt NPs in 10 mM PBS and 15 ppb As(III) with and without 170.5 ppm Cu 

(II). 

 

5.4 Summary 

Driven by the need for low-cost catalysts and sensors, the incorporation of inexpensive 

materials such as Fe into active noble metals promises a new approach of synthesizing the next-

generation catalysts.  In the present work, we obtain bimetallic AuPt, FePt, FePd, and FeAu NPs 

by electrochemical deposition from the appropriate solutions on Si(100) substrate.  Their 

morphologies and structures are studied and their electrochemical properties are optimized to 

obtain the best bimetallic NPs for As(III) detection.  Their performance, including the sensitivity 

and limit of detection, are characterized systematically and compared with those of pristine Au, 

Pd, and Pt NPs by using very precise anodic stripping voltammetry methods, including square 

wave voltammetry and differential pulse stripping voltammetry.  Among the bimetallic NPs 

studied here, FePt NPs are found to provide the best performance, with minimal interference 

from Cu(II) and exhibit long-term stability.   
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Chapter 6 

In-situ Hybridization of Superparamagnetic Iron-Biomolecule 

Nanoparticles
§§§

 

6.1 Introduction 

Composite systems of biomolecules and metal nanostructures combine the evolution-

optimized molecular recognition capability of biomolecules with the novel optical, electronic, 

and catalytic properties of nanomaterials.  These composite systems are excellent prospects for a 

new generation of multi-functional bioelectronic devices.  In the past decade, substantial 

progress has been made in the use of biomolecule-nanostructure composites in electrochemical 

biosensors, electronic nanocircuitry and even nanodevices.
260–263

  In conventional approaches, 

the biomolecules and metal nanostructures are treated as separate entities.  Bio-integration into 

nanostructures could only be obtained by immobilization of biomolecules on the inner and/or 

outer surfaces of the nanostructures, including polymer matrices, inorganic supports and 

nanoparticles (NPs).
264–266

  Well-established techniques based on physical adsorption, 

electrostatic binding, specific recognition, and covalent coupling have often been used for 

immobilization.
267–270

  In particular, adsorption of proteins on NPs has been achieved through 

electrostatic interactions between the partially charged amino acid side groups of the protein and 

the appropriate component with opposite polarity on the NPs.  The latter component could be a 

functional group of a linker molecule pre-coated on the NPs or a partially charged site on the 

nanostructure.
271,272

  On the other hand, relatively little study on bio-integration into the 

nanostructure during growth has been made.  Such studies can provide fundamental information 

about the nature of this integration (including bonding, interactions, and growth mechanism), 

which could lead to a new class of bio-nanomaterials.  With many potential applications in 

biosensor research, food industry, and renewable fuel cells,
273–277

 glucose oxidase (GOx, with 

MW of 160 kDa) is a popular model biomolecule for studying self-organization of 

nanostructures on biomolecules and of biomolecules on other surfaces.  In the limited number of 

studies on conjugating GOx onto NPs by electrostatic interaction,
278,279

 the NPs were synthesized 

                                                 
§§§

 This section is made from one of my publications: N. Moghimi, A. D. Donkor, M. Mahapatra, 

J. P. Thomas, Z. Su, X. Tang, K.T. Leung, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2014, 136 (29), pp 10478–10485.  

Copyright (2014) American Chemical Society. 
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first and GOx were subsequently allowed to interact with the NPs.  Even in the earlier work on 

the co-electrodeposition of GOx and gold NPs,
280,281

 separate GOx and pre-grown NPs were 

used.  To date, direct incorporation of biomolecules into the nanostructures during growth 

remains challenging because the presence of an aqueous medium with a mild pH (as required by 

the biomolecules) and the need for low growth temperature (preferably below room temperature) 

are not conducive to nanostructure growth.  Although the chelation and complexation of metal 

ions with GOx have been widely studied, the use of metal ions-GOx complexes directly to 

synthesize hybrid nanoparticles (HNPs) has not been reported.   

The same hybridization approach can also be easily extended to incorporate other 

biomolecules, even with dramatically different sizes, in these HNPs.  The anticancer p53 peptide 

(p53p, with MW of 1.8 kDa) is a promising drug for most cancers because it can bind to both 

Mdm2 and MdmX in cancer cells.
282

  Almost 50% of cancers are caused by overexpressed 

Mdm2 and MdmX as they inhibit the tumor suppressor, p53p.
283,284

  The attachment of p53p to 

magnetic NPs that can be delivered to targeted tumor sites would be a breakthrough in anticancer 

therapeutics.   

In this work, we report the successful synthesis of Fe-GOx and Fe-p53p HNPs by using 

Fe-GOx and Fe-p53p complexes directly as the building blocks, without involving pre-grown Fe 

NPs followed by biomolecule coating.  We further demonstrate that these HNPs consist of Fe 

nanocrystallites bound together by biomolecules similar to a stone-and-mortar architecture. 

These Fe-biomolecule complexes are made by adjusting the pH of the aqueous solution to above 

the isoelectric point of GOx or p53p, in which the negatively charged amino acids on the surface 

of the biomolecule electrostatically interact with the positive Fe ions.  By conducting the co-

electrodeposition at 4°C, we produce Fe-GOx and Fe-p53p HNPs that show superparamagnetic 

properties even when these HNPs are as large as a few hundred nanometers, while preserving the 

bioactivities of GOx and p53p at the same time.  The Fe-GOx HNPs also exhibit remarkable 

biocompatibility to human hepatoma cells (liver cells).  This method of producing size-specific 

superparamagnetic HNPs has the important advantage of attaining the desired dimension while 

eliminating the post-functionalization (coating) step to achieve the size needed for practical use 

of these superparamagnetic NPs.  We show that in the present hybridization method GOx not 

only maintains its enzymatic activities but also acts as a protective shell from oxidation for 

metallic Fe nanocrystallites.  As a further practical demonstration, we also show that p53p 
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remains active after hybridization and can bind to Mdm2, which confirms the generality of the 

present approach.  Isolation of Fe nanocrystallites by GOx or p53p introduces extraordinary 

magnetic property for large hybrid nanoparticles (i.e. superparamagnetism in large sizes).  

Electrochemical hybridization of metals with biomolecules therefore offers a novel approach to 

developing cell-friendly magnetic HNPs with homogeneously distributed magnetic 

nanocrystallites and biomolecules inside.  The present method is however not limited to 

electrochemical reduction, and Fe-biomolecule complex reduction with any other reducing agent 

would also be possible. These HNPs promise potential applications not only as magnetic contrast 

agents but also in targeted slow-release drug delivery systems. 

6.2 Materials and Methods 

6.2.1 Preparation of the HNPs  

Fe-GOx HNPs were prepared by co-electrodeposition of Fe and GOx on a H-terminated 

Si(100) substrate in a three-electrode cell using an electrochemical workstation (CH Instruments 

660A).  A silicon chip (15×2.5 mm
2
, 0.4 mm thick), precut from a Si(100) wafer (p-type, B-

doped, with a resistivity of 0.01-0.02 Ω-cm), was used as the working electrode after it was 

cleaned using the RCA method
83

. It was then H-terminated by dipping in a 2% aqueous HF 

solution.  A standard Ag/AgCl electrode was used as the reference electrode and a Pt wire as the 

counter electrode.  The electrolyte consisted of 5 mM FeCl2 by dissolving FeCl26H2O salt 

(Aldrich, 99%) in an aqueous solution with 200 mM boric acid as the supporting electrolyte.  

The pH of the electrolyte solution was then adjusted to 6.5 with 250 mM NaOH (Aldrich, 

99.9%).  After deoxygenation with N2 for 30 minutes, the electrolyte was mixed with GOx from 

Aspergillus niger (Fulka) to obtain 75 μM GOx in the solution.  In this freshly prepared 

electrolyte solution, electrodeposition was conducted at 4 °C by amperometry potentiostatically 

at 1.2 V vs Ag/AgCl for an appropriate deposition time.  The resulting electrodeposits were 

washed thoroughly with filtered deionized water (18.2 MΩ•cm) and stored in N2 at room 

temperature for further analysis.  Fe-p53p HNPs were prepared using the same method described 

above for Fe-GOx HNPs.  The p53p peptide, with the sequence of SQETFSDLWKLLPEN,
285

 

was chemically synthesized using standard Fmoc solid-phase chemistry
286

 at St Jude Children’s 

Research Hospital Peptide Facility. The synthetic peptides were purified by HPLC using a 

reverse-phase C18 semi-preparative column with an acetonitrile gradient of 10–35%. The purity 
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of the peptides was verified by a reversed-phase analytical HPLC column and the identity of the 

final products was verified by mass spectral analysis. The isoelectric point of p53p is 4.0, which 

is similar to that of GOx (4.2).  The same concentration of p53p (as that of GOx i.e. 75 μM) was 

added to a solution of 5 mM FeCl2 with a pH of 6.5.  The electrodeposition was also carried out 

at 4 °C followed by a thorough wash with filtered deionized water and kept at 4 °C for 

bioactivity tests.  

6.2.2 Analysis of the HNPs 

The surface morphology of the so-prepared samples of Fe-GOx and Fe-p53p HNPs were 

characterized by field-emission scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Zeiss LEO FE-SEM 1530 

microscope) and by Helium ion microscopy (HIM) (Zeiss Orion Plus microscope).  Multi-cross-

sectional imaging was conducted using a Zeiss Auriga focused ion beam (FIB) SEM system.  

The samples were first coated by a thin carbon layer to protect the top surface from damage due 

to the sputtering Ga ion beam.  Very thin slices of the samples with thickness no larger than 1 

μm (containing selected NPs on top of the Si substrate) were cut vertically along the surface 

normal (i.e., in the depth direction of the substrate).  SEM images of the exposed cross sections 

were then collected by using the backscattered electron detector in order to differentiate elements 

with different atomic masses based on the image contrast.  Subsequent cross-sectional SEM 

images were collected interleavingly after removing additonal vertical slices (10 nm thick) from 

the samples.  Crystal structures of HNPs were also determined by glancing-incidence X-ray 

diffraction (XRD) (PANalytical X’Pert Pro MRD diffractometer) with Cu Kα (1.542 Å) 

radiation at an incidence angle of 0.5.   

Chemical-state composition of the HNPs were analyzed as a function of Ar ion sputtering 

time by depth-profiling X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) (Thermo-VG Scientific 

ESCALab 250 microprobe), equipped with a monochromatic Al Kα radiation (1486.6 eV) and 

operated with a typical energy resolution of 0.4-0.5 full width at half-maximum (fwhm).  Three-

dimensional chemical mapping of the HNPs was conducted by time-of-flight (TOF) secondary 

ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) (ION-TOF SIMS-5 system), equipped with a 2 m long TOF 

reflectron analyser and a multichannel detector along with a Bi3
+
 liquid metal analysis ion source 

and an O2
+
 sputtering ion source. For the kinetics studies, absorption spectra were collected using 

a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 35 UV-Visible spectrometer equipped with a Labsphere integrating 
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sphere.  Magnetic properties were studied in a Quantum Design Dynacool vibrating sample 

magnetometer (VSM).   

6.2.3 Cellular Assay 

To test the biocompatibility of the HNPs, cells were cultured on substrates with attached 

HNPs. Before the cellular assays, the HNPs were sterilized with 70% ethanol.  HeLa cells 

(HeLa, No: CCL-2; ATCC)) were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium with 10% 

fetal bovine serum and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (ATCC). Cells were maintained in 5% CO2 in 

humidity at 37C. For live cell imaging experiments, 1-210
4 

cells were seeded on glass cover 

slips and allowed to attach overnight. The cells were then cultured and observed for several days. 

6.2.4 Preparation of Mdm2 and Mdm2-GST 

The N-terminal domain of human Mdm2 (i.e., Mdm2), which contains 89 amino acid 

residues, was prepared through a recombinant DNA technology.  The DNA encoding Mdm2 was 

cloned into pGEX-6p-3 GST-fusion protein expression vector (GE, USA) and transformed into 

E-coli BL21 (DE3) host strain. Mdm2-GST fusion protein was expressed in soluble form with 

0.5 mM IPTG induction at 25 °C.  The fusion protein was purified by GST-affinity column and 

its purity was characterized by SDS-PAGE electrophoresis, indicating a single band. 

6.2.5 SIMS Chemical Mapping 

In the ION-TOF SIMS-5 system, the Bi
3+

 analysis ion source positioned at 45° to the sample was 

operated at 30 keV beam energy, with a 0.4 pA beam current and a 100 μs pulse width.  Secondary ions 

were electrostatically directed to the TOF analyser by biasing the sample stage at 2.5 kV with the 

extraction lens set at 4.5 kV at an opposite polarity.  Appropriate secondary ions: Fe
+
, NaNH2

+
 

corresponding to GOx, and Si
+
 were collected over a rastered sampling area of 100×100 μm

2
 to obtain a 

2D map.  The sample was then sputtered with O
2+

 (generated from a separate sputtering ion source) to 

remove the sample layer by layer at a well-defined sputtering rate.  The 2D maps were collected 

interleavingly between the sputtered layers as a function of sputtering depth to obtain the depth profiles 

and to construct the corresponding 3D images of the Fe, GOx and Si components.  It should be noted that 

due to the destruction layer created by the O
2+

 sputtering, molecular information from the GOx cannot be 

expected in 3D analyses.  Furthermore, given that the ion detection limit of the present TOF SIMS 

instrument is 10,000 Da, it was not possible to detect intact GOx molecules (160,000 Da).  Secondary 

fragments such as NaNH
2+

 were therefore used to monitor the amount of GOx. 
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6.3 Results and discussion 

Fe-GOx HNPs was prepared at 4 °C by co-electrodeposition of Fe and GOx on a H-

terminated Si(100) substrate in a three-electrode cell.  The electrolyte solution consisted of 5 mM 

FeCl2 mixed with an appropriate amount of GOx from asparagines to obtain a concentration of 

75 μM GOx in a 200 mM boric acid solution.  In order to take advantage of the electrostatic 

attraction between GOx (with an isoelectric point of 4.2) and Fe
2+

 ions, the solution was 

maintained at pH 6.5 such that GOx became partially negative.  UV-visible spectroscopy was 

used to monitor the change in the absorption band of GOx (Figure 6.1a).  The Fe electrolyte (i.e., 

Fe
2+

) exhibits a featureless spectrum with no discernible peaks in the region of interest, while the 

GOx spectrum shows a strong, sharp absorption peak at 274 nm along with weaker, broader 

bands at 377 nm and 454 nm, all of which correspond to the oxidized form of flavin groups.
287,288

  

The Fe-GOx electrolyte, however, exhibits a peak at 273 nm with a shift in the broad bands to 

383 nm and 452 nm, respectively. 
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Figure  6.1 (a) UV-Visible spectra and (b) cyclic voltammograms of pristine Fe, pristine GOx, 

and Fe-GOx electrolytes (all at pH 6.5).  

 

Formation of GOx-Fe complex is possible because of the many functional groups, such 

as amine, imidazole and sulfhydryl groups, in GOx that could interact with oxidizing mediators.  

Although both cationic and anionic groups are located on the GOx surface, the enzyme molecule 

has an essentially negative electrostatic surface potential at pH 6.5 as a result of excess glutamate 

and aspartate over lysine and arginine.
289,290

 The presence of this negative surface potential 

favours electrostatic complexation of the anionic sites of the enzyme with mediators containing 

positively charged groups.  In an aqueous environment, FeCl2 tends to form FeOH
+
 

monomers,
96,291,292

 with a significantly higher ionic mobility than the considerably larger GOx 

molecule.  The resulting FeOH
+
 could therefore attach to the anionic sites of GOx through a 

charge-transfer bond.   
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To further investigate the Fe-GOx complexation, we performed cyclic voltammetry on 

the Fe-GOx electrolyte (Figure 6.1b), and compare the result with those on the pristine GOx 

electrolyte and Fe electrolyte in UV experiments (Figure 6.1a).  In the absence of GOx, oxidation 

of Fe
2+

 to Fe
3+

 complex species occurs at an anodic peak potential of 2 mV (vs Ag/AgCl), while 

reduction occurs at a cathodic potential of –450 mV (vs Ag/AgCl) upon the reverse scan.  In the 

presence of GOx, both anodic and cathodic peak potentials are shifted to more positive values, 

with the shift in the cathodic peak potential (from –450 mV to –370 mV) found to be discernibly 

larger than that of the anodic peak potential (from 2 mV to 5 mV).  The smaller reduction 

potential needed for Fe
3+

 to Fe
2+

 in the presence of GOx confirms the complex formation of the 

Fe species that changes the reduction potential, in good accord with our UV-Visible 

spectroscopic results.  A decrease in the corresponding current density is also observed, which 

can be attributed to the slower diffusion of FeOH
+
 when bound to a large and slowly moving 

GOx molecule.  In general, the concentrations of the redox species and the number of electrons 

involved in the reactions control their diffusion coefficients and the resulting current densities.
293

  

As these voltammograms were obtained under the same experimental conditions, the observed 

difference in the current density is attributed to the difference in diffusion coefficients.  The 

diffusion coefficient for FeOH
+
 is expected to be smaller upon binding with GOx.  A similar 

observation has been reported for the [Fe
II
(phen)3]

2+
 when bounded to GOx and to DNA.

294,295
 

Using the Fe-GOx complexes as our precursors, we synthesized the HNPs.  In a freshly 

prepared Fe-GOx electrolyte solution, homogenous spherical NPs were deposited on the H-

terminated Si substrate by amperometry at 1.2 V (vs Ag/AgCl).  These NPs exhibit a 

remarkably narrow size distribution, with the average size easily controllable from 30 nm to 3.5 

μm by varying the respective deposition time from 10 s to 60 minutes (Figure 6.2).   
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Figure  6.2 SEM images of Fe-GOx hybrid nanoparticles obtained by (a) 10 s, (b) 30 s, (c) 120 s, 

and (d) 60 min deposition.  The corresponding average sizes are 30, 100, 170, and 3,500 nm, 

respectively.  

 

Figure 6.3a shows a typical HIM image of Fe-GOx HNPs obtained by a 30 minute 

deposition. Furthermore, these nanograins are made up of nanocrystallites of 18 nm dia. in size 

(Figure 6.3b), as estimated by applying the Scherrer analysis to the Fe(110) diffraction peak in 

the corresponding X-ray diffraction pattern (Figure 6.3d).  The features in the XRD pattern 

(Figure 6.3d) correspond to the bcc phase of metallic Fe (PDF2 006-0696).  
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Figure  6.3 HIM images of Fe-GOx hybrid nanoparticles (a) and (b) before and (c) after the 

activity test, and (d) their corresponding glancing incidence XRD patterns before (bottom curve) 

and after the activity test (top curve).  Scale bars represent 5 μm in (a) and 1 μm in (b) and (c). 

 

To confirm the activity of GOx after electrodeposition, we used a glucose spectrometric 

assay to monitor the production of H2O2 by detecting quinoneimine dye with the details as 

following: 

Absorption kinetics was studied by using a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 35 UV-Visible 

spectrometer equipped with a Labsphere integrating sphere.  The activity of the enzyme was 

obtained by the small modification made in the popular glucose assay used for measuring the 

amount of glucose extracted from plants.  The method is based on the following enzymatic 

reaction of glucose oxidase that converts glucose to gluconate: 

β–D-glucose + O2 + H2O
     
→     D–glucono–δ–lactone + H2O2 

(d) 
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An appropriate peroxidase (POD) reaction is then used to convert the resulting H2O2 to a dye that 

can be detected and measured easily by absorption spectroscopy in the visible region: 

2H2O2 + ρ–hydroxybenzoic acid + 4–aminoantipyrine 
     
→    quinoneimine dye + 4H2O  

where the quinoneimine dye formed in the above reaction exhibits absorption maximum at 510 

nm.  (Figure 6.4) For a known constant amount of glucose, the activity of glucose oxidase can be 

defined by the rate of dye formation, which corresponds to the slope of the absorbance vs time 

plot and can be obtained by monitoring the absorbance at 510 nm with respect to time.  In our 

measurement, the sample did not show any activity for the first few minutes due to the time 

needed for the dye molecules to disperse into the region of the cuvette exposed to the radiation.  

 

 

Figure  6.4 Absorbance of the feature at 510 nm for a glucose assay as a function of time, used 

for the activity test of Fe-GOx hybrid nanoparticles. 

 

The characteristic absorption band of the dye at 510 nm is found to become more intense 

over 15 min, which indicates that GOx remains bioactive upon hybridization into the NPs.  After 

the bioactivity test, the sample was washed thoroughly with filtered deionized water, which also 
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makes the porous structure of the HNPs more obvious (Figure 6.3c).  The appearance of the 

porous structure suggests diffusion of glucose into the Fe-GOx HNPs to reach the active sites of 

GOx, which causes the nanograins to cluster into larger grains resulting in a more porous 

appearance for the NPs.  The average nanocrystallite size also increases from 18 nm to 24 nm as 

estimated from their respective XRD patterns (Figure 6.3d).  This suggests the presence of GOx 

in the deeper layers of NPs and not just on the surface.  It should be noted that the XRD features 

obtained after the activity test also correspond to the bcc phase of metallic Fe.  We also soaked 

the Fe-GOx HNPs in H2O2 overnight.  No increase in porosity or grain clustering was observed, 

which confirms that such an increase in porosity is caused by glucose reaction with HNPs, 

thereby validating the unique activity of the HNP.  No increase in porosity was observed upon 

the glucose activity test on the pristine Fe NP sample (i.e. without GOx).  

The presence of nanosized grains throughout a HNP can also be observed in the 

tomography images obtained by using the multi-cross-sectional imaging technique in a FIB-

SEM.
296,297

  This technique allows us to observe nanostructures buried within the bulk with a 

spatial resolution of 10 nm.  The SEM image obtained with the back-scattered detector in Figure 

6.5a shows the top view of two Fe-GOx HNPs, with the lines marking the vertical cut locations 

for the selected cross-sectional images, shown in Figure 6.5b-f.  The black spots inside the NPs 

correspond to voids and/or elements with lower masses, likely reflecting the locations of GOx, 

among the brighter Fe nanocrystallites.   From the series of cross-sectional images, it is evident 

that the observed HNPs consist of very small Fe subunits of nanocrystallites separated by voids 

and/or organic materials.  The fairly uniform distribution of these GOx locations observed inside 

the nanoparticles leads us to propose a “stone-and-mortar” model for the hybrid nanoparticle, 

shown schematically in Figure 6.5g.  In this model, individual nanograins (in a Fe-GOx HNP) 

consist of Fe nanocrystallites “sticking” together by GOx molecules.  Inside a nanograin, GOx 

could serve as the substrate, providing nucleation sites for Fe crystallization, which could 

proceed by reduction of FeOH
+
 ions adsorbed on the GOx substrate through its interaction with 

the partially negative amino acid components (e.g. glutamate and asparatate) of the GOx.  

FeOH
+
 ions undergo adsorption onto the GOx followed by reduction to metallic Fe, i.e.  

FeOH
+
(ads) + H

+
 + 2e

–
 → Fe + H2O.   However, to distinguish between an actual void and an 

organic intermediate layer would require additional analysis by a complementary method, such 

as three-dimensional chemical imaging provided by the SIMS technique.   
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Figure  6.5 Back-scattered electron SEM images of (a) the top view of two Fe-GOx hybrid 

nanoparticles (HNPs) before cross-sectional imaging, and (b-f) cross-sectional views of selected 

vertical cuts at the locations marked in (a).  (g) Schematic “stone-and-mortar” model for Fe-GOx 

HNPs electrodeposited on a Si substrate. 

 

  One possible configuration for the hybridization of Fe and GOx is that the NPs consist of 

nanocrystallites individually covered by GOx.  In this configuration, it should be possible to 

observe the GOx inside the NP even when all the GOx molecules on the surface of the NP are 

removed.  To confirm the presence of GOx along with Fe inside the HNPs, we conduct 3D 

chemical imaging by TOF-SIMS.  This method enables us to probe the composition of the bulk 

materials at different depth, which makes possible studies not just of 3D composition of 

biomaterials but also of diffusion of a component into a semiconductor material.
75,298

  We have 

chosen relatively large HNPs (2.5 μm) for this experiment in order to increase the accuracy of 

the characterization, but the results are expected to be similar for all sizes.  A 300×300 μm
2 

area 

of the sample was pre-cleaned with O
2+

 sputtering for 5 s before imaging.  The secondary ions 

were mass-separated in a 2 m long TOF reflectron analyser, and the appropriate secondary ions 

Fe
+
, NaNH

2+
 for GOx, and Si

+
 were collected over a rastered sampling area of 100×100 μm

2
 to 

obtain a 2D map.  The sample was then sputtered with O2
+
 to remove the sample layer-by-layer 

at a well-defined sputtering rate.  The 2D maps were collected interleavingly between the 

sputtered layers as a function of sputtering depth to obtain the depth profiles and to construct the 

corresponding 3D images of the Fe, GOx and Si components.  Figure 6.6a shows the 3D images 

obtained for three component ions and their overlap (total) for a typical sample of HNPs.  The 

presence of the enzyme component only on the Fe component (i.e. nanoparticle) and not on the 
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bare surface of the Si substrate can clearly be seen in the corresponding topmost 2D maps shown 

in Figure 6.7.   

We also show as insets in Figure 6.6a a magnified view of a selected area of the topmost 

2D maps marked by a small square in Figure 6.6a, top rightmost panel.  Figure 6.6b shows the 

YZ cross sections of the respective 3D images in Figure 6.6a for a selected X position.  

Evidently, the concurrence of component intensities at the same location shown in Figure 6.6b 

further confirms the presence of both Fe and GOx throughout the NPs, indicating their hybrid 

nature.  The YZ cross-sectional maps are plotted with an extended Z scale to better illustrate the 

details in the depth direction.  The similar decreasing trends found for the Fe and GOx 

components with depth are also clearly observed in the corresponding depth profiles shown in 

Figure 6.8. 

 

 

Figure  6.6 (a) TOF-SIMS 3D images of Si
+ 

(blue), Fe
+ 

(red), and NaNH
2+

 (corresponding to 

GOx; green), and their overlap (total) for Fe-GOx hybrid nanoparticles (HNPs) on a 100×100 

μm
2
 area of the sample, with the insets depicting their corresponding topmost 2D maps of a 

selected Fe-GOx HNP in this sampling area (marked by small square in top rightmost panel). 

The scale bar for the insets is 2 μm. (b) Selected YZ cross sections of the corresponding 3D 

images of Fe-GOx HNPs (at an X location as marked in the image cube in (a), top rightmost 

panel).  The horizontal (Y) and vertical (Z) scale bars correspond to 2 μm and 200 nm, 

respectively.  
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Figure  6.7 TOF-SIMS 2D images of Si
+
, Fe

+
, and NaNH

2+
 (corresponding to GOx), and their 

summed image of Fe-GOx hybrid nanoparticles on a 15×15 μm
2
 field of view of the substrate.  It 

is obvious that GOx only presents on the Fe NPs and not on the entire Si substrate.   

 

 

Figure  6.8 TOF-SIMS depth-profiles of Fe-GOx hybrid nanoparticles. The similar decreasing 

trends found for the Fe and GOx (NaNH2
+
) components show the intermixed nature of the hybrid 

nanoparticles. 
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The depth-profile XPS data shown in Figure 6.9 provides collaborative support for our 

SIMS observation.  For the as-prepared sample, the C 1s peaks at 284.8 eV, 286.2 eV, and 288.4 

eV can be attributed, respectively, to the C–H, C–O, and C=O components of the amino acid side 

chains of the polypeptide backbone of GOx.
299,300

  Similarly, the N 1s features at 398.9 eV and 

400.2 eV correspond to the NH2 and NHC=O components,
301,302

 respectively.  Upon sputtering 

for 110 s, dramatic reductions in the intensities of these C 1s and N 1s components are observed.   

Additional C 1s feature found at 283.3 eV and N 1s feature at 397.3 eV can be assigned to C–

Fe
303

 and N–Fe features,
74

 respectively, indicating the interaction between GOx and Fe 

nanocrystallites.  After 290 s of sputtering, the Fe 2p3/2 peak at 710.0 eV and the shoulder 

emerged at 707.1 eV can be attributed to Fe oxides and metallic Fe, respectively.
74

  From our 

sputtering rate, we estimate that this initial sputtering corresponds to the removal of a 4-5 nm 

thick layer of material, consistent with one monolayer of physisorbed GOx (uniformly 

distributed on both the HNPs and Si substrate).  Continued sputtering for over 650 s reveals that 

the relative-intensity reductions of the C–Fe and N–Fe features parallel those of the other C and 

N components of GOx and of the metallic Fe.  The similar trends found in the intensity 

reductions, along with the presence of N and C even after extended Ar sputtering (into the deeper 

layers), provide strong support for the intermixing of GOx with Fe nanocrystallites inside the 

HNP. 
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Figure  6.9 Depth-profiling XPS spectra of Fe 2p, N 1s, and C 1s regions for the as-prepared Fe-

GOx hybrid nanoparticles and upon Ar sputtering for 50, 110, 290, 410, 650, 890, 1370, and 

2330 s.  

   

To further investigate the nature of the Fe–C and Fe–N bonds found between GOx and Fe 

before formation of the HNP and the role of these bonds in the evolution of the HNP, we 

prepared drop-cast thin films of electrolytes containing GOx with FeCl2 (Fe-GOx electrolyte) 

and without FeCl2 (GOx electrolyte) before amperometry.  Their C 1s and N 1s spectra are 

compared with those of HNPs (after 290 s of sputtering) in Figure 6.10.  (It should be noted that 

a brief sputtering was used to remove any surface carbonaceous layer often found due to sample 

handling in air.)  Evidently, the drop-cast film of the Fe-GOx electrolyte exhibits all the C 1s and 

N 1s features as those of the GOx electrolyte, but with additional C 1s peak at 283.3 eV and N 1s 

peak at 397.3 eV.  The similar relative intensities of the common C 1s and N 1s features for the 

GOx electrolyte to those found for Fe-GOx electrolyte indicate that the GOx molecules interact 
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with Fe without dissociation.  The observed additional features for the Fe-GOx electrolyte are 

found at the same binding energy locations as the respective features in the Fe-GOx HNPs, 

which indicates that the HNPs contain Fe-GOx complexes as their building blocks (before 

nanocrystallite formation).  The differences in the relative intensities of the C 1s and N 1s 

features for Fe-GOx HNPs from those for the drop-cast film of Fe-GOx electrolyte suggest that 

there are more GOx interactions with Fe involving the NHC=O group and C–O group in the 

HNPs than the drop-cast film. 

 

Figure  6.10 XPS spectra of N 1s and C 1s regions for drop-cast films of pristine GOx and of Fe-

GOx electrolytes, and for Fe-GOx hybrid nanoparticles (HNPs), all after 290 s sputtering.  
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In order to investigate the biocompatibility of the Fe-GOx HNPs, we studied the effect of 

HNPs on cell proliferation.  To be safe for use in the human body, Fe oxides usually need to be 

coated with a biocompatible shell.  These shells are mainly polymeric materials that should be 

water soluble and non-cytotoxic.  However, in addition to adding an extra step to the synthesis, 

the main drawback of polymeric coating is their poor long-term chemical stability of the 

inorganic core.
304–307

  We therefore have not used any coating in the present experiment.  In 

particular, we used the Fe-GOx NPs directly deposited on an ITO-glass substrate and evaluated 

their effects on HeLa cells.  In the present experiment, we employed ITO-glass instead of H-Si as 

the conductive substrate in order to obtain optical images of the samples.  It should be noted that 

the respective SEM images show no difference in the morphologies of HNPs deposited on ITO-

glass and H-Si substrates.  HeLa cells were seeded on ITO-glass substrates with the pre-

deposited Fe-GOx HNPs, and cell growth was then monitored by bright-field optical microscopy 

for 5 days (Figure 6.11a).  Some parts of the samples were scratched to remove the HNP cell 

seeding, and these were used as the control so as to allow comparison with the areas with HNPs.  

As shown in Figure 6.11b, cell seeding density, morphology, and growth appear to be similar in 

the bright regions (without HNPs) and in the darker areas (with HNPs).  In other words, the cells 

are able to grow on the substrates coated with the Fe-GOx HNPs as on substrates without the Fe-

GOx HNPs.  

Furthermore, in order to metabolically quantify the amount of active cells after exposure 

to Fe-GOx HNPs, we performed MTT (3-[4,5-dimethyl-2-thiazol]-2,5-diphenyl-2H-tetrazolium 

bromide) reduction experiments involving more delicate cells.  Human hepatoma cells (Liver, 

PLC/PRF/5, ATCC No: CRL-8024) were cultured in Eagle’s Minimum Essential Medium 

(EMEM) American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1% 

penicillin-streptomycin.  The cells were maintained in 5% CO2 in humidity at 37 ºC.  Before 

incubating the cells on the substrates, each substrate has been sterilized by first immersing in 

70% ethanol thrice (10 minutes each), followed by PBS rinse.  The substrates were subsequently 

irradiated with UV light for 2 hours before use.  Liver cells (10,000 cells) were then seeded onto 

each substrate in a 12-well plate and incubated for 24 hours at 37 ºC.  We employed the 

procedure for the MTT assay as outlined by the supplier (Sigma/Aldrich).  Figure 6.11c depicts 

the results from the MTT assay, which has been performed in triplicates.  Our results show 

quantitatively the cell population and activity on the three substrates coated with Fe-GOx HNPs 
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compared to that on a plain ITO-glass used as the control.  Only a slight difference is observed, 

indicating that these Fe-GOx HNPs are cell-safe and have no obvious detrimental effect on 

viability and cell growth. 

Figure 6.11d shows the magnetization curve of the Fe-GOx HNPs (with an average size 

of 400 nm) as determined by using a VSM.   Evidently, the lack of hysteresis, along with the 

observed 90 emu/g saturation magnetization, indicates that the Fe-GOx HNPs exhibit 

superparamagnetic behavior.  Due to the metallic nature of Fe in Fe-GOx HNPs, the saturation 

magnetization has a much larger value than the reported values for superparamagnetic iron oxide 

NPs in the literature.
308,309

  The high saturation magnetization is especially important for NPs 

when they are used as a contrast agent for MRI application.  It should be noted that the size of 

the superparamagnetic NPs cannot exceed 10 nm for Fe oxide and 20 nm for Fe.
310–312

 However, 

for in-vivo applications, magnetic NPs should have an appropriate size of 10-100 nm to maintain 

longer circulation times, because NPs smaller than 10 nm are removed by renal clearance.
313

  For 

this reason, they are usually coated with a (polymer or organic) shell to obtain the desired size.
308

  

The present superparamagnetic Fe-GOx HNPs are therefore quite remarkable because the size of 

superparamagnetic HNPs can be easily controlled during the co-electrodeposition, thereby 

allowing us to eliminate the extra coating step.  Since the present HNPs are much larger than the 

superparamagnetic NP size regime, the observed behavior supports our structural model shown 

schematically in Figure 6.5g.  In other words, if the nanograins were just surface-functionalized 

by the GOx (i.e., without any hybridization), then the nanocrystallites inside a nanograin are not 

isolated from one another by the GOx.  In this case, the NP should exhibit ferromagnetic and not 

the observed superparamagnetic behaviour. 
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Figure  6.11 Optical images of HeLa cells grown on ITO–glass substrate coated with Fe-GOx 

hybrid nanoparticles (HNPs), 400 nm in average size, after 5 days:  (a) without and (b) with 

sample scratching. (c) MTT data quantifying consistently high viability of human hepatoma cells 

after 5 days of culturing on three separate ITO-glass substrates coated with Fe-GOx HNPs in 

relative to control (cultured on a plain ITO-glass substrate). (d) Magnetization curve of the Fe-

GOx HNPs (with an average size of 400 nm). 

 

  

(c) (d) 
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To demonstrate the general applicability of the present approach to other biomolecules 

even with different sizes and the application of HNPs to targeted drug delivery, we prepared Fe-

p53p HNPs at 4 °C by co-electrodeposition of Fe and p53p on a H-terminated Si(100) substrate 

in a three-electrode cell.  (It should be noted that p53p is approximately 100 times smaller than 

GOx.)  The electrolyte solution consisted of 5 mM FeCl2 and 75 μM p53p and 200 mM boric 

acid.  The pH was adjusted to 6.5 before adding p53p to the solution.  Deposition was carried out 

at –1.2 V vs Ag/AgCl for different amounts of deposition time.  Figure 6.12a shows the SEM 

image of typical Fe-p53p HNPs after 600 s deposition.  The corresponding XRD pattern (Figure 

6.12b) shows metallic Fe with an average grain size of 22 nm, which accounts for the observed 

rough surfaces of HNPs in the SEM image.  Similar to Fe-GOx HNPs, these Fe-p53p HNPs also 

exhibit superparamagnetic behaviour with 60 emu/g saturation magnetization and no hysteresis 

(Figure 6.12c).  The depth-profiling XPS spectra for the N 1s and C 1s regions in Figure 6.12d 

indicate the presence of N–Fe and C–Fe features at 397.3 eV and 283.3 eV, respectively.  The 

emergence of these features only upon longer sputtering time (1400 s) confirms the intermixing 

of Fe with p53p in the core (i.e. sub-surface) region and the hybrid nature of NPs.  To verify that 

the p53p in the HNP does not change after hybridization and preserves its bioactivity, we 

examine p53p-Mdm2 bonding ability.  For this purpose, we incubated pristine Fe NPs and Fe-

p53p HNPs in the solution of Mdm2-GST for 4 hours.  We then washed both samples thoroughly 

with deionized water.  The SEM images obtained after incubation show extra materials on top of 

Fe-p53p HNPs but not on pristine Fe NPs, which confirms the attachment of Mdm2 to p53p and 

therefore the bioactivity of p53p in the HNP (Figure 6.13).   
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Figure  6.12 (a) SEM images (scale bars are 200 nm), (b) XRD pattern, (c) hysteresis loop, (d) 

depth-profiling XPS spectra of N 1s and C 1s regions of Fe-p53p HNPs obtained after 600 s 

deposition. 

 

Figure  6.13 SEM images of (a) pristine Fe NPs and (b) Fe-p53p HNPs after incubation in 

Mdm2-GST solution.  

1 μm

1 μm

500 nm

500 nm
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(b)
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6.4 Summary 

In summary, Fe-GOx and Fe-p53p HNPs have been successfully obtained by 

electrodeposition of Fe-GOx and Fe-p53p complexes directly as the building blocks of the 

nanograins at 4 °C.  We propose a “stone-and-mortar” architecture for the HNP, in which GOx 

or p53p molecules behave as the mortar to keep the Fe nanocrystallites together.  HIM and FIB-

SEM multi cross-sectional studies both show the nanograins interconnected to one another by the 

GOx or p53p molecules in the HNPs.  Furthermore, both TOF-SIMS and depth-profiling XPS 

results further confirm the intermixed nature of the Fe-biomolecule NPs, in which the 

biomolecules are incorporated throughout the HNP without affecting their bioactivity.  Of 

special interest is that hybridization of Fe-GOx and Fe-p53p HNPs is obtained by complex 

formation of Fe with the biomolecule (GOx or p53p) before deposition onto the substrate and the 

growth is maintained by these Fe-biomolecule complexes as the building blocks.  Furthermore, 

these HNPs are found to be superparamagnetic and could be made with different desired sizes.  

As demonstrated by their apparent lack of a detrimental effect on cell growth, their 

biocompatibility, together with their strong magnetic properties, make these HNPs promising 

agents for MRI and targeted drug delivery systems.  These HNPs can be easily harvested from 

the substrate and dispersed in an aqueous solution by sonication.  Incorporating two different 

biomolecules with very different sizes confirms the general applicability of the present synthetic 

approach.  The present method of incorporating bioactive molecules into magnetic (and non-

magnetic) nanostructures is therefore not limited to GOx or p53p.  Hybridization of GOx as a 

water-soluble enzyme and p53p as an anticancer peptide with magnetic nanostructures therefore 

offers an effective immobilization method to enable their use not only as reusable sensors and 

magnetic contrast agents, but also to greatly improve drug delivery and recovery systems.  
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Chapter 7 

Concluding Remarks and Outlook 

7.1 Summary 

The goal of the present research is to design-and-build new materials with novel 

properties by hybridization of two or more components for sensing and bio-applications. These 

components could be two (or three) metals, or one metal with one organic or biomolecule, or one 

metal with one metal oxide.  I have developed a fast, facile electrochemical method to synthesize 

metallic nanoparticles on conductive surfaces with excellent control of their shape and areal 

density. This method has been applied successfully to synthesize bimetallic or trimetallic 

nanoparticles. In the first part of this work (Chapter 3), a series of detailed studies on the 

synthesis and growth of FeNi as a bimetallic system with different compositions was presented. 

The effects of experimental parameters on the composition, shape and size of nanoparticles have 

been investigated. Some properties arising from combination of two metals, including air 

stability of the nanoparticles and enhanced sensing properties (toward detection of 4-

aminophenol, a pharmaceutical waste product), are discussed. Differences in the magnetic 

properties of nanoparticles with the same composition but different shapes are also 

demonstrated.  The companion computer modelling study provides support for our experimental 

observations.  This work also illustrates the power of large-scale VASP calculations in 

simulating the structure-property relation in nanomaterials. I extended this one-pot approach to 

synthesize bimetallic nanoparticles of Fe-M (M = Au, Pt, Pd, Ni, Co, Cr) on silicon substrates 

(Chapters 4 and 5). The goal here is to use these bimetallic nanoparticles to introduce additional 

selectivity and reactivity towards different biomolecules. The studies demonstrate synergistic 

properties arising from the components of the hybrid composites, with particular focus on 

biosensing applications illustrating the enhancement of vitamin C detection by FePt 

nanoparticles and as an arsenic sensor based on FePt, FeAu and FePd nanoparticles. The role of 

different shapes of the same type of nanoparticles in the sensing properties is also presented.  

In the latter part of the present work (Chapter 6), I introduced a novel electrochemical 

approach for in-situ embedding (i.e. encapsulating) biomolecules during nanostructure growth, 

without the risk of denaturation by manipulating the growth at a low deposition temperature 
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(near 0°C). This study demonstrated hybridization of Fe with biomolecules of different size, 

including the enzyme glucose oxidase (Fe-GOx) and an anticancer peptide (Fe-p53d). It is 

important to point out that this approach is general, allowing hybridization to be applied to 

virtually any positively charged metal ion and partially negative protein. In-vitro toxicity 

assessment of Fe-GOx HNPs has also been performed and showed no adverse effect, while Fe-

p53p HNPs were found to selectively bind to cancer cells. Furthermore, p53p and GOx act as 

protective shells, preventing oxidation, for metallic Fe nanocrystallites. This study further 

illustrated the remarkable superparamagnetic properties of these unique nanoparticles in the 

large-size regime (30 to 3500 nm). In addition, this study showed that Fe-p53p HNPs can 

selectively bind to Mdm2 and MdmX, which are over-expressed in nearly 50% of cancers and 

can therefore inhibit p53p anticancer activity, providing a promising anticancer therapeutic and 

imaging agent. For Fe-GOx HNPs, our results showed that these hybrid nanoparticles exhibit no 

detrimental effects on cell growth of very delicate cells (such as human hepatoma cells), which 

make them excellent, bio-friendly material for use as magnetic resonance contrast agents 

requiring cell-friendly magnetic nanoparticles. 

7.2 Conclusions and New Findings 

This thesis presents the successful synthesis of hybrid nanoparticles including bimetallic 

FeM nanoparticles (M=Ni, Pt, Au, Pd) and Fe-biomolecule (biomolecule=glucose oxidase, p53p 

protein) using electrochemical deposition method. The growth mechanism of bimetallic 

nanoparticles, formation of different shapes, surface crystalline facets and shape dependent 

properties have been investigated by performing extensive characterization on these 

nanoparticles. The results of these studies show promises in controlling the size and shape of 

hybrid nanoparticles, while the effect of composition on the shape, shape-dependent magnetic 

properties and chemical sensing performance are also studied systematically. For the Fe-

biomolecules study, the biocompatibility and magnetic properties are also investigated and the 

hybrid NPs are found to be good candidates for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) agents or 

drug delivery vehicles. The present study provides the following new, significant findings: 

7.2.1 A simple synthetic hybridization method for shape-controlled nanoalloys   

We show that a simple room-temperature technique can be used to synthesize FeNi alloy 

nanoparticles of well-defined shapes and narrow size distributions without the use of surfactants.  
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This approach makes use of co-electrochemical deposition in electrolytes of well-controlled 

compositions and can be generalized to other bimetallic alloy systems, including FeCo, FeZn, 

and NiCo. We observed the shape evolution of NPs from concave nanocubes to truncated 

nanospheres by changing their composition. The formation of FeNi concave nanocubes is an 

unexpected but very interesting result because such a shape is well known to be 

thermodynamically unfavorable.  We correlate the evolution of the crystal structures of these 

alloy nanoparticles with the change in the particle shape and illustrate the importance of the 

“guest” crystal structure in modifying the final morphology of a “host” lattice.   

We also developed our method for making concave nanocubes and nanocages. We 

prepare bimetallic FeNi concave nanocubes with high Miller index planes through controlled 

triggering of different growth kinetics of Fe and Ni.  To date, concave nanostructures could only 

be made by using surfactants or galvanic replacements, which were limited to noble metals.  For 

non-noble metals, it has not been possible to make concave nanostructures with these methods 

due to their inherently high reactivity.  By manipulating the growth kinetics involving a 

bimetallic system, we show here that it is indeed possible to produce FeNi concave nanocubes 

using a one-step, surfactant-free method.  In the second step, we fabricate mono-dispersed 

concave nanocages by taking advantage of the higher activity of the high-index planes in a 

material-independent electroleaching process.  Metallic nanocages have been traditionally 

prepared by first depositing thin shells of a metal on polymer or silica beads and then followed 

by removal of the beads by calcination or wet chemical etching, or by galvanic replacement 

reaction involving a less reactive metal.  These methods suffer from the rather limited material 

options difficulties in removing the colloidal templates, poorly defined composition, and 

unwanted coupling in dealloying.  The present synthesis method of cage-like nanostructures is 

material-independent and can be extended to any concave systems because etching is driven by 

the high activity of the high-index planes located at the cavity.  

Another important achievement using the aforementioned method is that we could 

synthesize FeNi alloy nanoparticles with same composition but different shapes.  Bimetallic 

systems especially FeNi has been subjected to many studies because of their interesting 

properties, but very few reports on the shape-dependent magnetic properties of bimetallic 

nanosystems have been published, presumably because there is virtually no synthesis method 

that could produce nanoparticles with same composition but different shape was available.  Here, 
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we have successfully used a simple electrochemical method to obtain, for the first time, both 

FeNi concave cube and cuboctahedron nanoparticles with the same composition. High-resolution 

XPS analysis on these samples not only shows highly homogenous alloy NPs but also uncovers 

two new binding energy references for FeNi nanoalloys – Fe 2p at 707 eV and Ni 2p at 852.9 

eV. 

7.2.2 Improvements in properties by hybridization 

Remarkable air stability and different magnetic properties:  We have tested our FeNi 

nanoparticles and observed a remarkable resistance of these nanoparticles to oxidation in air.  

Our detailed depth-profiling XPS and TEM-EDX studies of FeNi nanocubes and nanospheres 

have identified the presence of 5-6 nm thin oxide shells, which accounts for the protection 

against oxidation. Of special interest is that the oxide shell is produced in-situ during the 

formation of the FeNi alloy nanoparticles, therefore eliminating an extra step in introducing this 

important property. We also study the shape-dependent magnetic properties of bimetallic 

materials system with a single composition experimentally for the first time. We investigate the 

dependence of magnetic properties as a function of the different two-phase combinations of two 

phases in FeNi NPs.  By taking advantage of the unique nanoscale properties, we synthesized 

Fe63Ni37 alloy NPs in the mixed-phase region (i.e. coexistence of fcc and bcc phase) with two 

distinct shapes, for which the combination of fcc and bcc phases is different.  This two-phase 

combination in effect causes the different NP shape observed, which can be used as a new 

parameter for tuning the magnetic property of alloys with a single composition. For both bulk 

and nanosize, magnetic properties of bimetallic alloys (including FeNi) with a specific 

composition but a different combination of bcc and fcc phases have not yet been reported.  

Certainly, these studies are very challenging in theory and experiment primarily, it has not been 

possible to make alloys with different two-phase combinations using a single method until now.  

We have obtained two different combinations of fcc + bcc phases for different shape 

nanoparticles.  We have used VASP calculations to illustrate for the first time the important role 

of the two-phase combination in the magnetic properties of FeNi alloys in the mixed phase 

region of their phase diagram.  

We also expand our hybridization method for synthesis of FeM (M=Au, Pt, Pd) and Fe-

biomolecule (biomolecule=glucose oxidase, p53p protein) NPs and show the versatility of the 
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method in obtaining different hybrid systems.  

Enhancement in chemical sensitivity and selectivity: Hybridization is introduced to fabricate 

novel active nanomaterials for label-free sensing applications in monitoring toxins in water and 

pharmaceutical wastes and vitamin C.  With the high-index facets exposed, the FeNi concave 

nanocubes and nanocages offer 10- and 100-fold, respectively, higher activities toward the 

electro-detection of 4-aminophenol than cuboctahedrons (with the convex surfaces).  It should be 

noted that 4-aminophenol is an important organic compound that can be used for E. coli 

detection and as an intermediate or degradation product in synthesis of paracetamol in the 

pharmaceutical industry. 

We also observed enhancement of the sensing properties for detection of vitamin C by 

FePt NPs compared to Pt NPs.  FePt NPs were synthesized with three different compositions on 

Si substrate. Their sensing properties have been investigated and found to exhibit an enhanced 

sensitivity and selectivity toward vitamin C in comparison to Pt NPs. Alloying leads to reduction 

in the over-potential for vitamin C oxidation and greatly enhances the selectivity of FePt NPs to 

VC detection even in the presence of other common interference species, including dopamine, 

citric acid, uric acid, glucose, and NaCl. 

In addition, we performed a systematic study of bimetallic FeM (M=Pt, Au, Pd) NPs for 

detecting ultra-low amounts of arsenic in neutral pH and with minimal interference from Cu(II).  

The synergistic effects resulting from alloy formation lead to better performance for the Fe-noble 

metal NPs (Au, Pt, Pd) compared to pristine noble metal NPs (without Fe alloying). Using 

precise measurement techniques capable of determining ppb levels, such as anodic stripping 

voltammetry, we determine and compare the sensitivities and limits of detection of the 

aforementioned bimetallic NPs for As(III) detection.  We also show that As detection using these 

bimetallic NPs is not affected by interference of Cu(II) ions, as one of the most serious problems 

in arsenic detection.  Unlike most of the non-enzymatic sensors that operate in highly acidic or 

basic environment, vitamin C and arsenic sensors not only could work at neutral pH but also 

show significantly enhanced sensitivity, detection limit, linear response range and a higher 

signal-to-noise performance. 
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7.2.3 A breakthrough impact on making and understanding a new class of hybrid 

bionanomaterials   

The versatility of the new method for hybridization of organic-inorganic structures has 

been demonstrated by choosing two very different biomolecules in terms of structure and size.  

The functionality of the new hybrid nanostructures has also been illustrated by their 

biocompatibility and binding to cancer cells.  It should be noted that the bioapplication of these 

hybrid nanoparticles are discussed here only as a potential but definitely not an exclusive 

application of these nanoparticles.  This work has led to a novel and general method used for 

hybridization of two different species involving a biomolecule and an inorganic material.   

New hybrid material and new hybridization method:  Hybrid materials are very important in 

medicine and energy conversion applications because they not only maintain their original 

properties but also introduce new synergetic properties. Fe-biomolecule (p53p and GOx) hybrid 

nanoparticles are obtained for the first time by electrochemical deposition of Fe-p53p/GOx 

complexes, which are pre-formed in the electrolyte by pH adjustment and used as the building 

blocks for the hybrid nanoparticles.  We have chosen an anticancer peptide (p53p) and an 

enzyme (GOx) as model molecules to demonstrate the versatility of the method towards different 

types of biomolecules with vastly different sizes (1.8 kDa vs 160 kDa). It is important to point 

out that this approach is general, allowing hybridization to be applied to virtually any positively 

charged metal ions and partially negative proteins.  In vitro toxicity assessment of Fe-GOx HNPs 

showed no adverse effect and Fe-p53p HNPs were shown to selectively bind to cancer cells. 

Furthermore, p53p and GOx act as a protective shell from oxidation for the metallic Fe 

nanocrystallites.   

3D characterization by multi-cross-sectional FIB-SEM and SIMS chemical imaging:  We 

confirm the nature of the hybrid nanoparticles by detailed characterization using advanced 3D 

methods, including SIMS chemical imaging and multi-cross-sectional FIB-SEM analysis.  We 

show that these characterization tools are essential for proper characterization of integrated 

nanostructures with multiple components.  

Superparamagnetism of nanoparticles in the large-size regime: Hybridization of p53p/GOx 

with Fe introduces superparamagnetic behavior for the Fe-biomolecule hybrid nanoparticles in 
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the large-size regime (30 to 3500 nm), which is a big challenge.  Isolation of Fe nanocrystallites 

(18 nm) by the biomolecule accounts for this extraordinary property of these much bigger hybrid 

nanoparticles.  It should be noted that the Fe nanocrystallites consist primarily of metallic Fe (i.e. 

not iron oxide), which gives rise to large saturation magnetization, making these hybrid 

nanoparticles important for applications requiring strong magnetic properties.  As the size of the 

Fe-GOx hybrid nanoparticles can be easily controlled, the present technique can therefore be 

used to make superparamagnetic nanoparticles of a specific desirable size.   

Targeted drug delivery and magnetic resonance imaging contrast agents with cell-friendly 

hybrid nanoparticles:  Fe-p53p HNPs can selectively bind to Mdm2 and MdmX, which are 

over-expressed in nearly 50% of cancers and inhibit p53p anticancer activity, providing a 

promising anticancer therapeutic and imaging agent. In vitro toxicity assessment showed that Fe-

P53 HNPs selectively bind to Mdm2 after hybridization. For Fe-GOx HNPs, we showed that 

these hybrid nanoparticles exhibit no detrimental effects on cell growth of very delicate cells (i.e. 

human hepatoma cells), which make them bio-friendly and excellent material as a magnetic 

resonance contrast agents requiring cell-friendly magnetic nanoparticles. The present work not 

only introduces the strategy of direct incorporation of two components (metal and biomolecule) 

into a hybrid structure, but also demonstrates their new application as targeted drug delivery and 

magnetic resonance imaging contrast agents. 

7.3 Future Work 

In this thesis, we demonstrated that the electrochemical technique is a powerful method 

for synthesis of bimetallic and hybrid nanoparticles. In particular, bimetallic FeM (M=Ni, Au, Pt, 

Pd) nanoparticles have been synthesized. A further step would be is to use the same method to 

synthesize different combinations of metals and trimetallic nanoparticles. Alloys of Co and Cr 

are good candidates because of their interesting magnetic properties and their air stability and 

acid resistance when produced in the alloy form. We have showed that by changing the 

composition of FeNi NPs we can control their final shape at room temperature. We also showed 

that by changing the synthesis temperature from room temperature to 4 C, we can obtain 

different shape with the same composition. These studies can be extended by examining the 

effects of different electrolytes on the synthesis, shape and composition of bimetallic NPs. We 

have also shown that FeNi NPs containing 65% Fe contain in grains with both fcc and bcc 
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phases present. The ratios of these phases were different for different shapes and we have 

investigated the role of mixing these phases on controlling the magnetic properties of bulk FeNi 

alloys by VASP calculations (Chapter 3). Experimental confirmation of these results will be of 

great interest and could be achieved by making bulk FeNi alloys (or other bimetallic systems) 

with different ratios of the two phases or by synthesis of these NPs  with same shape but 

different phase combinations.  

Another important future project will be the investigation of the chemical sensing 

properties and performance of these bimetallic nanoparticles.  Indeed, we have already 

performed a few primary experiments involving the use of FeNi NPs toward detection of 4-

aminophenol (Chapter 3) but more work is needed to design and build a commercial sensor 

based on these bimetallic NPs. We have also showed that concave nanocages can be produced by 

electroleaching of concave nanocubes driven by the high activity of the high-index planes 

located at the cavity. We introduced a controlled electroleaching process by applying cyclic 

voltammetric waves from –0.1 V to 0.5 V (vs Ag/AgCl) in a 10 mB PBS solution with pH = 3. 

By controlling the number of CV scans, we could increase the concavity and eventually hollow 

out the interior of the nanocubes, producing concave nanocages. These nanocages have been 

found to exhibit much higher activities toward the detection of 4-aminopehol (used as a test 

molecule). The same method can be used to synthesize other hollow structures for sensing 

application and for other application including drug carriers that need more surface area for drug 

loading.   

Investigation of the sensing properties of hybrid NPs led to the design of a vitamic C 

sensor based on FePt NP electrodes (Chapter 4).  FePt NPs with three different compositions 

were fabricated by a single-step electrodeposition method.  These spatially well-separated 

nanoparticles consist of 7-9 nm grains exhibit mixed alloy composition and have a significiantly 

enhanced for vitamin C in comparison to Pt NPs. We could increase the sensitivity of the sensor 

even more by increasing the electroactive area of the electrode by replacing our flat Si substrate 

with a Si-nanowires substrate. Si nanowires can be prepared by chemical etching of the Si(100) 

substrate in a 5M HF and 0.02 M AgNO3 solution at room temperature for 10 minutes and 

followed by dipping in a HNO3:H2O (3:1) solution for 30 minutes (to remove the Ag 

deposits).
212,213

 To further enhance sensing properties, the next step would be the synthesis of 

different Fe-Pt nanostructures (e.g. nanotubes or nanowires) or coating FePt NPs on carbon 
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nanotubes or other conductive substrate with high active surface area instead of Si.  

We have also showed the synergetic effect of alloying in bimetallic NPs for enhanced 

arsenic sensing performance in Chapter 5. We have prepared bimetallic FePt, FeAu, FePd and 

AuPt NPs with narrow size distributions and uniform spatial densities on Si substrate and studied 

their sensing properties to detect ultra-low amounts of arsenic systematically. FePt has showed 

the best performance among these NPs. Of special interest here is removal of arsenic from 

drinking water after its detection. Usually oxide NPs are used for this purpose. One future project 

will involve the synthesis of hybrid NPs that can do both tasks (detection and remediation) at the 

same time. In a preliminary study, we have attempted to synthesize Au and Pt decorated FeOOH 

NPs, containing many pores in the oxide nanostructure. The results are not presented in this 

thesis, because a more complete study is needed to optimize the nanostructure and to fully 

develop the simultaneous sensing and removal procedure.   

The results obtained for hybridization of Fe-biomolecules (Chapter 6) have opened up 

new prospects for designing new bio-nanomaterials. We have shown that our hybridization 

method can be used not only for different metal-metal hybrid NPs but also for metal-biomolecule 

NPs (e.g. Fe-biomolecules in Chapter 6). We demonstrated the biocompatibility of the NPs 

obtained by this method along with their extraordinary superparamagnetic property in large size 

regime. The next step in this area is to incorporate a drug molecule (e.g. a cancer killing drug) to 

the hybrid NPs. This can be done by making metal-drug hybrid NPs or integration of the drug 

molecule into as-prepared hybrid NPs and use the latter as a linker for this attachment. In this 

way, it will allow us to evaluate the drug transport by hybrid NPs to the tumor site and test the 

drug release on the site of interest. The feasibility of magnetic-field guided delivery using these 

superparamagnetic hybrid NPs as the drug carriers will be of particular interest.  

Finally, one of the most important subjects in this research area is the biocompatibility of 

hybrid NPs and their toxicity to human body. We have demonstrated the biocompatibility of Fe-

glucose oxidase and Fe-p53p NPs by in-vitro toxicity and selective cancer cell binding studies in 

Chapter 6. If a drug attached to these NPs or any other hybrid NPs is synthesized, proper 

biocompatibility test must to be done. Animal testing would be a good choice to test their 

circulation time and removal by renal clearance.  To increase the drug loading capacity, we 

would fabricate three-dimensional magnetic superstructures using these nanoparticles as the 

building blocks. The drug carrier size could be made between 10 nm and100 nm in order to 
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maintain longer circulation times because nanoparticles smaller than 10 nm are easily removed 

by renal clearance.  On the other hand, in order to increase the drug loading capacity, the drug 

carrying constituents should be small.  The proposed drug-carrying three-dimensional 

superstructures will be designed to break apart into bionanoparticles (with size less than 10 nm to 

allow them clear from the kidney) upon reaching the targeted (tumor) sites of interest. Much 

work remains to be done in this fascinating world of nanoscience and nanotechnology. 
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Figure 1.2: 
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Figure 1.3: 
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Figure 1.4: 
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